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S u m m a ry
Telecommunication technologies and networks are constantly changing; with the introduction of 
the GSM system the shift from wired to wireless telephony experienced a unique boom. Since 
then, behaviour and communication needs of users (i.e. subscribers) have undergone rapid 
changes from initially the need for pure wireless voice transmission to now data and multimedia 
content traffic. Introduction of the 3rd Generation (UMTS/IMT 2000) promised the delivery of 
these services and the integration with the Internet. However, legacy technologies and networks 
are not likely to be replaced soon, the different wireless and wired communication and 
information infrastructures will co-exist and will have to work, seemingly seamless, together.
The here documented research work delivers basic mechanisms supporting this integration, 
therefore a variety of technologies from different areas, ranging from Software Radio technology 
to Object-Oriented computing, have been brought together to introduce reconfigurability to 
mobile communication networks. Distributed object computing technologies are evaluated and 
their application as signalling and support platforms for reconfigureable systems is shown in 
different examples. Other novelties are the introduction of a protocol for download of 
reconfiguration software, from various software sources, these sources include Smart Cards, 
wired outlets and Over-The-Air. Furthermore, an object-oriented framework for flexible, ‘on-the- 
fly’ protocol exchange has been developed; the mechanisms and architecture of this framework 
are described within this thesis. Combining protocol reconfiguration, software download and 
distributed platforms and focusing on control and management of reconfiguration have led to the 
design and definition of a reconfiguration management architecture. Functionality and structure 
of this architecture are documented, and its single modules are described.
Providing means and mechanisms enabling management and control of reconfiguration within 
reconfigureable mobile communication networks is the purpose of this thesis.
KM, Guildford, July 2001
Kev words: reconfiguration, reconfiguration management, Software Radio, object-orientation, 
middleware, CORBA, Universal Control CHannel
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Chapter L Introduction
Chapter 1
1 In tro d u ctio n
The role and applicability of middleware in the computer science area has steadily increased, 
middleware takes away most of the tedious low level system and network adaptation tasks and has 
continuously been developed to standardised common service platforms such as CORBA. 
Middleware provides transparent communication mechanisms between objects that are distributed 
across heterogeneous network environments. The rapid convergence between communications 
and computer networks increases the problem of heterogeneity, different access schemes will be 
operational within a given geographical area and hence, the need to address terminal 
reconfigureability to different standards emerges. To provide the means for ‘seamless’ coverage 
and facilitate roaming capabilities within a single terminal, the terminal will have to adapt to 
different air interface standards. Therefore, terminals need to possess implementations of various 
protocol stacks and physical layers, i.e. they need to be reconfigureable from one air interface 
standard to another. There are various approaches to this problem, although the most promising 
technology is the concept of Software Radios. Research in Software Radio technologies has to 
date mostly concerned the physical layer and the software definition of functional entities within 
the terminal. This dissertation however addresses the upper layers, and we propose to apply 
services/facilities provided by middleware platforms to address reconfiguration, with a particular 
focus on:
• Signalling based on middleware platforms to support Software Radio functionality.
• Software download as core requirement for node reconfigureability.
• Flexible protocol stack reconfiguration as precondition for seamless system adaptation.
• Reconfiguration management to ensure adherence to telecommunication standards during 
and after reconfiguration of terminals.
1.1 M otivation  an d  O bjectives
Software reconfigurability of the physical layer encompasses the software definition of smart 
antennas, multiband antennas, wideband RF (Radio Frequency) devices and ADCs (Analogue- 
Digital Converters)/DACs (Digital Analogue Converters) whose functionality may be realized in
1
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special purpose devices like ASICs (Application Specific Integrated Circuits), FPGAs (Field  
Programmable Gate Arrays) or hybrid platforms, whilst the base band functional blocks can be 
implemented in general-purpose programmable processors. Lim ited software reconfiguration 
capabilities o f these functional blocks has been reported recently ([W IE S  00] and [M IT O  00]), 
however the management and means o f flexible reconfiguration has not yet been addressed.
The reconfiguration o f the upper layers and the implications o f how to co-ordinate reconfiguration 
in complex mobile communication systems, is also uncharted territory. Furthermore, the question 
arises of how the upper layers, the protocol stacks may be reconfigured. Only recently, with the 
start o f the IST-programme (the E U  fifth  framework for coordinated research in ‘Information 
Society Technologies’) has the focus been shifted and now a whole cluster o f projects have been 
proposed, attempting to address some o f these issues in detail (namely the TR U ST [TRUST 00] 
and M O B IV A S  [M O B I00] projects). The emergence o f these projects confirms the direction and 
some o f the aims o f the research presented in this dissertation: (a) reconfiguration is an issue in 
which the whole wireless network is involved, rather than the term inal only and (b) trusted 
software download is a precondition for node reconfiguration.
For protocol stack reconfiguration, there are three possible approaches to transform the protocol 
stacks w ithin a terminal from  one air interface standard to another, and though conceptually very 
different, all three o f them deliver the same Took and feel’ o f reconfiguration. These methods 
are:
•  The VELC R O  approach,
•  Adaptive terminals,
•  Introduction of interfaces.
The V E LC R O  approach is not able to perform an actual reconfiguration; it rather switches 
between the different access standards that are continuously resident w ithin the terminal. Most 
commercial dual- or tri-mode terminals are implemented in this way, i.e. they contain complete 
implementations o f a number o f radio standards (i.e. their complete protocol stacks), the most 
common combinations include G SM  900/G SM  1800, G SM  900(1800)/PCS 1900 or even 
G S M /D E C T. Shortcoming o f this principle is that no other standard can be added and the 
terminal is bound to the inherent standards.
Adaptive terminals use the principles o f Software Defined Radios to enable reconfigureability for 
the radio aspects and attempt a definition o f generic protocol stack for the upper layers. The 
principle is based on the analysis o f the common parts o f different protocol stacks, the idea is to 
share as many o f the common features as possible and to extend each o f the target systems with 
the functions necessary (e.g. to build a G SM  system, the generic protocol stack needs to be
2
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extended w ith the G SM  specific functions). An example o f the principles o f adaptive terminals is 
given in [SIEB 00]. Disadvantage o f adaptive terminals however is their dependence on the 
generic protocol stack; the ‘generic-ness’ o f a generic protocol stack strongly depends on the 
protocols stacks used to derive the generic class, and i f  a ‘new’ (i.e. not included) protocol stack 
should be implemented, using the generic protocol stack approach and the necessary extension, 
this might result in violations o f the intended target protocol stack functionality.
Introduction o f interfaces that isolate the single protocols w ithin a stack provides the most flexible 
approach however, the price for this flex ib ility  is increased complexity associated w ith the 
implementation o f the protocol stacks. The principle o f interfaces is again based on a generic 
definition, but rather than defining the functionality o f protocols, the generic principle proposed 
uses a set o f basic messages passed between the protocols. These messages are o f the same type 
for any protocol and any layer; the architecture enables the flexible deployment o f new or even 
proprietary protocols to reconfigure the protocol stack. However, to facilitate this approach, 
protocol stack developers/vendors w ill have to map their protocol implementations to these four 
basic types (prim itives) o f messages. This latter approach provides the most flexible solution, 
although the introduction o f interfaces between protocols w ithin a stack increases the complexity 
o f a protocol stack implementation. D efinition and design o f a protocol stack framework 
deploying protocol programming interfaces is a further aim  o f this dissertation.
Software Radio and the accompanying shift in technology, away from  hardware towards software 
solutions, already pave the way for the application o f design principles that form erly were used in 
the computer science arena only. For example, M ito la  discusses ‘Object Oriented Approaches to 
W ireless Systems Engineering’ in [M IT O  00], whilst there are a number o f architectures that rely 
on the principles o f distributed computing platforms, such as CO RBA (Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture)(e.g. see [JTRS 00] as example). The aforementioned ‘ideal Software Radio’ 
itself requires an open architecture and clearly identified and specified interfaces between the 
functional blocks, and thus the advocation open standard interfaces would have a comparable 
effect to the mobile industry as the PC architecture had to computing. [C U M M  98] already 
describes software download as one o f the most important features w ithin Software Defined 
Radios necessary for all levels o f the reconfigureable system. Reconfiguration o f protocol stacks 
is a further major issue to enable flexible (i.e. on-the-fly) reconfiguration o f terminals. Finally, 
reconfiguration processes need a management structure, otherwise the mobile network would 
eventually drown in chaos. Strong system reconfiguration management needs to be put in place 
covering and managing reconfiguration w ithin the complete network but in particular within the 
terminal.
The intention o f this dissertation is to span an arch from  distributed computing principles and 
programming interfaces, to mobile networking by facilitating an open platform, capable of
3
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supporting reconfiguration o f protocol stacks and a reconfiguration management architecture able 
to control reconfiguration o f nodes w ithin mobile communication networks.
The flex ib ility  necessary for Software Radios (SW Rs) is outlined in [R IO R  00] with the three key 
elements o f SDR (Software Defined Radio) described as (1) m ultiple and simultaneous modes and 
bands, (2 ) powerful and flexible application environment and (3 ) secure and reliable download. 
These key elements identify the features and requirements o f the physical layer, the application 
layer and the download, neglecting however reconfiguration management aspects. The aim of 
this work is to investigate the techniques necessary to bridge this gap and to develop an 
architecture that w ill support reconfiguration management o f reconfigureable mobile 
communication environments.
1.2 S tru c tu re  of Thesis
The remaining chapters o f this dissertation are organised as follows. The applicability of 
computing technologies for reconfiguration in mobile Telecommunication networks is the main 
focus o f chapter 2. Tw o sections w ithin the chapter distinguish and introduce the enabling and 
supporting technologies in the computer science arena and present the essence o f major research 
projects related to system or application reconfiguration. The chapter discusses the main features 
and achievements o f various techniques and projects, respectively and shows their possible 
support for reconfigureable systems.
Chapter 3 deals w ith performance aspects o f distributed middleware and their impact on 
signalling systems based on these platforms. The focus o f the chapter is on applicability o f 
CO RBA as platform  for signalling to support Software Radio functionalities such as software 
download, inter-system m obility management and reconfiguration. Three different sections 
examine (a) performance o f Java R M I and Java-CORBA, (b) the use o f a supportive network 
infrastructure for Software Radios and (c) application o f CO RBA based signalling as m obility 
extension to the P N N I (Private Network to Network Interface) in A T M  (Asynchronous Transfer 
M ode) networks. The in itia l part o f the chapter closely compares the delay and throughput 
behaviour o f CO RBA and R M I, it outlines the principles o f both platforms for remote object 
invocation and distributed processing, followed by the discussion o f the experimental results. 
Based on the results o f this performance evaluation follows the proposal o f a network architecture 
(based on CO RBA) designed to support Software Radios independent o f the underlying access 
scheme. This architecture is introduced in the second section o f the chapter and encompasses 
descriptions o f the proposed network architecture, protocol stacks and implementation o f network 
entities as distributed objects. The experimental results are shown and discussions about the
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system behaviour, connection delay and throughput within the simulation prototype o f the 
architecture are included.
Chapter 4 considers signalling for the download o f reconfiguration software from  different types 
o f software sources. Download o f reconfiguration software to nodes in wireless networks raises a 
variety o f different issues and has a number o f requirements. The chapter addresses these 
requirements to the ‘software download infrastructure’ and provides an overview o f possible 
download mechanisms and their particularities. One o f the main features is the negotiation 
sequence to request the required software and to establish the means to download the software 
entity. Therefore an algorithm has been designed and the signalling messages, necessary to 
implement the algorithm, have been identified and defined. The chapter concludes with the 
description o f a download media independent prototype implementation o f a download client 
(M obile Term inal) and server (Software Server) and an investigation o f download performance 
via a R M I channel.
Chapter 5 introduces and describes the concept o f reconfigureable protocol stacks. Most projects 
tackling reconfigureable radio systems are m ainly concerned w ith reconfiguration on the lower 
layers, the upper layers are mostly tackled in the ‘V E LC R O ’ style, i.e. the terminal hosts 
implementations o f different radio standards and switches between them, rather than undergoing 
an actual reconfiguration. In  the networking arena several projects have been reported that deal 
with active networks or generic protocol reconfiguration, chapter 5 introduces and describes an 
approach for reconfiguration o f protocol stacks based on an object oriented framework 
implementing active protocol interfaces. The chapter describes the de-composition o f protocol 
stacks from  the O SI and G SM  models towards a generic architecture that also supports mobile 
functionality beyond those supported by the current G SM  stack. The architecture and the 
functional model are described and a prototype implementation is documented. A  comparison o f 
the, in Java, implemented reconfigureable prototype o f the TC P /IP  layers w ith both a Java-native 
code and a C implementation o f these layers are discussed and conclude this chapter.
Chapter 6 deals w ith reconfiguration management w ithin reconfigureable mobile networks. 
Reconfiguration management is thereby regarded as the crucial part w ithin network nodes and in 
particular w ithin terminals; reconfigureable terminals have the inherent capability to be 
configured not only to any existing air interface standard but also to any configuration. The 
objective o f the work presented in this chapter, is to develop a reconfiguration management 
architecture w ithin reconfigureable network nodes that ensures functionality o f the node even 
during and after reconfiguration. This objective implies the characterisation o f possible 
reconfiguration scenarios, the definition o f algorithms to serve these scenarios and the outline of 
threats to the security and reliab ility  o f reconfigureable systems. Furthermore, it implies the 
development o f a state machine for a reconfiguration manager unit, identification o f message
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sequences and the design o f a distributed reconfiguration management architecture. The chapter 
concludes w ith the description o f an implementation prototype o f the configuration manager, this 
prototype shows the exchangeability o f software entities during runtime.
Chapter 7 then summarises the main contributions o f this work, and describes possible future 
research directions in reconfigureable mobile communication networks.
1.3 O rig ina l C on tribu tions
The objective o f this thesis is to deliver mechanisms that support reconfiguration o f nodes in 
wireless networks, w ith a particular focus on terminals. To achieve this, distributed computing 
technologies and middleware platforms have been evaluated and applied for various 
implementations. The main contributions and novelties o f the research described in this thesis are 
as follows:
•  Performance comparison o f M o bility  Management signalling based on distributed object 
computing platforms Java-R M I and OrbixW eb (a CO RBA 2.0 compliant Java base object 
broker).
•  D efinition and proposal o f the network architecture and object based protocol model for a 
CO RBA based Universal Control Channel (U C C H ) for Software Radio Networks.
•  Specification and proposal o f a signalling extension to the Private Network to Network 
Interface (P N N I) in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A T M ) networks for support o f 
location management, based on CORBA.
•  Proposal o f a download signalling protocol and message exchanges td perform reliable 
download o f reconfiguration software for soft-terminals and implementation of the 
download protocol based on CO RBA and R M I used as transport mechanism.
•  Specification o f an object-oriented framework (O P tlM A ) for protocol stack 
reconfiguration in reconfigureable network nodes based on the introduction o f active 
protocol interfaces enabling ‘on-the-fly’ reconfiguration.
•  Design o f a reconfiguration management architecture for mobile communications 
systems. The proposed architecture consists o f a distributed structure incorporating 
various functional blocks and interfaces spanning across both the network and 
reconfigureable terminal.
•  Introduction o f a novel “virtual configuration” mechanism to ensure integrity and security 
o f the terminal reconfiguration process.
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• Specification o f separate network and terminal initiated reconfiguration protocols 
(signalling procedures).
•  D efinition o f a reconfiguration state machine implementing a reconfiguration protocol 
and different reconfiguration algorithms.
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Chapter 2
2 B a ck g ro u n d
2.1 In tro d u c tio n
Reconfigureable structures in mobile communication networks require the introduction o f further 
computing capacity and capabilities, beyond those technologies used in legacy mobile 
communication networks. This chapter provides an overview o f enabling computing technologies 
and related research projects in the wider field  o f reconfigureable communication systems. The 
significance o f Object Orientation, Programming Interfaces, Java technology and distributed 
computing paradigms for future communication networks is outlined and more detailed 
introductions to Java R M I and CO RBA are provided. The succeeding part then provides an 
overview o f five major research projects, namely: 3GPP-M ExE, On The Move-The M A SE, 
G loM o-The Radio A P I, IE E E  P 1520 and the Software Defined Radio Forum. This chapter 
provides the foundation for the research project on Reconfigureable M obile Communication 
Networks described in this work.
2.2 E nab ling  Technologies
Software reconfiguration of networks and terminals necessitates a different implementation 
approach for network entities and software structures. The paradigm shift from, currently in 
modular C programmed, hardware implementations to software reconfigureable network nodes 
(including terminals) requires the deployment o f different software technologies than those used 
in legacy implementations. Moreover, a different platform  model [K U N G  97, CO O K 00b] for the 
underlying hardware needs to be introduced. Deployment of other software technologies, beyond 
modular C implementations, to the mobile telecommunication arena becomes essential. This 
section contains in itia l descriptions and justifications for use and application o f a number o f 
software technologies, capable to support reconfiguration in mobile communication networks. 
The technologies include: object oriented programming and design, application programming 
interfaces, the Java programming language and platform  and the Java R M I and CO RBA  
distributed object computing platforms.
Chapter 2. Background
2.2.1 Object Orientation and Program ming Interfaces
Programming languages and techniques have developed from  a machine centric model to an 
object and user centric model for the last decade. Programming techniques (i.e. design analysis 
techniques) are based on different theories as shown in Table 2-1.
Table 2-1 Software Design Paradigms
paradigm Theory
procedure oriented algorithms
logic-oriented goals
rule-oriented if-then rules
constraint-oriented invariant relationships
object-oriented classes and objects
The introduction o f data abstraction1 used together w ith the modular and sequential programming 
techniques has then enabled object-orientation.
Object-Oriented-Design (O O D ), more generally called Object-Oriented Technology (O O T), relies 
on the theory that everything can be seen as object w ith certain states and behavior and can 
therefore be described by the means o f state and behavior [SEED 96]. The Object-Oriented 
paradigm is implemented by a number o f principles, these are: data abstraction (using classes), 
encapsulation (definition o f a public interface restricting the access to functions within a class), 
modularity (functionality is defined in functions w ithin the class), inheritance within a 
hierarchical structure (i.e. further specialization o f classes w ith every step down within the 
hierarchy) and polymorphism (using the same function call for different functions i.e. the object 
responds to a common set o f operations in different ways). Functionality, state and behavior can 
be derived, inherited and extended, these abilities enable the definition and development of 
complex distributed applications and are the base for most o f the models (prototypes) 
implemented w ithin this research work [BO O CH 00, HUBB 96].
O O T is regarded as the gluing element and enabling tool for wireless systems design, [M IT O  00] 
claims, "Object Oriented Technology provides the analysis and system design framework for 
software design [o f wireless systems]. ...OOT is readily extended from software design to 
hardware, software and systems integration. ” The weakest point in the early years o f O O T (i.e. 
late 1980 until 1996) were the different object notations and design methods. This changed only 
after the unification o f the most popularly adopted design methods and notations (i.e. Booch, 
Rumbaugh, Jacobson) and their migration into the U nified Modeling Language (U M L ) [FO W L
1 Data abstraction provides the possibility to define customized Abstract Data Types (ADT) which extend 
the Fundamental Data Types (FDT) (e.g. integer, float, char,...).
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00]. U M L  is a object description language, standardized by O M G ; it provides a mainly graphical 
notation that can be used by different modeling or design methods2. U M L  notation describes the 
various models o f a system in terms o f the relationships (i.e. associations and generalization) 
between their objects. A  number o f different system views can be taken as starting point to 
describe a system in U M L , these notations include: use-cases, class diagrams, interaction 
diagrams, package diagrams and collaborations, as w ell as state, activity and physical diagrams. 
Each o f these notations can be used to describe the system from  a different perspective and to 
document in this way the requirements from  various sides. W ithin this thesis, the class diagram is 
used to describe various functional dependencies w ithin the prototype implementations, although 
to ensure the completeness o f an overall system model, use-case, interaction and state descriptions 
should be applied during the design process.
Application Programming Interfaces (A PIs), in general, rely on the paradigm that interfaces hide 
the complexity o f how functionality is actually realised. This enables programmers to simply 
employ the guidelines o f how an interface has to be used and which parameters are to be passed 
for each single function call. Applications become sequences o f calls to functions that are defined 
w ithin the A P I implementations. Complexity o f applications is taken beyond the programming 
interfaces. Another advantage o f APIs is their extensibility and partial or even complete 
exchangeability without the need to alter the application code, other benefits include scalability 
and the ease o f use o f APIs.
Examples in which O O D and APIs are used together are m anifold, for example most parts o f the 
JFC (Java Foundation Classes) are implemented in classes derived (via one to several levels o f 
hierarchy) from  the base class ‘object’ . The same applies for the M F C  (M icrosoft Foundation 
Classes), which contain base implementation classes for application programming for the 
Windows platform.
2.2.2 The Java Platform
Java combines a programming language and both a development (JDK-Java Developer’s K it) and 
a runtime environment (JRE -  Java Run-time Environment). JDK provides a whole set o f tools 
necessary to develop and create Java programs. The run-time environment contains a virtual 
machine (JV M ), sets o f native classes, basic Java classes and support for features like 
multithreading, garbage collection and network support.
2 Design methods specify the steps of a design process, whilst UM L specifies the ‘language’ used to 
describe the various models throughout the design process.
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Java packages provide implementation core classes (JFC-Java Foundation Classes) and their 
methods, these include the language definition classes (.lang and .u t il) which contain the basic 
data types and operations. They also support a security framework (.security), graphics (.aw t), 
networking (.net) and input/output (.io ). M any more packages are available ranging from  
components (.beans) via multimedia (.m edia) to distributed object support (.rm i) and can be added 
to the JRE3 when required. Java classes offer standardised and operating system independent 
application programming interfaces (A PIs) which can run on any host operating system that 
supports a JV M  and the native Java classes.
Java technology combines a strong typed, highly structured, object oriented programming 
language w ith an execution platform  (i.e. the JV M ), the JRE provides code verification during 
both compile and run-time. Code, written in Java, becomes compiled into an intermediate byte 
code that then can be executed in the JV M . This byte code then becomes executed on the JVMs 
processor emulation whilst the host operating system implements the native Java services (such as 
multithreading, etc.).
Although, Java offers a ‘processor and operating system independent execution environment’ for 
byte code, the JV M  itself and the native Java classes however need to be ported to the host 
platform.
Separation between compiling platform  and introduction o f the virtual machine (i.e. the run-time 
byte code interpreter) are the keys for Java’s platform  independence and facilitate object passing 
(serialisation) and execution during run-time. Once compiled, the Java code (i.e. the byte code) is 
portable and executable in a virtual machine. Java provides mechanisms for byte code streaming 
across different networks and computing platforms and implements a security policy for 
downloaded code (e.g. sandbox execution for downloaded applets). However, apart from  the 
advantages, the price for Java portability includes decreased performance and restrictions in 
runtime semantic interface error checking. Approaches like Picojava (a hardware implementation 
o f the virtual machine [M C G A  98]) or Java direct compilation to native machine code may be 
used to partly compensate the performance lacks. For embedded systems, a small footprint 
version o f the virtual machine has been developed (Personal Java) [SU N  01].
Once the lacks in performance are overcome (i.e. processor technology further evolves and w ill 
be able to provide increased performance), the aforementioned features o f the Java platform  are 
providing a viable environment for highly flexible software based data/communication networks.
3 ‘ .rmi’ and ‘ .beans’ packages are part of Java 2, however they have not been part of JDK1.1 .
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2.2.3 Distributed Computing Platforms and the Role of M iddleware
Distributed computing platforms relate back to the mainframe systems, in which one main 
computer executed applications for a number o f terminals (i.e. users). Scalability of those 
systems was, despite very powerful machines at the core o f the mainframes, very lim ited. W ith  
the introduction o f desktop and networked personal computers this changed, processing power 
was taken away from  the mainframe and their task was merely to act as database servers, the two- 
tier-model4 was mostly applied in these environments. Building up on this, the three-tier-model 
further isolated the single logical entities and placed the business logic as third entity between 
user interface and database server. This construction enabled changes between database server 
and business model without affecting the user interface (the same applies for changes between 
user interface and business logic). M u lti-tie r -m odels are merely the step beyond three-tier 
models i.e. the application is spread over a number o f logical units. Distributed objects, as the 
next step then exposes the functionality o f a distributed application as a number o f objects and 
implemented the m ulti-tier-m odel [BENNS 99].
Distributed Object Computing (D O C ) represents the meeting o f two areas o f software technology:
I)  distributed computing systems and 13) object-oriented design and programming [BO O CH 00]. 
DO C can be considered as a discipline that uses Object Oriented (O O ) techniques to distribute 
reusable application components and services, flexib ly over networks to heterogeneous platforms. 
A t the core o f distributed object computing models, are the Object Request Brokers (O R B) which 
provide the means for communication between local and remote objects. A ll o f these ORBs 
(regardless whether CO RBA compliant, M icrosoft confined or Java R M I) are based on Sockets 
which they merely abstract. Sockets, in general, provide channels to connect remote applications 
and enable communication between them. There are low level APIs (e.g. W inSock) to program 
sockets but they do not support the handling o f complex data types and are therefore not suitable 
to support complex applications. To abstract and hide some o f the complexity o f sockets, RPC  
(Remote Procedure C all) has been developed. W ith  RPC, application developers can use code 
generators that deliver code for remote functions but this code looks like local procedure calls. 
Broker implementations like CO RBA, DC E and D C O M  are based on RPC whilst R M I 
implements its own socket mapping and RPC model.
ORBs (including CO RBA compliant brokers, D C O M  and R M I) elim inate many aspects of 
tedious and error-prone techniques o f creating and managing distributed object based 
applications. Thus enabling programmers to focus exclusively on application development
4 The two-tier-model, consists of a user interface and a database server (i.e. management of database 
access), whereby the business model may be applied at either side (user (PC) or server (database server)).
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without requiring the programmer to deal w ith difficulties and complexities o f low-level 
communication protocols and infrastructure. The most competing ORB models are the 
Distributed Component Object M odel (D C O M ) developed by M icrosoft, and the Common Object 
Request Broker Architecture (C O R B A ) originally designed in Europe and now standardised by 
the Object Management Group (O M G ). A  third platform  is the aforementioned Java R M I. 
CO RBA and R M I are further discussed w ithin this chapter; D C O M  has been omitted, due to its 
Windows platform  confinement and lack o f platform  portability.
The variety o f middleware for distributed object computation is vast, ranging from  Sockets via 
M O M  (Message-Oriented M iddlew are), RPC, CO RBA to R M I. Recent developments even move 
one step o f abstraction higher, away from  the client/server principle to the Web-model using 
X M L  (extensible Markup Language) which describes data and services without regarding their 
presentation, the only agreement to be met between client and services5 is the use o f X M L 6. 
W hether this further abstraction (i.e . using X M L ) really provides a valuable alternative, for 
wireless communication support on lower layers (i.e. reconfiguration management), to the 
client/server based middleware and whether it is scalable enough to serve the demands o f 
reconfigureable mobile communication networks, needs to be further examined. In  this work, 
middleware relying on the client/server principle (i.e. CO RBA compliant OrbixW eb and Java 
R M I) has been employed as system independent message transport mechanism for all 
experiments. Concepts like M icrosoft’s SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) [B O X 00] or the 
web model (i.e. using the extensible M arkUp Language [X M L  00]) are not applied as message 
transport mechanisms in the distributed signalling prototypes implemented for this work.
2.2.3.1 CORBA
CO RBA is designed to support the distribution o f objects implemented in a variety o f different 
programming languages. This is achieved by defining an Interface D efinition Language (ID L ) 
which can be mapped to a number o f existing languages (e.g. C ++, Java, Ada, Sm allTalk etc. ). 
ID L  is used to define interfaces to the services offered by a particular object.
CO RBA is a standard for distributed object computing, it combines object technology w ith the 
client-server model; CO RBA is part o f the specification referred to as “Object Management 
Architecture” (O M A ) by O M G  (Object Management Group). The current CO RBA specification 
(C O RBA 3) consists o f the main elements: CO RBA services, Application objects, ORB, and
5 Note: services, not server!
6 X M L  provides the possibility to develop a service specific dialect, e.g. W M L  is a subset of XM L specified 
for the wireless arena.
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CO RBA domains and facilities. The term CO RBA is used to refer to the ORB as w ell as to the 
complete object management architecture. CO RBA services provide basic system level services 
such as naming, persistence, trading, event notification etc. w hile CO R BA facilities are a set o f 
higher-level functions that provide facilities in areas such as user interface and information 
management. The domains are specific to particular application domains such as manufacturing, 
medical, telecommunications, banking, etc. F inally, application objects represent those 
capabilities defined and created by system developers.
The key to integrating application objects on a CO RBA platform  is, the specification o f standard 
architecture-neutral interfaces, using the CO RBA Interface D efinition Language (ID L ). Once all 
applications and data services have IDL-com pliant interfaces, communication becomes 
independent o f physical location, platform  type, networking protocol and programming language.
Interoperability, in a CO RBA based system, is the ability to exchange functionality and 
interpretable data between two software entities. The features o f interoperability can be described 
with: communication, request generation, data format, and semantics [M O W B  95, BA KER 97], 
these four abilities are common in any possible implementation o f the CO R BA specification. The 
CO RBA 2.0 specification [O M G  00] defined HOP (Internet Interoperability Protocol) as the 
standard that delivers this interoperability; it is used for all CO RBA compliant ORBs to 
communicate via heterogeneous networks.
O M G  concentrates its efforts to specify CO RBA services for the telecommunications arena in 
their telecommunications domain task force, currently their focus lies on the definition o f support 
for wireless (object messaging) services to support wireless applications o f CO RBA, therefore the 
telecommunications work-area has issued requests for interest and proposal. The request for 
interest closed in Q2 o f 1999 and the request for proposals in M ay 2000, two major submissions 
were made by two consortia (N okia/Vertel [N O K IA  00] and Inprise/Highlander/MobileBest 
[IN P R  00]) the major communality between the two proposed techniques is the introduction o f a 
wireless interoperation protocol (W IO P ) w ith a reduced overhead and improved message 
marshalling. The other communality is the proposal o f Gateways mapping W IO P  to HOP. Apart 
from  the introduction o f a W IO P , a minimum, or pORB, is proposed for embedded systems, 
Figure 2-1 shows the major details o f the wireless extension for the C O R B (A ) architecture.
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Figure 2-1 Wireless CORBA Extension [N O K IA 00]
2.2.3.2 Ja v a  R M I
R M I provides the means for simple remote method invocation in distributed Java applications. 
Despite providing ease o f use, R M I remains powerful enough to handle complex distributed 
environments, in addition to pass object data back and forth between clients and servers, R M I can 
also pass object implementations across system boundaries. Thus, a server can send an object for 
client-side execution, and vice versa, a client may take advantage o f server-side processing power, 
by uploading objects to the server for execution. Moreover, R M I supports distributed garbage 
collection, sustains Java’s security features and multithreading facility for simultaneous 
processing o f requests. R M I uses Java’s Remote Method Protocol (JRM P) to send method 
invocations and associated parameters and to return values and exceptions from one JV M  to 
another. JRMP is the Java equivalent o f CORBAs HOP.
A  major difference between R M I and RPC-based systems is the dynamic class loading facility of 
R M I. The mechanism allows the clients and servers to load classes over the network during run­
time. For example a client, which receives an object o f a class for which it has no 
implementation, can download the bytecode o f classes dynamically during runtime.
Sim ilar to the O M G , Sun developed specifications and an implementation for a Java Telephony 
A PI, however, the initial use o f this A P I was targeted at the implementation o f Internet Telephony 
rather than circuit switched services, support for embedded and wireless systems was anticipated.
A  detailed performance comparison of R M I and CO RBA based brokers is provided in chapter 3.
2.3 S ta te  o f the  A rt: R esearch  in  the  F ield
The need for common open interfaces on the application layer has been widely acknowledged in 
industry and research community. Research projects pursued in Europe and USA address this 
area and describe introduction and implementation o f open application programming platforms 
for mobile terminals. These interfaces reside on top o f standard traffic channels and provide
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access to (usually) legacy, and in case o f U M TS  (Universal M obile Telephone System), to future 
communication systems traffic channels. Platforms like the M A S E  (M obile Application Support 
Environment) [PA R K  95, M E Y E R  96] (i.e. developed as part o f the ACTS project ‘On The 
M ove) or M E xE  (M obile Application Execution Environment, developed by E TS I and 3GPP) 
[E TS I 98] are relying on a platform  w ithin the M obile Station and additionally on control 
elements (proxies) w ithin the network, which represent the mobile stations and adjust data 
streams to the resources and capabilities provided by the mobile access network and mobile 
station, respectively.
A  further step in this development is then to address the interfaces between the lower layers o f 
protocol stacks and to define them in a future proof manner. Protocol stack implementations are 
rather static, tedious re-standardisation procedures are necessary to introduce the slightest 
improvements or to add new services to existing protocols and protocol stacks. Therefore it is 
necessary to introduce methods, comparable to those used in the aforementioned higher layer 
projects, however applied to the lower layers o f protocol stacks. This has been tackled in the 
Radio A P I [B EYER 98] project7 by Rooftop, the main efforts in this project has been to open up 
the service connections between protocols w ithin a protocol stack for cellular systems. The Radio 
A P I project deals w ith the renunciation o f static SAPs to access the services w ithin a protocol, in 
favour o f open APIs (or for lower layers PPIs), which seems a logical step towards freely 
programmable and flexib ly re-configurable protocol stacks. Finally the IE E E  P1520 [L IN  99] 
standardisation project represents an approach that aims to provide programmable interfaces to 
abstractions o f network entities, the definition w ill include the encapsulated features o f numerous 
protocols w ithin a generic interface. The M A S E, M ExE, Radio A P I (A P I Fram ework-GloMo 
[B EYER  98]) and IE E E  P1520 have certain main features in common. A ll four are defining APIs 
for different levels o f abstraction in the networking area w ith emphasis on the mobile domain. A ll 
o f them are either proposing or implementing modular architectures that provide a variety of 
services to different applications. These applications may range from  M ultim edia players to 
protocols8. W hilst the A P I Framework approach proposes a versatile structure to flexibly develop 
modular interfaces to protocol modules, the IE E E  P I520 standardisation efforts concentrate on the 
concept o f a generic set o f network services that has been introduced and by the definition o f an 
appropriate interface (L-interface).
The previously described projects were used as starting point, however, efforts in defining an 
open platform  have to go beyond the scope o f these projects. Aim ing at protocol stack
7 The Radio API project was part of the Global Mobile Connectivity initiative (GloMo).
8 In this particular context, even protocol-implementations have to be regarded as applications.
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reconfigurability means to derive generic classes o f protocol services and to offer flexible, object 
oriented/component based, structures to implement protocol stacks. Hence, the need to provide 
APIs (Application Programming Interfaces) and PPIs (Protocol Programming Interfaces) that 
consist o f sets o f exchangeable and extensible classes, defining protocol services and 
functionality. The concept o f active programmable protocol interfaces, proposed in this thesis, 
delivers an implementation approach that supports these requirements.
2.3.1 3GPP -  The Mobile Station Application Execution Environment
The M E xE  working Group o f the 3 GPP is currently standardising M obile Station Application 
Execution Environment (M E xE ) in Phase 2+ o f the G SM  Standardisation efforts. M E xE  is 
intended to provide an application execution environment for M obile Stations (M S ) allowing 
applications to be developed independent from  the M obile Stations hardware platform. The 
architecture in whole consists o f the M E xE  w ithin the M S, the wireless link  and a M E xE  service 
environment within the network.
Enabling MSs to execute M E xE  applications w ill extend the capabilities o f MSs widely. M ExE  
w ill support negotiation between M S and network; this service negotiation comprises a mutual 
exchange o f hardware and performance capability information and service profiles between M S  
and a M E xE  service provider. The M E xE  resident in the M S w ill be scaleable, related to the 
capabilities and features o f the terminal. Terminals w ith poor display, memory, bandwidth or 
processor capabilities w ill only use a minimum installation o f the M E xE  services whilst more 
sophisticated terminals w ill have the complete set o f services offered by M ExE.
Transport o f M E xE  services w ill be handled by the underlying mobile access network i.e. M ExE  
w ill use the provided network infrastructure (currently only G SM  and U M TS ). Any network 
node (including M obile Stations), either internal or external to the network, may interact w ith the 
execution environment (M E xE ).
Term inal and software (application and applet) capabilities and requirements are classified as 
M E xE  classmarks, which describe the com patibility o f software and terminal [E TS I 98]. Three 
distinct classmarks have so far been defined: M E xE  classmark 1 which describes terminals with 
restricted capabilities which are able to support W AP compliant data flows, classmark 2 
describing terminals enabled to support Personal Java applications as w ell as Java telephony 
applets and applications and classmark 3 a more compact Java execution environment based on 
J2M E (Java 2 M icro Edition).
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2.3.1.1 M E xE  - A rch itec tu re
The architecture o f M E xE  (as shown in Figure 2-2) is comparable w ith other approaches of 
mobile application platforms (like the M A S E ), it supports a representation in form  o f a proxy 
within the network (M E xE  service environment) and also provides a m obility aware application 
platform  w ithin the M S. For reasons of flex ib ility , M E xE  w ill provide their services using the 
variety o f bearer services, which are offered by G SM  on its ah* interface (voice bearer, data 
bearer, signalling (b) channel and SM S).
The M E xE  service environment (w ithin the network) may consist o f a number o f service nodes 
providing M E xE  services to the M S using a m obility supporting Internet protocol (e.g. mobile IP ) 
for transport. The proxy server w ithin the service environment w ill perform translations o f 
content (data + application) from  standard Internet protocols (e.g. IP ) into wireless optimised 
derivatives. Possible service nodes in the service environment include fax, notification, e-mail 
and data back-up services, as w ell as the G SM  SMS-Centre.
M E xE  is defined to be used w ithin G S M /U M TS  environments, however it delivers additional 
functionality to network and terminal, which w ill support the terminal to provide the whole 
variety o f terminals from  simple G SM  to sophisticated Computer-like M obile Stations.
mm mall control & xfer 
Web access 
software downloads 
backup / file synch, 
user-user applications
inrt ilflmqa Service
personal messaging 
(text,...)
1 mall notification 
■ other notifications
MExE Service Environment**
network access 
server
data Ian-out 
protocol translations
SMSC
• SMS store & forward
i_jnotlf!catlon 
service
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service
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3rd party 
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data
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."Eflssfhfa ra n lig i itallaa..
Figure 2-2 Generic M ExE architecture [ETSI 98]
N .B .: Figure 2-2 depicts the M E xE  architecture before the introduction o f the SDRF software 
download facility.
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2.3.1.2 T he T erm in a l w ith in  the  M E xE
M E xE  supports the whole range o f terminals from  voice and SMS only to possible video enabled 
mobile workstations. Term inal capabilities are described by a number o f parameters including the 
M E xE  classmarks, inform ation about manufacturer, model, serial number and software versions 
running on the terminal. Another relatively important group o f inform ation about terminal 
capabilities forwarded to the M E xE  service environment covers the abilities o f the display (i.e. 
resolution, number o f displayable characters, colours or greyscales). Furthermore, information 
about M M I capabilities (i.e. number o f keys on the keyboard, use o f a mouse or touch screen, 
preferred user language, available form al languages like H T M L , supported bearers and the 
differences to the form al classmark specification) and available codec (audio and video) 
mechanisms. In  addition to this information the terminal may provide data about its transfer 
lim its (size and duration), location and finally about the user profile.
Classmarks: M E xE  classmarks are identifying categories o f terminals providing M ExE  
functionality. The identification w ith classmarks w ill give broad information about the terminals 
capabilities regarding minimum requirements o f processing power, memory, display and 
interactive capabilities. Devices w ith very lim ited features concerning the above mentioned 
capabilities are regarded as classmark 1, more advanced terminals w ith good processing and 
display capabilities as classmark 2. A  M E xE  classmark identifies support for a defined level o f 
M E xE  functionality; this does include the possibility for the term inal to use m ultiple classmarks. 
Currently there are the three aforementioned classmarks defined (i.e. classmark 1 -  W AP  
capabilities, classmark 2 -  PersonalJava and classmark 3 KJava capabilities).
2.3.1.3 M E xE  - Services
Capability negotiation: The primary target o f M E xE  is to provide an optimised platform  for 
applications on M obile Stations, optimised in this sense means to use the capabilities o f the 
terminal and air interface to the best possible degree. To achieve this, the M S  negotiates w ith the 
M E xE  service environment the terms o f the intended connection. Therefore the service 
environment has to know about the capabilities o f the terminal, usually specified by classmarks, 
or further detailed by the previously mentioned terminal capabilities.
Capability negotiation can be initiated by both, spontaneously from  the M E xE  within the M S or 
by request from  the M E xE  service environment, in this process the terminal delivers a ‘Client 
capability report’ in form  o f a H TTP  request.
Management: Service provision requires a central management to avoid possible clashes between 
the entities o f the M E xE  environment (term inal and service environment). The management
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entity provides to the user the capability to configure services, to control the transfer and 
execution o f services and to terminate or suspend the execution o f services on the M S.
VHE: M E xE  services provide a framework to mobile networks to support personalised service 
provision across network boundaries, to sustain a virtual home environment (V H E ). V H E  
provision is not only intended for terminals moving across the boundaries o f different networks 
but also for users changing both terminal and network (term inal and user m obility). V H E  is 
intended to present ‘the same look and feel’ o f the terminal to the user; this is strongly dependent 
on the serving network as w ell as the capabilities o f the used terminal and its lim itations (use o f 
different terminals by one user). The services supported by the network w ill be displayed in a 
manner fam iliar to the user independent on the terminals class (i.e. non-supported services are not 
accessible at all).
User control: The user has at any given time the possibility to interact w ith the M E xE , users have 
the possibility to control connections associated w ith the M ExE. Inform ation about all existing 
connections between M E xE  M S (M obile Station) and M ExE service environment are accessible 
by the user.
2.3.1.4 A PIs w ith in  th e  M E xE
M E xE  defines sets o f APIs which, depending on classification o f the term inal, can be used to 
provide all services M E xE  offers for the appropriate capability class. However, M ExE w ill not 
define all APIs but w ill apply w ell defined APIs from  the Java Telephony package. The Java 
interfaces used in M E xE  w ill include: Java.maths, Java.security, JTAPI, etc. apart from  the APIs 
mentioned above several more are currently being developed.
The Java language and environment are used because o f the possibility to support modular 
interfaces, which can expand or reduce the functionality o f the M E xE  A P I by adding or removing 
interface modules, respectively. The work described in later chapters o f this thesis (see chapters
4,5 and 6) is extending some o f the principles applied in M E xE  towards reconfigureability not 
only o f the application execution environment but o f the whole Software Definable Terminal.
2.3.2 On The Move -  the Mobile Application Support Environm ent
In  the ACTS project “On The M ove”, a M obile Application Support Environment (M A S E ), has 
been proposed and in itia lly  developed [M E Y E R  96]. The M A S E  provides, as main feature, a 
mobile application programming interface (M obile A P I) to enable access-network independent 
use o f multimedia applications w ith additional middleware functionality to cope w ith the different 
operational environments cellular mobile systems provide. M A S E  supports both ‘mobile aware ‘ 
and ‘non mobile aware’ applications. Eventually, the proposed set o f services w ill be compatible
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with the use o f an underlying U M TS  infrastructure. The M obile A P I, also developed by the 
project, w ill allow ‘mobile aware’ multimedia applications to signal their special quality of 
service requirements to the computing and communication subsystem below.
The M A SE middleware hides the complexity o f underlying traffic/access networks and provides a 
complete support environment for mobile applications. A  wide range o f mobile networks appears 
as a seamless, homogeneous communications medium. The platform delivered by the M A SE  
appears seamless and delivers a homogeneous communication platform  to applications. As the 
terminal roams from  one environment to a different one, differences in underlying networks w ill 
be perceived as variations in the QoS only. Features to monitor and react to variations in QoS 
w ill be provided by the M A S E  as well as support for multimedia conversion, transactions, 
security and system management. Due to the fast pace o f developments in the Internet arena, the 
M A SE supports features such as dynamic software update and distributed computing which w ill 
be obtained through embedded functionality sim ilar to CORBA.
Term inal profiles provide a means o f determining the characteristics o f the mobile device, which 
has an important impact on the way that information is presented to the application. For example, 
video content should not be sent to a terminal device, which cannot support video, even if  there is 
sufficient network bandwidth available. M A S E  functionality includes: network adaptation, 
disconnected operation, multimedia conversion, Quality o f Service adaptation, location 
awareness, user profile management, etc.. The M A SE and its position w ith regard to wireless 
networks and applications are illustrated in Figure 2-3.
Figure 2-3 OnTheM ove’s Mobile Application Support Environment [PARK 95]
M A S E  functions are defined by managers which are responsible for the different areas: QoS, 
caching, dynamic software updates, disconnect mode operation, messaging and multiparty 
services, multimedia conversion, location awareness, profile management, monitoring, terminal 
adaptation, and security. These managers include: Communication Manager (C M ), System 
Adaptability Manager (S A M ), Location Manager (L M ), General Support Layer (G SL), U M TS
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Adaptation Layer (U A L ) [M E Y E R  96]. M A S E  w ill be working on top o f different mobile 
communication networks like G SM , U M TS , D E C T etc..
A  proxy architecture (M obility  Gateway) is implemented in the M A S E  to enable intelligent and 
fast reaction to altering QoS provision from  the mobile environment; it monitors QoS and 
schedules (based on user defined priorities) the communication to the mobile client. A  mobile 
gateway separates the client/server link into a fixed and wireless part and is aware o f the current 
status o f mobile terminals and their connection status. Based on user and application profiles, the 
M A S E  gathers information and requests resources from  the mobile terminal and the mobile 
gateway to fu lfil the application requirements. M obile gateway functionality includes: 
multimedia conversion - adapting the information representation to match the capabilities o f the 
mobile terminal and the current network; disconnected operation - when an unplanned 
disconnection occurs, the application can continue to operate without loss o f data or unnecessary 
retransmission o f data; transaction management - setting up distributed transactions on behalf o f 
the mobile terminal. Caching mechanisms w ill improve the performance o f the mobile gateway.
2.3.2.1 M A SE - M obile A PI
M obile-A P I specifications allow “mobile-aware” multimedia applications to communicate QoS 
requirements to the computing and communication subsystem below them and receive 
information about currently available services. The A P I w ill be a superset o f a recognised A P I, or 
a number o f APIs, in order to provide backwards com patibility for legacy applications. The 
M obile-A P I w ill be a key factor in enabling the exploitation o f M A S E  functionality and w ill be 
input to standards bodies.
It has to be noted that, despite the tendencies in industry, the specification o f the M A SE does not 
explicitly consider the use o f IP  as network protocol.
2 3 .2 .2  F unctiona l decom position of th e  M obile A PI
The M obile A P I reflects closely the M A S E  software architecture in terms o f functional entities. 
The list includes:
Communication Manager 
System Adaptability Manager 
Mobile Transaction Manager 
Accounting Manager 
Location Manager 
Agent Manager 
General Support Layer 
UMTS Adaptation Layer
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Figure 2-4 depicts how these different entities are distributed within the M A S E  architecture. The 
function managers, which are part o f the M A S E  1 have been coloured in grey.
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Figure 2-4 M A SE  architecture including the Mobile API, various function managers and the UM TS
adaptation layer [M EYER  96]
2.3.2.3 D istribu tion  of the  A PI
The physical view o f the M A S E  architecture identifies physical entities and the interfaces 
between them. A  physical entity is defined as a group of software components, which are placed 
at one specific location (see Figure 2-5). The following physical entities are identified for the 
M A SE and the M obile API:
• Mobile device in which the M A S E  performs access to the wireless network. The mobile A P I 
is used by the Application running in the device. Internal functional entities o f the M A SE are 
also using the A P I since the M A S E  architecture is built on a Client/server model with 
functions spread on the two other physical entities.
• Mobility Gateway in which the M A SE can run on a user controlled server connected to 
wireless and wired network. Only M A SE internal functional entities w ill use the A P I in the 
M obility Gateway.
• Information Server in which the M A SE runs on an information provider controlled server 
connected to fixed network. The Information Server uses the M obile A P I as well as the 
internal functional entities o f the M A SE.
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Figure 2-5 Detailed view of the MASE protocol structure
The following main objectives have been identified for the M ASE:
•  To define a M obile-A P I that supports both legacy and future “mobile-aware” applications for 
users accessing information services in a mobile environment.
•  To support the continued operation of existing applications in a mobile environment.
•  To provide a comprehensive set o f basic communication and common application services to 
realise the M obile-A PI.
•  To provide an appropriate transfer system offering transparency o f the underlying 
heterogeneous U M TS  network to the supported basic communication and common application 
services
The M A SE itself has three different layers:
The Mobile-API w ill form  a standard interface for both legacy and adapted applications to make 
use of the advanced mobile functions o f MASE-supported network infrastructures. The aim is to 
identify in detail -preferably down to SDL (Signalling Description Language) level - the protocol 
elements, its parameters and possible values for an application-programming interface.
The MASE functions support a wide range o f issues that are o f special importance to mobile 
users. The areas and their applicability are:
Disconnected Operation & Fault Management Normal Security 
Trusted Monitoring and Logging Communication
Multimedia Conversion Computer Telephone Integration
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User Profile Management
Caching
Java
Telescript
Location Awareness 
Power Management 
Dynamic SW-Update 
Cost Optimisation
Quality of Service Adaptation
Messaging
Agents
Enhanced Security 
Environment Mobility 
Charging
Distributed Database Support
The U M T S  netw ork adaptation layer deals w ith the different communication channels that 
systems operating in a mobile environment might want to use, including wireless channels 
(wireless LAN s, cellular networks, etc.), w ireline channels (PSTN, IS D N , B -IS D N , etc.), and 
LANs (Ethernet, etc.). These communication channels vary in their characteristics, availability o f 
access, performance, supported QoS and cost. Therefore an adaptation layer is required in order 
to provide a common interface to the transfer system.
Sim ilar to M E xE , the M A S E  provides a reconfigureable environment for applications only, the 
work described in this thesis however has the scope to cover reconfigureability o f the complete 
wireless communication network.
2.3.3 GloMo - The Radio API
Software Radio has in itia lly  been seen as a rather demanding field  for hardware manufacturers, 
however it was soon realised that the wireless networks w ill have to take over a crucial part o f the 
functionality necessary to enable Software Radios [FETT 97]. In  the meanwhile industry 
provides highly programmable (d ig ital) radios and adaptive antennas, which deliver flexible and 
reliable wireless links to mobile networks. Additionally, a number o f companies are 
implementing new software protocols to cope w ith SW R networks, which are evolving out of the 
migration o f voice and data communication networks [B EYER 98]. These future networks w ill 
provide a wireless infrastructure which provides reliable traffic o f whatever type ranging from  
multimedia to voice etc.. Rooftop has, w ithin the G loM o (Global M obile) project, developed the 
A P I framework to submit the possibility to individually develop modules for their protocol 
interfaces (see Figure 2-6). The targets o f G loM o’s A P I Framework are:
•  Introduction o f a clearly defined and platform  independent language and system to 
define interfaces between different layer modules in a system.
•  Provision o f standardised methods to extend single modules, and
•  To enable portability o f modules between different platforms
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According to the recommendations made in G loM o, APIs w ill be specified on three distinctive 
levels: Framework, D efinition and Implementation mechanism.
2.3.3.1 A P I F ram ew o rk
The framework is a set o f consistent tools for defining APIs, it is based on primitives which 
provide functional interfaces between different modules (service provider and service user). 
These prim itives are the connection between ‘upper’ and ‘lower’ modules, for the A P I framework 
there are four different prim itives defined, to enable the physical communication between ( ‘upper’ 
and Tower’) modules. Prim itives from  ‘low er’ to ‘upper’ module are Responses and Signals, in 
the opposite direction Commands and Variables. Any APIs defined to be compliant to this A P I 
Framework are relying on these four prim itives as their basic information elements.
2.3.3.2 A PI D efinition a n d  Im plem en ta tion
The method recommended by G loM o to define and implement APIs is the extension o f the 
prim itives or rather o f then qualifiers and return codes, it is based on inheritance from  the most 
abstract class (i.e. the prim itive class) to more detailed (less abstracted) special case classes (the 
modules).
GloMos A P I Framework already consists o f two defined APIs: the ‘Core A P I’ which provides a 
basic functionality to implement simple modules and a ‘Core Packet A P I’ which already inherits 
the Core A P I and extends the Core APIs functionality towards packet data support. Apart from  
those two core modules there is work ongoing to define a Radio A P I and a L ink A P I using the 
specified design techniques.
The definition o f APIs assumes the provision o f certain services w ithin the ‘interfaced’ module, 
this means that e.g. the Radio Device A P I provides services including R F and IF  filtering, 
modulation, Baseband spreading, it is compliant to the definition and implementation standards 
provided by the A P I Framework.
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Figure 2-6 Radio-API interface specifications [BEYER 98]
The Radio-API project introduces, sim ilar to the approach in this thesis, APIs between the 
different modules o f the programmable radio, the work described in the following chapters 
however provides a more flexible alternative (see chapters 5 and 6).
2.3.4 The IEEE P 1520 Proposed Standard for Active Networking
IEEE P I520 is the proposed IEEE Standard for Application Programming Interfaces for 
Networks. A  working group consisting o f several research labs in U SA, Singapore and Sweden is 
currently preparing the recommendations and specifications for programming o f service, 
signalling and switch control using open programming interfaces in future active networks. The 
objective o f defining this standard is to enable the development o f open signalling, control and 
management applications and higher-level multimedia services on networks. Therefore the 
working group has proposed a reference model identifying a number o f interfaces and functional 
levels [B ISW  98, L IN  99].
2.3.4.1 A rch itec tu re
The approach to meet the objective o f an open control and signalling interface for network nodes, 
is based on the provision o f a set o f standardised application programming interfaces (APIs). This 
standardisation of APIs w ill enable software developers to write control and signalling software 
which runs on the network without having to be standardised. The implementation of this
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approach w ill deliver programmable data and telecommunication networks, therefore a reference 
model has been developed, which defines the different levels for application programming 
interfaces.
V -interface
U-interface
L-interface
C C M -interface
End User Applications
Algorithms for value-added communication services Value-Added 
created by network operators, users and third parties Services Level
Algorithms for routing, connection management, Network Generic
admission control, etc. Services Level
Virtual Network
Virtual Network Devices (software representation) Device Level
Physical Elements (hardware, namespace) PE Level
Figure 2-7 The P1520 Reference Model [LIN 99]
The model consists o f a number o f levels, interfaces between these levels and entities 
implementing services and functionality. As shown in Figure 2-7, the model contains four levels, 
these are: Value-Added Services Level, Network Generic Services Level, V irtual Network Device 
Level and PE Level (Physical Element Level). The entities are implementing interface 
functionality, single entities and their tasks are:
Value-Added Services Level: These entities implement end-to-end algorithms which add value to 
services provided by lower levels, these value added services may be user oriented features and 
capabilities (e.g. real-tim e stream management, synchronisation o f multim edia streams (video and 
voice)).
Network Generic Services Level: Entities consist o f algorithms defining the functionality of 
networks, e.g. routing and virtual circuit/virtual path algorithms. Additionally this level contains 
distributed object interfaces to SCPs for IN  applications using the Intelligent Network Application 
Part (IN A P ), however the means to carry out such distributed algorithms have yet to be defined.
Virtual Network Device Level: Entities w ithin this level are logical representations o f state 
variables o f entities resident in the PE-level.
PE-Level: PE-level entities are physical elements o f the network, such as switches. These 
elements are accessed by open protocols such as GSMP and other proprietary facilities.
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Interfaces are the separation between end-user applications, value added services, network service 
provider and the underlying network resources, the P I520 reference model identifies four 
interfaces:
V-interface: The V-interface is a user level interface providing a number o f APIs to write 
personalised end user software, it also provides access to the value-added services level.
U-interface: This interface allows an user to access generic network services like requesting or 
terminating connections or bandwidth, it allows the flexible configuration o f connections, ranging 
from  point-to-point and point-to-m ultipoint to virtual private networks, dependent on the user 
demands (and physical provision o f resources).
L-interface: The L-interface provides APIs to directly manipulate and access the states o f local 
network resources, it should allow the implementation o f any communication service.
CCM-interface: The CCM-(Connection Control and Management) interface is a collection of 
protocols enabling exchange o f state and control information.
The IE E E  P1520 standardisation effort attempts a sim ilar approach like the Radio-API project and 
the work described in the later chapters o f this thesis (chapters 5 and 6), however it deals more 
w ith the networking aspects o f multiservice networks than w ith the reconfiguration aspects o f the 
wireless link.
2.3.5 DaCaPo -  Dynamic Configuration of Protocols
DaCaPo [PLA G  96a] is a public domain framework that provides three layers, which support 
flexible protocol systems, its main goal is to provide protocol configuration during runtime. The 
main intention is to create (during runtime) a customised protocol that provides the QoS necessary 
for the current connection. The DaCaPo architecture is based on a reduced number o f layers (i.e. 
compared w ith the O SI 7 layer model), three layers are defined: (1 ) layer A  -  the application 
layer, (2 ) layer C -  communication support layer and (3 ) layer T  -  the transport infrastructure 
layer. W hilst layers A  and T  are depending on applications and underlying transport (e.g. A T M , 
L A N  M A C , etc.), respectively, layer C is the configurable protocol layer. Layer C comprises o f 
granular building blocks each defining a single protocol task, see Figure 2-8.
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Figure 2-8 DaCaPo Protocols
The DaCaPo system uses decomposed single protocols describing the resulting building blocks by 
means o f protocol functions and properties. W ithin layer C there are four co-operating entities to 
control messaging and bind the building blocks (protocol components), these entities comprise of: 
(1 ) CoRA (a method for Configuration and Resource Allocation) determining appropriate 
protocol configurations at runtime. (2 ) Connection management, controlling establishment, error 
management and release o f connections to peers. (3) a runtime environment coordinating 
execution (linking, initiation, packet forwarding) o f layer 3 processing. And (4 ) an entity that 
monitors components and controls resource availability in the communication end-systems (i.e. 
message originator and message sink) [PLA G  96b]. DaCaPo follows a different approach than 
the later introduced O P tlM A  framework (see chapter 5), it tackles reconfiguration and 
customisation within protocols (though it has been developed to implement complete protocol 
stacks) during implementation time, whilst O P tlM A  provides a framework to exchange layers o f a 
protocol stack (i.e. that even may include the A , C and T  layers) during runtime. The DaCaPo 
system is currently being used as support system to enable the development o f a QoS ensuring 
middleware in the M U L T E  project (M ultim edia M iddleware for Low Latency High Throughput 
environments) undertaken at the University o f Oslo.
2.3.6 The SDR Forum
A  terminal can be seen in different ways, there are application processing and service support 
levels as w ell as the radio part including radio access, resource control, call control and m obility 
management. The above listed projects are engaged with the investigation o f m obility supporting 
platforms for application processing, software download (i.e. as supported in M E xE ) is restricted 
to content and applications for mobile computing and e-(m-)commerce. On lower levels, i.e. to 
support reconfiguration o f software definable mobile terminals, SDRF (Software Defined Radio 
Forum) aims to develop a terminal model that supports the A /D  conversion as close to the antenna 
as possible, the terminal architecture is intended to support portable applications, should be open
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and should follow  a standard software framework. A ll entities after the A /D  conversion w ill be 
software defined and reconfigureable. An in itial reference model for a SDR terminal has been 
introduced, Figure 2-9 shows this terminal architecture presented in [A D A M S  99].
Figure 2-9 SDRF Reference Architecture [AD AM S 99]
This reference model outlines a number o f functional blocks (i.e. antenna interface, RF, modem, 
link processing, infosec, and message processing) and assumes the reconfigurability o f them 
controlled via a user interface. The model distinguishes between control (c) and datapaths (d) 
between the functional blocks and furthermore introduces a control bus to support their 
reconfiguration.
SDRF anticipates that over-the-air software download w ill be the key enabling technology to 
facilitate rapid9, reliable and transparent reconfiguration. The basic principle o f the intended 
terminal architecture is comparable with the principle o f the PC and should be possible to assume, 
during the boot process, any intended configuration, moreover it w ill be possible to alter these 
configurations during run-time. SDRF have engaged with the M E xE  working group and aim to 
complement the work by providing standards and procedures for flexible reconfiguration o f the 
physical layer [Y A R N  00].
9 Rapid at this point means ‘free of hassle for the user’ , the actual duration of a reconfiguration depends on 
various technical factors like bandwidth of the SW  download channel and efficiency of the software and 
reconfigureable platform.
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Figure 2-10 Different Levels of Interfaces within a Software Defined Radio [C U M M  98]
SDR Forum regards the change in radio design, i.e. from  hardware to software, as highly 
dependent on the definition o f clearly and described interfaces. These interfaces describe the 
boundaries between functional blocks however, interfaces must not im ply nor exclude any 
potential implementation o f the functional block in question since this would in flic t a violation of 
possible implementations o f neighbouring functional blocks. Interfaces, in particular APIs, have 
to be seen as descriptions o f the relationship between functional blocks rather than as being the 
implementation o f this relationship. To describe the structure o f a radio architecture, functional 
blocks and interfaces alternate (i.e. between any two functional blocks is an interface), Figure 
2-10 shows them as blocks and horizontal bars, respectively. The figure describes and defines (on 
a very abstract level) the radio architecture; tier 1 (Figure 2-10) describes the functional level and 
the boundaries o f the functional blocks (i.e. see also Figure 2-9, the control (c) message and data 
(d) passing between the functional blocks), however it does not include any implementation 
information about how messages are passed. T ier 2 specifies communication and transportation; 
it finally  defines the methods o f the data and message transport, whilst tier 3 defines the physical 
implementations (i.e. physical connectors etc.). SDRF anticipates that this three-tier architecture 
provides a structure that offers modularity and interoperability and therefore the possibility to 
exchange functional blocks [C U M M  98].
This three-tier structure includes as w ell a physical level and the possibility o f replacing 
(physically) functional blocks that comply to the interfaces specified for all three tiers (e.g. 
physical exchange o f the Modem  (Figure 2-10) would require compliance on the functional, 
transport and physical tier).
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2.4 Sum m ary
There are the aforementioned three major ways to facilitate ‘reconfiguration’ o f communication 
(and data communication) systems, these include: (1) the V E LC R O  approach, (2) M u lti- 
Mode/Adaptive Terminals and (3 ) the introduction o f open interfaces. W hilst VELC R O  and 
M ulti-M ode/Adaptive-Term inal approaches also offer viable solutions for reconfigureable 
systems, ‘Open Interfaces’ 10 provide the most flexible alternative; i.e. they are able to deliver 
independent configurability and reconfigurability o f each o f the (by interfaces) isolated functional 
blocks. Software technologies like O O D /O O T and the Java platform  (i.e. JRE) support the 
development o f these interfaces that then describe the boundaries o f functional (e.g. protocol 
implementation) blocks. The principle resembles a black box approach, i.e. functionality o f these 
building blocks is independent from  the interfaces (i.e. their outside representation). Both 
technologies have been described w ithin this chapter and are henceforth regarded as essentials to 
develop object-oriented frameworks capable to support flexible ( ‘on-the-fly’ ) reconfiguration. 
Throughout this chapter, the rationale o f the Java platform  has been described and its features 
such as platform  independence, portability and on-the-fly exchangeability o f classes have been 
identified, additionally we have descried the applicability o f some main OOD features (i.e. 
encapsulation, inheritance and hierarchy) and how they may support the implementation of 
reconfigureable architectures.
Reconfigureable communication networks can be regarded as distributed systems; their 
functionality may be divided and distributed over a number o f different entities within the 
network. M iddleware technology can, in this context, be seen as a possible medium to support 
platform  independent messaging. Moreover, the described middleware technologies (Java R M I 
and CO RBA) may also be used to support reconfigureability o f and reconfiguration within one 
entity, whereby the various functional blocks, w ithin a system, do communicate via the Object 
Broker (R M PC O R B A ).
The 3GPP defines a Java based execution environment for M obile Stations (M S ) and the ability o f 
M E xE  to negotiate capabilities w ith a service provider in a M E xE  service environment. Using 
M E xE  w ill enable the development o f applications (i.e. for M E xE  terminals) independent of any 
M S platform. Capabilities o f M obile Stations w ill be identified by a set o f basic classmarks; these 
capabilities may range from  very lim ited (i.e. W A P services for classmark 1) to very advanced 
(execution o f PersonalJava/KJava applets and applications). M E xE  provides its services via a 
modular structured A P I, this ‘M E xE -A P I’ contains a number o f legacy Java APIs (e.g.
101.e.interfaces between all functional blocks within a communication node and also between all layers of 
the protocol stack.
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Personal Java, JTAPI, etc.) as w ell as an A P I defined for M E xE  services. The M E xE  project 
enhances the usability and w ill deliver platform  independence for m obility aware applications 
with different degrees o f functionality.
W ithin the AC TS ‘On The M ove’ project a M obile Application Support Environment (M A S E ) 
has been defined and implemented. Goal o f M A S E  has been to enable mobile multimedia 
services/applications to be independent o f the characteristics o f the terminal or network, and to 
support individual user preferences. M A S E  provides, through its M obile-A P I, a common 
platform  for mobile multimedia services and applications, the middleware functionality w ithin the 
M A S E  supports real-tim e multimedia services and deals w ith the demands of applications in 
mobile environments. These demands include: the ability for an application to cope w ith varying 
QoS, robustness (e.g. to deal w ith broken links), flexible coding, roaming (between different 
operators and different network types), reconfiguration in real-tim e multiparty connections, 
personalised information filtering, and support for heterogeneous user equipment [PARK 95].
The G loM o project delivers, w ith their ‘A P I Framework’, a specification about how to design 
modular protocols for future networks and terminals as w ell as protocol functionality and 
extensibility. The project defines a base class containing the core functionality for every protocol 
layer, therefore a group o f primitives has been identified which constitute the ‘physical’ interface 
to neighbouring modules. These primitives are the core media for all messages w ithin protocols 
and the basis for the flex ib ility  o f the protocol implemented in the Radio A P I framework.
The basic principle o f the interfaces defined in the (proposed) P1520 standard is the introduction 
o f programmable interfaces to abstractions o f network entities. These interfaces enable 
programming o f services and signalling control applications for distributed environments. 
Furthermore, the interfaces provide a distributed computing platform  for future 
telecommunication services. The P1520 reference model exposes the states of switching 
hardware to the freely programmable signalling applications via these specified interfaces.
The commonality between all projects documented (i.e. On The M ove, A P I Framework (G loM o), 
M E xE  and IE E E  P1520, DaCaPo and the Software Defined Radio Forum ) are their efforts to 
define APIs and modular architectures able to provide services to different applications or 
between different levels w ithin the protocol stack. On The M ove and M E xE  provide support for 
applications, the support can range from  voice (or low data rate services) to high-end QoS 
M ultim edia applications, whilst IE E E  P1520 and DaCaPo deliver techniques for protocol 
configuration. Finally, the (Rooftop) API-Fram ework proposes a versatile architecture to develop 
modular interfaces between ‘protocol modules’ , whilst the SDR Forum are specifying various 
APIs on the system level; both organisations (Rooftop and SDRF) provide reference models to 
illustrate their architectures.
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These research projects describe partial solutions in different areas related to reconfigurability; 
they deliver knowledge for research in reconfigureable mobile communication networks. 
However, they do not provide complete solutions for the various aspects o f reconfigureable 
wireless networks, they rather build a knowledge base line for the work documented w ithin the 
further chapters o f this dissertation. A  number o f enabling technologies have also been described, 
these technologies are applied in the structural and functional definitions and implementations 
reported in the follow ing chapters.
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Chapter 3
3 D istrib u te d  S ig n a llin g  System s
3.1 In tro d u c tio n
Broadband capabilities and increasingly powerful handheld equipment are some o f the major 
features that the future wireless communication networks (such as U M T S ) w ill offer. Already in 
the near future, Bandwidth and QoS requirements w ill shift from  low data rate demands for 
speech and text message transport, to high data rates for multimedia and Internet services. 
Technology w ill have to cope w ith these changing demands and has to provide the means to 
distribute voice, video and data to any place, at any time. The introduction o f such a variety of 
possible new services and the provision o f service location transparency (e.g. w ith the V irtual 
Home Environment (V H E )), w ill require the use o f additional signalling and the introduction of 
proxies w ithin the network to control/manipulate the streams and to adapt to different 
environmental conditions such as channel variations and varying levels o f m obility. The 
capabilities and patchy coverage o f single wireless access networks w ill not be able to provide 
such a variety o f services seamlessly. Therefore, it w ill be inevitable, for future software 
definable wireless terminals, to connect to the various services/service providers through a 
number o f different access networks. However, current networks are not designed to support the 
seamless roaming o f terminals through different radio environments, this is mainly due to the lack 
of a common signalling system and the unavailability o f reconfigureable mobile terminals.
To achieve this and to be able to deliver such a variety o f services across the lim its o f a single 
access network, it is eminent that the means to support signalling across these networks are 
provided. Distributed middleware platforms such as R M I or CO RBA provide the functionality 
and technology to enable signalling across these various networks. In  this chapter we examine 
and compare the performance o f M obility  Management and Connection Management signalling 
on the two distributed computing platforms R M I and CO RBA (comparing a Java implementation 
o f CO RBA (i.e. OrbixW eb) w ith Sun Microsystems Java-RM I). This is followed by the 
introduction o f a Universal Control CHannel (U C C H ) as transport channel for cross network 
signalling and support for network reconfiguration and software download. A  section showing 
the practical use and application o f CO RBA based signalling systems concludes this chapter; the
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example taken for this is a proposed signalling extension for the P N N I (Private Network to 
Network Interface) in A T M  networks.
3.1.1 Distributed Computing in Mobile Telecommunications
Telecommunication networks are, in their current appearance, functionally distributed systems. 
This becomes even more obvious when analysing the definition o f new services and m obility 
aware application platforms like the M A S E  (defined in the European ACTS project ‘On The 
M ove’) and M E xE  (W A P  (W ireless Access Protocol) uses a sim ilar principle). Such platforms 
support the pre-processing o f data, already before the air interface, i.e. in proxies within the 
network. The main task o f these proxies is to produce optimised data streams, which efficiently 
utilize the available capacity o f the network and to reduce the amount o f data transmitted via the 
air interface to a bare minimum by pre-processing o f information already within the network 
[PAR K 95, E TS I 98].
Further developments and projects intended to deliver improved capabilities like variable channel 
allocation and coding for multimedia streams and negotiable QoS provision [A N G U  97]. The 
introduction o f this type o f new services, such as flexible configuration o f terminals, w ill support 
the provision o f V H E  and other location transparent services. However, shortcoming o f platforms 
such as M A S E  or M E xE  is their lack o f flex ib ility  and missing interoperability. To facilitate all 
these features and to support the required flex ib ility , a signalling structure based on a versatile 
distributed platform  w ill be essential. Object Request Brokers (ORBs) w ith their basic features 
and services do provide this versatility and form  a platform  for distributed object computing based 
signalling systems.
3.1.2 Object Broker as Platform  for Signalling Systems
Object Brokers deliver the means for application level communication between objects distributed 
across networks. Both object brokers examined w ithin this study (Java-R M I and OrbixW eb 3.1) 
provide the basic peer-to-peer communication facilities for distributed objects and also a number 
o f basic services (e.g. a naming service). Their functionality relies on the general client/server 
principle, whereby objects are distributed across the network and communicate via a middleware 
layer. Clients request functionality or services, from  remote server objects, via the request broker. 
Both brokers (R M I and CO R BA) use network-interfaces (stubs and skeletons) bound to the actual 
client and server implementations to request/provide services across the network11. Stubs and
11 Binding, as described, is classified as static binding, whilst OrbixWeb and other CORBA compliant 
brokers provide the possibility for ‘dynamic’ implementations, therefore a DII (Dynamic Invocation
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skeletons hide the complexity o f the communication between client and server, they control 
serialization and un-marshalling o f parameters at the remote server and establish, maintain and 
terminate connections between the remote entities. Performance and suitability o f object brokers 
for network signalling is shown in [A N G U  97] and [M OES 99a].
Using object oriented design and technology for signalling services in data and 
telecommunication networks introduces several advantages, ranging from  inheritance, 
encapsulation to the possibility o f abstracting network entities and network control and 
management tasks. The major improvement object brokers provide is that they hide the 
complexity and ease the tedious and error prone low level programming on lower levels (sockets) 
to establish connections between the distributed objects.
3.1.3 Why Java Based Brokers?
Java is not only an object oriented programming language w ith reduced complexity12 and 
automated memory management (garbage collection), but alsoa complete platform, comprising a 
portable language and a V irtual Machine (V M ) which provides a hardware independent platform  
and several class libraries containing runtime classes (including the remote method invocation 
package). The architecture consists o f a developer and a runtime environment and, additionally, a 
set o f class libraries providing basic functionality at runtime. Java classes are written using 
syntax comparable to C ++ and become compiled into bytecode (using the Java bytecode 
compiler), which can be interpreted by any V irtual Machine (V M ) independent o f the host 
hardware platform. Apart from  this V M , the Java runtime environment also comprises class 
loaders (i.e. to load bytecodes (classes) for execution, during run-time into the V M ) and class 
libraries. The V M  interprets bytecode and maps the commands to host specific instructions.
There are various justifications for the use o f Java-based object brokers: Java offers portability 
across different hardware platforms (i.e. every host being able to run a Java-VM  can execute the 
bytecode), it has built-in features to support streaming o f objects rather than just o f parameters. 
Java extends the features o f current socket based object brokers. Furthermore, Java class loaders 
offer the possibility to re-load classes (during run-tim e) and therefore to exchange objects by 
exchanging objects references. Apart from  that, Java also accommodates built-in  security features 
which support both public and private key authentication and user defined access 
mechanisms/security policies.
Interface) and DSI (Dynamic Skeleton Interface) are used for client and server interfaces, respectively 
[BAKER 97].
12 Java does not support pointers other than the references to objects.
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3.2 C om parison  betw een Jav a -R M I an d  Ja v a  based  CO RBA  as 
S ignalling P la tfo rm
Java-based distributed object platforms/middleware such as R M I (Remote Method Invocation) 
and CO RBA compliant OrbixW eb, provide a number o f features suitable for use in distributed 
mobile telecommunication networks. This section presents results o f performance comparisons 
and evaluations o f the Sun’s Java R M I (Java2/JDK 1.2.2) and IO N A ’s CO RBA-2 compliant 
OrbixW eb 3.1 platforms. Specifically, it has been looked at in itia l delays for connection 
establishment between remote entities (client and server) and the costs associated w ith each o f 
these architectures in support o f m obility management related signalling i.e. location management 
and handover. First, short introductions to Java, CO RBA and R M I architectures are provided, 
followed by a description o f the functional entities and the required messaging within the 
proposed signalling platform. A t the end o f the section, performance evaluation results indicate 
that, although R M I shows superior performance in terms o f connection establishment times, the 
CORBA-based OrbixW eb platform  shows substantial advantages over R M I in terms o f signalling 
delays for m obility management signalling.
R M I and CO RBA are based on the principles o f the Berkeley sockets, which provide the basic 
interface between client/server and network. Implementations and applications o f client-server 
systems using Berkeley Sockets are very complex low-level tasks; use o f Sockets requires that 
encoding and decoding o f messages, between client and server, has to be implemented on the 
application level. A  first step to abstract these Sockets was the introduction o f RPC. The Remote 
Procedure Call (RPC) abstracted the interfaces to the network and introduced a platform  
independent messaging infrastructure between the remote clients and servers. Using Remote 
Procedure Calls makes remote procedures to appear to the application like local procedure calls. 
RPC libraries deal w ith the tedious and error prone packing and ‘shipping’ o f parameters between 
local client and remote server. A  further step in this evolution and also one matching the demands 
evolving w ith the introduction o f Object Orientation, was taken when organisations and 
companies (e.g. O M G , Sun) started to standardise messaging and communication platforms for 
distributed objects. The main architectures in this area are CO RBA, R M I and D C O M . However, 
D C O M  has the disadvantage to be restricted to the M icrosoft W indows platforms only compared 
to the variety o f platforms CO RBA and R M I (executed on a Java V irtual Machine (J V M )) do 
support. M icrosoft’s D C O M  has not been included in this comparison, this is due to the 
in flexib ility  and platform  dependence, i.e. D C O M  does not support operating system platforms 
other than M icrosoft W indows.
Distributed systems supporting object oriented technology need to introduce additional interface 
objects to deal w ith the complexity o f packetising and shipping of data between the real client and
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server objects, therefore both technologies (i.e. CO RBA and R M I) have introduced local 
substitutes to serve client and server objects (these substitutes are the Stub on the client side and 
Skeleton on the server side).
Both o f the examined distributed object platforms (R M I and OrbixW eb) are based on and 
implemented in Java. Y et they have significant differences in their range o f services and facilities 
and also their underlying architecture. The remainder o f this part points out the similarities and 
differences between these two candidates and delivers a brief outlook to further developments in 
the evolution o f CO RBA and R M I.
3.2.1 CORBA (OrbixWeb)
Starting in the late eighties (1989) the Object Management Group (O M G ) has undergone efforts 
to standardise and evaluate the common object request broker architecture (C O RBA). When 
O M G  started their work, the intention was to provide a generic fram ework fo r systems supporting 
distributed objects [O M G  00]. The architecture developed by O M G , i.e. the O M A  (Object 
Management Architecture), aims to provide platform  and language independence to distributed 
applications, this aim  has partly been achieved w ith the introduction o f proxies, pretending the 
requested functionality by provision o f ‘local interfaces’ to the remote functionality, at either end 
of the systems. Stub and Skeleton are these proxies (or interfaces) for client and server, 
respectively. The other part contributing to platform  independence was the introduction o f a 
commonly used messaging standard: CO RBA in itia lly  provided a basic messaging infrastructure 
and vendor specific GIOPs (General Inter-ORB Protocols). Disadvantage o f this G IO P standard 
was that implementations from  different vendors could not interoperate although they were 
compliant to the CO RBA 1.1 standard. However, the architecture matured and, w ith the CO RBA  
2.0 release, interoperability between ORB implementations from  different vendors was 
introduced. Interoperability between different CO RBA compliant object brokers was achieved 
with the introduction o f the Internet Inter-ORB Protocol (IIO P ). Apart from  this novel protocol, a 
number o f services and facilities offered by CO RBA were also delivered in this 2nd release o f the 
standard. Starting off, originally w ith Naming and Event services, CO R BA has evolved since, 
meanwhile it delivers now, not only, Transaction, Security and Trader services but also whole 
industry domain solutions for the Banking, M edicine and Telecommunication sectors. These 
domains are offering features specifically tailored for their areas. Currently there are further 
efforts to develop specifications for CO RBA in wireless environments [N O K IA  00].
CO RBA implementations from  different vendors are working together by using the Internet Inter- 
ORB Protocol (HOP) to communicate (see Figure 3-1). HOP is on top o f TCP/IP; the 
implementation o f IIO P  is compulsory for CO RBA compliant ORBs however the communication
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within the ORB of one vendor can be using other protocols than IIOP (i.e. their own GIOP). The 
other important feature of CORBA is the defined language mapping, which includes Java, C, 
C++, ADA, Smalltalk and COBOL. CORBA language mapping describes the conversion of 
generally defined interfaces (i.e. defined in the Interface description Language (IDL)) and 
specifies how they are to be translated/compiled to the target language. Compilation of specified 
interfaces (i.e. specified in IDL) generates a number of interface and ‘helper’ classes13 to be used 
to implement the proxies for remote method calls.
Figure 3-1 CORBA Stack
The chosen CORBA package (i.e. OrbixWeb 3.1) supports all features specified in the CORBA 2 
standard (excluding domain specific features) and provides a completely Java-based middleware 
platform14 to support distributed object computing. To summarize the principle: the interfaces for 
CORBA clients and servers are defined using the Interface Definition Language. IDL defined 
interfaces can be mapped to various programming languages (including C++, Java, Ada, 
SmallTalk) to ensure the platform neutrality of CORBA. Using these general interfaces enables 
objects, written in different programming languages, to communicate across networks, 
independent from the host operating systems.
3.2.2 RMI (Remote Method Invocation)
Remote Method Invocation is a further abstraction of the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) and an 
onward development towards object orientation. The RMI package is part of the core Java API 
within JDK 1.2 (Java 2). Whilst RMIs predecessor RPC was platform independent, RMI is
13 Naming o f  these generated ‘interface’ or ‘helper’ classes depends on the target language, in case o f Java 
these classes are: the ‘ interface’ , ‘ stub’ and ‘skeleton’ and additionally a ‘helper’ , ‘holder’ , ‘tie’ and
‘implementation base’ class.
14 Consisting of the two core elements ‘interfaces’ and ‘messaging mechanism’.
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restricted to the Java runtime environment; this means it requires both Java Virtual Machine 
(JVM) and Java class libraries. RMI has been developed to match the semantics of remote object 
invocation to client/server systems.
RMI offers services similar to those of CORBA (e.g. Naming and Trading services), furthermore 
it provides extra services in form of special domain APIs (e.g. Java telephony). Considering the 
services, facilities and possibilities of RMI, it has both advantages and shortcomings compared to 
CORBA. The most pertinent shortcoming relates to the restriction of RMI to Java only 
environment. One of RMI’s main advantages however is the capability to serialize instances of 
objects (including interfaces) and to transfer these to the physical location (host) of the requesting 
client. A further advantage is the portability of the code (“write once, run everywhere”- providing 
a JVM is available) between ‘Java-running’ operating system platforms.
Communication between client and server takes place in a similar way to CORBA: Client and 
server objects are insulated from the underlying communication structures by defined interfaces 
(Stub and Skeleton). Function (method) calls from the client are handled by the stub which 
requests the service from the remote skeleton of the server, remote function calls appear to the 
client as if they were local function calls. In RMI, interfaces are written as ‘Java interfaces’ , they 
are implemented by the ‘implementation class’ of the server and generated, from the bytecode of 
the implementation, in a second compilation (using the ‘rmic’ compiler).
3.2.3 The Signalling Platform
RMI and CORBA remote calls are end-to-end communications between client and server, i.e. 
servers are placed at the appropriate locations/entities within the wireless network. TCP/IP 
transport and networking are used to support the signalling infrastructure. As outlined, CORBA 2 
compliant object request brokers are connected using the GIOP (General Inter-Operability 
Protocol) as means for their communications, however gain their interoperability between 
different CORBA products from the HOP mapping between GIOP and TCP/IP. RMI uses 
different communication facilities tailored for RMIs needs, though they are similar to the services 
provided by CORBAs HOP.
Based on these two middleware platforms, a signalling platform has been developed to determine 
capabilities of the request brokers. This platform was used to quantify the general delays of both 
object broker platforms as well as durations for mobility management signalling for Mobile 
Stations (MS). The experimental set up consists of up to three distributed software entities 
(comprising of implementation objects plus their interfaces and the request broker (CORBA/ 
RMI) as communication means between the distributed objects) running on different network 
nodes (Solaris workstations). Figure 3-2 depicts the functional software entities and the sequence
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to request execution of a method resident in a remote server. The scenario depicted uses the 
CORBA compliant request broker (OrbixWeb) communication facilities.
1. Server registration
2. Client requests 
ref. to the server
3. Naming service 
delivers server ref.
4. remote function 
call via the ORB
5. response from the 
remote server
Figure 3-2 CORBA Distributed Object Environment
Using CORBA, a client consists of implementation and stub (in case of static invocation). The 
client retrieves an object reference from e.g. a Naming Service Object (another possibility would 
be to use features like the Trader Service, etc.) to be able to access services from a remote server. 
After retrieval of the server-reference, the client may initiate a remote method call, i.e. the (client) 
implementation will call a (remote) method as if it was local and implemented within the stub. 
The stub however, establishes a connection to the (server) host and eventually the skeleton of the 
appropriate server object. This skeleton provides the interface between ORB and server 
implementation.
All further negotiation and function/method calls between Client and Server implementations take 
place via Stub and Skeleton [IONA 98]. Client and Server implementations are in this way 
isolated from the complexity of the underlying environment.
The same is valid in case RMI is used rather than CORBA, although there is a major difference: 
the stub is not resident in the client host. Therefore, an instance of the stub containing the server 
reference has to be returned from the Naming Service in case the client requests a reference to a 
server object that is already registered with the RMI-registry (comparable with the CORBA 
Naming Service). Communication between client and server once the reference has been 
retrieved, takes place in a similar way as in a CORBA environment. Figure 3-3 depicts the 
sequence for a remote invocation request using RMI.
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1. Server registration
2. Client requests 
ref. and stub to the 
server
3. Naming service 
delivers server ref. 
and stub
4. remote function 
using RMI
5. response from the 
remote server
Figure 3-3 RMI Distributed Object Environment
3.2.4 Performance Comparison
RMI and CORBA have significant differences in their performance, the results of the performed 
experiments reflect the different implementation approaches and architectures of the two object 
request brokers.
3.2.4.1 The Experimental Set-Up
Concordant interface definitions have been used for both RMI and CORBA implementations. 
The interfaces defined similar method calls containing the same set of parameters. All 
measurements were taken using Sun Solaris Workstations connected via an, otherwise unused, 
lOMbit/s Ethernet link. The set-up is depicted in Figure 3-4.
W orkstation a W orkstation b W orkstation c
10 M bit/s Ethernet 
Figure 3-4 Experimental Set-Up
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Host operating system is Solaris 2.5.1, ‘Java 2 RMI’ and IONAs ‘OrbixWeb 3.1’ have been used 
as the Java based ORB s. The implemented client and server implementation code was, apart from 
the obvious differences in the calls for binding to the ORB and accessing Naming Service, 
identical for both platforms. Therefore, a direct comparison of the results does deliver reliable 
data about performance differences of the two communication mechanisms.
3.2.4.2 Java-RMI vs. CORBA Performance
Three initial remote invocation procedures and the results are shown - the first to determine 
baseline delays of RMI and CORBA, a further sequence to ascertain the behaviour in case of 
signalling for a location update and the last sequence simulates the signalling for a handover in an 
assumed ORB based signalling environment.
N.B. due to their lower abstraction and higher implementation complexity (i.e. their 
implementations are not directly comparable to RMI and CORBA implementations), the 
performance of RPC and sockets have not been included in these experiments.
Connection Delay
Establishing a connection between two distributed objects (either locally or across one or several 
connected networks) requires a minimum time. As shown in Figure 3-2 and Figure 3-3, the client 
first has to initialise the broker (valid for RMI and CORBA) then to access some kind of 
registration service (the Naming Service has been used in both cases) to retrieve an object 
reference for the server object (which in turn has to be already registered with the Naming 
Service). The CORBA client then needs to instantiate (locally) the stub, using the retrieved server 
reference, and connect the stub to the ORB. Thereafter the client sends its method 
requests/invocation (locally) to the stub, which in turn communicates via the ORB with the 
remote server.
In the case of RMI, the client requests as well a reference to the server object, however the client 
has to obtain a whole instance of an interface class containing the requested reference and the stub 
to interface the client. The measurements shown in Figure 3-5 depict the duration a client needs 
to retrieve an object reference (in case of RMI also the stub instance), to invoke (without passing 
parameters) a remote function on this server and to wait for this remote function to be executed 
(the remote method has no further functionality). Once the communication ‘channel’ is 
established, it remains open for further method invocations within that particular server object, 
therefore multiple repetitions of a function call do indicate the real ‘channel’ delay, which is 
caused by the brokers messaging mechanisms.
Figure 3-5 shows a protrusion in performance for invocations on the RMI broker. The 
mechanisms to retrieve an object reference (including the instance of the stub) are distinctively
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faster than the OrbixWeb mechanisms. The real channel delay however does not differ to the 
same extent. For two-way (parameter-less) invocations the difference is less than 1ms after 
saturation (10-20 invocations) has been reached.
Connection delay (RMI/CORBA)
No. of RPC’s 
Figure 3-5 ORB/RMI Connection Delay
Location Update Delay
Location update, in this section, is regarded as a procedure in the backbone network (see also 
[MOES 99b] and Figure 3-24 for the depiction of the message sequence). It involves notification 
of the new visited location register (new) and a request to release the connection to the previously 
visited location register (old). The new location register will then update the home location 
register (home) about the current ‘where-about’ of the mobile station (MS). Therefore two 
messages and their confirmation are to be sent from the object representing the network proxy of 
the MS (client) to the node abstractions (i.e. the old server and new server).
The time required, for a single user, to perform a whole location update is (for both 
implementations in OrbixWeb and RMI) below one second. However, the duration for a location 
update increases rapidly with increasing crossing rate (i.e. a user changes the point of attachment 
several times per second, which means multiple attempts to access the same server). Figure 3-6 
shows the different behaviour of the RMI and OrbixWeb based implementations. RMIs 
capability to handle multiple calls to one single server is poor compared to the performance of 
OrbixWeb.
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L o c a t io n  U p d a te  D e la y
Crossing rate [x/s]
Figure 3-6 Location Update Delay
Handover Delay
Similar results as those of the Location Update delay measurements have been detected for the 
handover delays. However, handovers need more messages and are therefore more costly than 
location update procedures. The message sequence (depicted in Figure 3-25) has been applied: 
the mobile station notifies the new visited location register, then the Cross Over Switch (COS) 
and finally the old location register to resolve the old connection.
H a n d o v e r  d e la y
crossing rate [x/s] 
Figure 3-7 Handover Delay
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Fmthermore, the home location register had to be informed (by the new visited location register) 
about the new location. Crossing rates of up to 20 crossings per second have been considered for 
the handover procedures. The gap between RMI and CORBA performance is due to the different 
transport and messaging mechanisms used in the implementation of these request brokers.
Figure 3-7 shows delays of up to around 11s for a complete handover with a crossing rate of 20 
crossings per second and less than Is for a single crossing per second for the RMI based 
implementation, can be experienced. The OrbixWeb implementation requires less than 3s for 
processing the required signalling due to 20 crossings per second and around 2.5s for 20 
crossings. Considering these measurements it can be concluded that, despite its advantages for 
parameterless invocations, RMI is not suitable for real signalling systems. The delay for higher 
crossing rates (i.e. 10-20 crossings per second) will inevitably lead to connection loss, whereby 
the values of the CORBA implementation may suffice for a vertical (inter system) handover.
3.2.5 Results: Java-RMI vs. CORBA
RMI provides faster mechanisms to establish connections between client and server distributed 
across networks. CORBA implementations use the GIOP, which in turn uses HOP to finally map 
the messages to the sockets implementing the network and transport layers (TCP/IP).
Although RMI does provide faster client-server connections, CORBA’s performance when 
parameters have to be passed between the client and server is much higher. This is due to more 
effective marshalling and packetising mechanisms implemented in CORBA [SCHM 97]. 
Regarding the performance of the two object brokers, CORBA would be the better alternative to 
implement a messaging platform for a telecommunication network. However, RMIs ability to 
stream instances of objects and to pass objects by value rather than reference opens up a variety of 
possibilities for the use of RMI in mobile communications (e.g. application/applet download as 
done with applets in web-browsers).
Currently there are a number of projects such as [ANGU 97] using C++ based object brokers. 
However, new services require increasing flexibility, and this suggests that Java-based brokers 
can be used for signalling platform implementations. This tendency can also be seen in the 
preview to the CORBA 3 standard, where the CORBA standardisation is increasingly 
incorporating facilities, which have originally been implemented in RMI. In the move from 
CORBA 2 to the recently announced CORBA 3 standard, the OMG has sought to address and 
overcome many of the deficiencies observed in the CORBA 2 standard. The CORBA 3 standard 
will extend CORBA features with new value types including ‘passing by value’ rather than 
simply ‘passing by reference’, and it will also introduce a component model which is a further 
step beyond Object Orientation - one that can be integrated with Enterprise Java Beans [SIEGEL
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99]. Furthermore, OMG is currently in the process of standardising a specification for mobile 
CORBA within their telecommunications domain working-group, i.e. CORBA is gradually 
evolving to provide a very complete platform for system independent signalling.
3.3 Signalling in CORBA Based Networks -  The Universal Control 
CHannel Architecture
The previous section has shown differences in the performance of RMI and CORBA request 
brokers, based on the results of this comparison, CORBA has been chosen as platform for further 
Distributed Object Computing based signalling structures.
Reconfigureability of network nodes (in particular terminals and base stations) is a prime 
necessity for reconfigureable mobile communication networks; therefore, a particular focus has to 
be laid on software definable/reconfigureable terminals.
The current situation in mobile telecommunication is mainly due to further increasing user 
demands for services; these demands have evolved from (analogue) voice transmission, followed 
by low data rate services (in 2G) and currently approaching medium/high data rate service 
provision with the introduction of 3G networks. The number and variety of coexisting networks 
increases continuously and so does the variety of mobile multi media services, to enable the then 
required flexibility, it will be inevitable to deploy software Radio Technology and a common 
access channel [HUNO 00]. Moreover, this common (or universal) access channel has to support 
seamless roaming through coverage areas of different access (traffic) systems and to inform the 
user about changes of the accessible data rate/QoS.
To support in-call roaming throughout areas covered by a number of different air interface 
standards will also require Inter System Handoffs (ISHO) (i.e. vertical handoff) capability. For 
Mobility Management (location updates and handoffs), unified billing, comparable service 
provision, signalling for software exchange/download etc., it will be necessary to introduce a 
backbone signalling network which is overlying and capable of interacting with the access 
(traffic) network. This section introduces the basis for the definition of a Universal Control 
CHannel (UCCH), the proposal for a signalling backbone network and a top-level description of 
the required protocols, in the lines of the proposed Global Radio Control Channel.
The UCCH signalling backbone, is intended to establish a signalling backbone or bridge between 
the different types of traffic networks, to deliver SWR functionality. Therefore a network 
topology, network entities, and the protocol stacks for these entities have to be defined. The 
UCCH network infrastructure requires signalling applications to perform a number of signalling 
tasks as necessary. These are :
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• Connection Management (CM) i.e. establishment, maintenance and release of signalling 
connections.
• Mobility Management (MM) i.e. Location management and support of ISHO signalling.
• Software Download Signalling.
To cope with these demands, the UCCH control infrastructure is proposed to have a OSI- 
compliant protocol stack containing application layer, a Transport- and Network layer, Link layer 
and Physical layer. A top-level description of the proposed control plane of the protocol is given 
later in this chapter. The different signalling protocol entities address different parts of the 
underlying UCCH network, some are signalling messages, which need to be processed in each 
single network entity and others which need end to end connectivity only.
One of the major features supported by UCCH is the process of software downloading. Software 
downloading via the traffic network, which implies software download to a reconfigureable soft 
or multi mode terminal, see also [NOBL 98]. This approach requires a signalling connection 
(USM) between the traffic network and UCCH network, to allocate download channels and to 
route the data flow. Signalling in the traffic network will be handled like in any other mobile 
terminated call.
3.3.1 Entities within a UCCH Network
UCCH needs a signalling and data backbone, to support all features previously described. In the 
following depiction (Figure 3-8) are the entities shown, which are necessary to deliver the 
proposed functions. Mobile Terminals will require a second air interface, apart from the interface 
for the traffic channel, which has to comply to the UCCH interface standard. The access point to 
the UCCH core network will be an UCCH signalling and SW transceiver (USST), the location of 
these access points is dependent on the approach (macro cell umbrella structure or smaller cells), 
which will be implemented.
Figure 3-8 Access and Backbone Network for UCCH
USM (UCCH Signalling Manager) is a signalling mapping point, at which signalling messages 
become interpreted to the traffic network, the main use of USM is to support software download
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and inter system handoffs. Furthermore, it controls the signalling between traffic network and 
software radios for call set-up, maintenance, and termination.
Functions of the USC include: software request, Intersystem handoff, and billing signalling, etc.. 
In addition does it control the access to the database containing the software store and user 
registration (User registry and SW-store).
Apart from software download signalling, USM has to manage also the signalling for mobile 
terminated calls on the traffic network and to signal the traffic routing for mobile originated calls. 
A mobile terminated call will arrive at the Switch (USC), USC retrieves information about current 
setting and location area of MT and decides to which traffic network the call should be routed. 
USM receives (from USC) the information which traffic network will have to initiate a paging 
procedure and in which location area this procedure has to be done. USC then directs the data 
connection to the appropriate switch in the traffic network.
Mobile originated calls are initiated in the traffic part of the terminal, using the traffic networks 
scheme to set up, maintain and terminate a connection, the only difference is that billing and other 
services will be done, via USM, in the UCCH network.
3.3.2 UCCH Protocol Stack
This section delivers a top-level description of the stack entities necessary to perform the 
signalling, it covers all layers from Signalling Applications, via Layer 2 and 3 to the Physical 
Layer. Figure 3-9 depicts the proposed stack entities.
Layer 2 Layer 2
Physical Layer Physical Layer
 ;--
MAP/INAP
T C A P
SCOP
—  -------------
MTP3 
— I--------------
M T P 2
Physical Layer
MT U S S T USM USC URS
Figure 3-9 Protocol Stack for the UCCH Network (C-plane)
Signalling in the UCCH network is based on CORBA, therefore the signalling applications are 
implemented as objects, and communicating via HOP connections. The proposed UCCH stack 
configuration will support at least the following two signalling applications: Signalling for
Software downloading (SW-D) and Mobility Management (MM). SW-D provides the signalling 
messages for location update (i.e. registration with the current UCCH cell) and for Software 
downloading. UCCH MM functionality has to support the signalling requirements for handoffs
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between different access networks (ISHO). Mobility Management signalling application is 
intended to deliver this signalling capability. The network entity USM acts as the mediator 
(signalling-bridge) between the traffic networks involved in the ISHO.
To enable interoperability between the object based signalling entities, the Internet 
Interoperability Protocol (HOP) has to be used. HOP is based on TCP/IP, and is a subset of a 
remote procedure call (RPC) that supports remote object interoperability.
Switch (USC) and service-provider database (URS) are connected using a SS7 compliant link. 
Above their physical layer are the two MTP (Message Transfer Part) layers (2 (i.e. link protocol) 
and 3 (i.e. network protocol)), then SCCP (Signalling Connection Control Part), TCAP 
(Transaction Capabilities Application Part), and MAP (Mobile Application Part) or MAP 
(Intelligent Network Application Part).
3.3.3 UCCH Architecture in a Distributed Mobile Environment
For data transmission in mobile environments it is inevitable that the access networks provide the 
means for re-routing to enable full connectivity to the Internet (or also Intranets). Next generation 
wireless systems will enable users to have this connectivity wherever they are. A mobile 
environment has to be based on protocols, which support the mobility and handle the data flow, to 
follow the terminal wherever it roams to. Approaches like the mobile IP [PERK 98] or WATM 
[ACHA 97] are promising candidates for data flow routing, however they are mainly concerned 
about network issues, rather than application and signalling support.
Target of a mobile environment in the sense of this report is to provide the means for a 
framework, in which network entities are described and realised as objects, based on either mobile 
IP or WATM signalling protocols. To establish a new connection, it is just necessary to derive 
instances of the appropriate objects. These objects contain (at least) upper layer functionality, 
however they can also be used for reconfiguration purposes.
3.3.3.1 Mobile Telecommunication Signalling on DOC Platforms
Network entities can be regarded, abstracted to, and described as objects. Such abstract entities 
communicate to set up connections, maintain and terminate them, exchange QoS relevant 
information and can perform several other signalling tasks. Furthermore they create a highly 
flexible environment, depending on the platform they are implemented on.
A communication network supports a multitude of different entities, ranging from the terminal (an 
embedded system), to the switches and databases (for user registration service profile checking 
etc.). To make these entities (objects) work together, a versatile platform and common 
infrastructure is required. In the previous chapter a number of candidate technologies (DCOM,
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Java R M I and CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) compliant ORBs) have 
been introduced and in the previous section the performance o f Java R M I and CORBA has been 
compared.
To evaluate performance of the here proposed U C C H  signalling, a CORBA-Java based platform  
has been chosen. Java and CO RBA offer different - sometimes complimentary advantages15. 
CORBA offers several advantages like implementation of independent interfaces, access to 
implementations written in other programming languages, access to objects regardless of their 
location in the network, automatic code generation for the interfaces, provision of standard 
services and libraries (e.g. telecommunication domain services). Java completes CORBA by 
delivering: portability across platforms, Internet programming, object orientation, and a 
component model which integrates the functionality of several Java classes into one component.
3.3.3.2 Network Entity Abstraction
One way to abstract network entities/objects is to describe their functions and their appearance, 
through a separation of functionality and interface. These objects deliver the functionality, build 
the protocols, control the hardware, the interfaces, and the drivers for each of the previously 
shown network entities (see Figure 3-10). The description of these objects is done in a high level 
programming language (i.e. Java), each object consisting of interfaces and the implementation of 
the functionality behind the interfaces. Objects of network entities are communicating with each 
other via CORBA interfaces, which are associated with the implementation.
In our experimental test-bed, signalling for location update and software downloading has been 
implemented, the messages between the objects are transported via the ORB and the protocol used 
to transfer the messages is O M G  IIO P  running over TCP/IP.
15 Meanwhile OMG incoiporated Java RMI facilities and features into the CORBA 3 specification.
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interfaces
Figure 3-10 Abstraction of UCCH Network Entities
Objects in distributed environments use messages to communicate, and some times these 
messages have to traverse a number of network entities. For example, when the mobile terminal 
object requests a location update from the User Registry, the terminal passes a message to USST, 
and USST passes this message through U S M  and USC to the URS. U S M  and USC are transparent 
for the location update message. Implementations and interfaces in CO RBA are separate entities. 
Implementations describe behaviour and state of the object. In contrast, the interface is a 
description of the abilities, functions, and parameters, which can be called and passed from and to 
each object.
A  location update contains following stages:
1) M T  and USST are implemented as objects and need to be registered either with a Trading or 
Naming Service, an interface repository, or with some other type of reference memory
2) M T  instantiates a proxy of the interface class of USST, and bind it to the ORB and to the 
USST object (using the retrieved reference of the appropriate server object).
3) The M T  object calls the remote location update method and passes the parameters necessary 
to the proxy (CO RBA stub class), this proxy communicates, via the ORB, with the interface 
of the U C C H  object (Skeleton class).
4) USST executes the method and passes the appropriate parameters back to M T , via Skeleton, 
ORB, and Stubs.
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interface mobileTerminal { 
exception Reject {string reason;}; 
void iocUpMT (in long long HomeURSId, 
out string cilnfo, 
out string URSsecChk, 
out string URSauth, 
inout string MTtrSet, 
inout SYSIist MTavTrSys, 
out string URSciplnfo, 
out CHNIist USSTavChnnl)
raises (Reject);
Figure 3-11 IDL Code for the Location Update Message
The classes and files necessary for message transport and interface implementation are generated 
by the ID L  compiler (Stub, Skeleton, Helper, etc.), client implementation (M T ) has to bind these 
classes, and has to determine the name of the required server (USST) and its host. Mobile 
Terminal functionality, message sequences, and function calls have to be implemented in the 
object (M T ).
3.3.3.3 Platform Implementation
The actual implementation of location update and download procedure differs slightly from the 
concept previously shown in Figure 3-10. Logically all the objects mentioned (i.e. M T , USST, 
USM , USC, URS) are resident on their physical hosts, however there are fewer objects involved 
for the actual handoff (and software download) signalling (i.e. M T , U SM , URS). The other 
objects, or network entities, are transparent for these two signalling applications. Figure 3-12 
depicts object distribution and message flows.
Figure 3-12 Signalling Implementation (LU+SW download)
A  non-connected SWR M T , roaming into the coverage area of a U C C H  Base Station (USST) and 
receiving its broadcast signal, initiates a location update by sending a message to the UCCH
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network. The location update message passes all the way through the network from the Terminal 
object until it reaches the URS object, without any alteration. In this scenario the Terminal object 
acts as client whereby the URS object performs the server’s task. URS takes the contents of the 
parameters to examine them (e.g. for authentication etc.) and to assign (e.g. ciphering code) other 
parameters which have to be passed back to the terminal before acknowledgement of the location 
update req. Message can be sent by the network. The whole update procedure happens (logically) 
exclusively between M T  and URS, physically the message has to pass all network entities 
between these two points. USST, U S M  and USC are fully transparent for the location update 
procedure. This is also valid for Software Download signalling, however an additional 
connection has to be installed between URS and U S M  to provide the means for signalling 
exchange with the appropriate traffic network.
3.3.3.4 Performance Measurements
Scenarios when several clients (M Ts) try to connect to one server object (USC/URS) at the same 
time may occur, this can happen via one or several different base stations. The server object is 
resident in the USC/URS. Client and server objects are running on two servers connected via a 
100 Mbit/s half duplex link.
Connection Delay
The procedure to establish a logical channel via the ORB requires some time, the ORB has to be 
initialised and the reference to the server object has to be retrieved from some registry (e.g. 
implementation repository, Naming Service, a file containing names and references, Trading 
service, etc.), then a proxy o f the remote interface has to be instantiated, and finally the 
connection between proxy and remote interface needs to be established.
However this does not express the duration of a function call from client to server. That duration 
can be measured by establishing the HOP connection and repeating one function call (ideally) an 
infinite time. Trials have shown (see Figure 3-13) a saturation at 1.47 ms for a function call via 
the ORB, when client and server are resident on different machines and connected by a 100 
Mbit/s half duplex link.
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Figure 3-13 Connection Delay
The minimum time to invoke a remote function expresses one of the basic limitations of the ORB- 
based architectures. Figure 3-13 shows the average duration required for a single remote function 
call via an HOP connection. I f  several remote function calls are made via the same HOP 
connection, the average duration of each of the calls may be as short as 1.5 ms, however i f  first an 
IIO P  connection has to be established, a parameterless remote function call may be as slow as 5.5 
ms. In real time environments, the fact that ORBs incur certain amount of overhead in 
marshalling function calls from client to server, might prove problematic. However, the 
disadvantage may well be offset in view o f the substantial advantages that ORB-based structures 
offer to mobile telecommunications services (see previous sections).
Delay and Congestion
Figure 3-14 illustrates the delay occurring, when several clients attempt to send their location 
update messages to the server. The graph shows the duration between function call and return of 
the values versus number of callers attempting to access the server object. To avoid stray values 
in the measurement caused by traffic peaks, the measurements have been repeated and averaged. 
The values depicted are averages over a thousand calls. The measurements have been 
undertaken for the previously mentioned location update message; the congestion delay 
behaviour of the ORB with shorter message sizes (octets and 32 Byte structs) is added as 
landmarks.
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Server Congestion
No of clients
Figure 3-14 Latency caused by Server Congestion
The above graph (Figure 3-14) depicts the delay occurring when different numbers of clients try 
to access a single remote server object, it also shows the dependency o f congestion delay on the 
length of messages. The delay increases linearly with growing number of open EOP connections 
between clients and server. Each of the clients needs to open its own HOP connection, and the 
method calls w ill have to be queued before being processed by the server. (The average duration 
for a one-way method call via the HOP connection is shown in Figure 3-13).
To avoid this additional congestion on top o f the delay for function calls and to extend the 
scalability of the system, individual servers for each client w ill have to be instantiated.
Data Throushput for sisnallins Messages
The graph in Figure 3-15 depicts the throughput for data streams sent from CORBA client to 
server. The streams were transmitted in buffer sizes of one kByte to 32 kBytes in steps by the 
powers o f two. Signalling messages sizes (like the proposed M M + S W  messages) can be assumed 
to be shorter than 32 kBytes (M M  - location update can vary between 64 Byte and 1 kByte).
The throughput is strongly dependent upon the traffic on the connection between client and server 
host. A  further reduction of the performance is caused by marshalling and de-marshalling 
functions in the ORB. Further measurements of throughput and delay of the actual signalling 
sequences need to be performed.
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CORBA throughput (1-32 kBytes)
Number of kBytes transmitted
Figure 3-15 Data Throughput
It can be seen in Figure 3-15, that use of ORB to transmit large amounts of data would not be an 
optimal solution, because the throughput is steadily increasing for message sizes up to 32kByte, 
but beyond that size, the transmission rates slowly decreases and finally saturates (see Figure 
3-16).
3.3.3.5 Performance Overhead in CORBA
The transmission behaviour for large data streams passing through different types of C++ based 
CORBA compliant ORBs is described in [SCU M  97]. However, to obtain the advantages offered 
by Java and CORBA, it is necessary to have also the information about transmission behaviour in 
Java based CORBA implementations.
3.3.3.6 Data Throughput for Large Data Streams
CORBA is obviously not the optimal solution to transport large streams of data in distributed 
environments, it adds marshalling and de-marshalling delays, implies an overhead of copying data 
packets, and uses virtual function calls to transmit the data. The throughput behaviour is steadily 
increasing for message sizes up to 32kByte, but beyond that size, a non-linear behaviour occurs, 
which then reaches a peak transmission rate and finally saturates (in our test bed at 10.1 Mbits/s). 
The non-linear behaviour and saturation of the transmission rate is due to cost/overhead of 
marshalling, de-marshalling, and copying of packets within the ORB. A  more economical 
approach to transmit large amounts of data would be to use the CO RBA environment for 
signalling and data routing only.
As the signalling messages, proposed earlier, w ill not reach message sizes beyond lkByte, the 
results depicted in Figure 3-16 are shown for completion only.
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The curves in Figure 3-16 depict the throughput per user of different message sizes (lkB yte  - 
1024 kByte) through a Java based, CORBA compliant ORB (OrbixWeb 3.0). Client(s) and server 
are connected via a 100 Mbit/s half duplex link. Each curve shows the throughput of a single data 
stream for the cases when one, two and five clients, respectively, were connected to one server 
object. For five clients sending data streams to the server (data steams o f 1024 kByte length), two 
client calls were dropped by the system (see behaviour of throughput curve for 5 clients in Figure 
3-16).
Throughput
Number of kBytes transmitted
Figure 3-16 OrbixWeb Data throughput
The maximum throughput for the examined Java/CORBA ORB is comparatively low and 
attempts to transfer data from a number of different clients to the server further reduces the 
throughput. Experiments, documented in [S C H M  97] with C++ implementations of CORBA  
have shown comparable behaviour (though the throughput measured there was higher, due the 
network used for those experiments (155M B A T M  link between client and server) and the use of 
C++ implementations).
For large data streams, and in particular when these streams do require a defined QoS, the use of a 
CO RBA compliant ORB w ill reduce the possible performance greatly. This is partly due to the 
pre-defined use of TCP/IP  as transport medium; TCP/IP  is not able to support QoS for high data 
rate transmissions and also to the marshalling, copying and packetising mechanisms of ORBs.
3.4 Mobility Management
Terminal mobility in cellular systems requires from the networks to track and locate terminals, 
this enables them to provide their services and to route incoming calls. Knowledge about
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user/terminal location is increasingly important for Software Radio Systems, in particular because 
the user may not only roam within the coverage area of homogeneous access systems but of 
virtually any access system. Software Radios w ill be able to access the multitude of different 
access schemes in multi-layered/multi air-interface cellular structures; therefore terminals must be 
traceable beyond the boundaries o f one single access system. In general, the effectiveness of 
mobility management signalling depends strongly on the network hierarchy/structure and on 
number and complexity of signalling messages exchanged to perform mobility management tasks.
M obility management support is an essential part of the specification for a common air interface 
for Software Radio (such as the previously proposed UC CH), this U C C H  w ill be the mediator for 
signalling messages to location management, handoffs (H O ), and roaming between different 
access systems. This section outlines the means to support mobility management for multi 
layered access systems supported by a “U C C H  signalling and software” backbone.
Location Management
To be able to route incoming calls to the correct cell and further to the user, the network requires 
information about the current user location. Location management in heterogeneous voice/data 
networks may be implemented using Mobile EP or any other mobility supporting network layer. 
Location management has to be distinguished in activities in idle mode (out of call roaming) and 
in dedicated mode ( ‘in-call’ handover).
Handoff
User and terminal mobility in cellular systems necessitates handoffs. Mobility of Software 
Reconfigureable Terminals within and across multiple access standard environments necessitates 
the introduction of inter-system HOs (ISHOs) (i.e. vertical handovers). Signalling for this type of 
handoff is more sophisticated and involves additional signalling and the necessary infrastructure. 
Despite the increased complexity, inter-system handoffs are based on the same principles as intra­
system HOs. In general, handoff processes consists of three successive phases: I) signal strength 
measurements, I I )  decision making (initiation and trigger) and IE ) switching of the connection to 
the new cell and re-routing data flows within the backbone network.
Roaming
The third aspect o f mobility is the possibility to roam within the coverage areas of different 
service providers. Roaming becomes an even more important issue for terminals not only roam 
within networks of the same system, but in areas covered with cells o f distinct access systems 
provided by several service/network providers. Such intersystem roaming w ill produce, apart 
from technological challenges, additional requirements for the administrative side of service 
provision (charging, subscription agreements for networks and services). On the technological
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side, inter system roaming w ill require signalling support between different access networks and a 
common access interface which may be provided by an Universal Control CHannel. Further 
technological requirements include enhanced processing capabilities and the ability to implement 
one or more software reconfigureable transceiver.
The U C C H  has to be regarded as mediator bridging the (signalling) gaps between different access 
networks. There are two major possibilities to implement the U C C H , it may be realised as part of 
the existing legacy systems, which would require the re-standardisation of all available radio 
access standards. Another possibility is the introduction of a complete and independent network 
and the global assignment of a frequency band for this connectivity channel.
The tasks of the U C CH, in terms of mobility management, include signalling for location and 
access scheme management and intersystem HOs. The remainder o f this section presents an 
initial introduction to UCCH-mediated handoffs (ISHOs), based on a top level proposed 
architecture for U C C H  capable terminals.
3.4.1 Handover
General demands for handoffs are that, during “in-call” handoffs, the QoS has to be maintained or 
at least to be re-established within a minimum time to provide seamless services. Apart from that, 
the duration of a handoff can prove critical for time-sensitive traffic (e.g. voice, audio, video), 
these traffic types must not be affected or interrupted during a HO, this requirement constrains 
data buffering and delayed delivery for real-time critical streams although it does not affect 
transmission of data or files. These requirements also apply for Inter-Systems HandOffs, 
therefore the basic requirements for ISHOs can be summarised to:
•  latency should be kept as small as possible, switching form one route to another is a
fraction o f the handover process and should also be kept to a minimum.
•  preservation of QoS whenever possible and sensible, although a lower QoS may, in some
cases, also be acceptable (e.g. in case of an ISHO to an access system that provides a
lower transmission data rate).
•  assessment of resource availability ought be done prior to the H O  procedure.
•  signalling traffic must be kept to a minimum.
•  data buffering and rt-services need to be considered.
•  point-to-point and point-to-multipoint connections should be supported.
•  multiple flow connections (voice, video, and data traffic) should be bundled into one
single flow, to reduce the signalling traffic and re-routing
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Furthermore, suitable mechanisms for initiation of HOs have to be identified, possibilities 
include: a) Mobile Controlled HandOff (M C H O ), b) Network Controlled HandOff (N CHO ), c) 
Network Assisted HandOff (N A H O ), and d) Mobile Assisted HandOff (M A H O ). Further, a 
method of connection establishment (whether backward or forward H O ) and the provision of the 
handoff type (soft, seamless, or hard handoff) have to be chosen.
The concept of Software Radios implies the need for seamless roaming across the borders of 
access networks, whereby the initial QoS ought to be maintained during the complete duration of 
the connection. These intersystem handoffs (e.g. G S M o IS -9 5 ) need, in addition to the 
functionality provided by the traffic networks, the support of an additional signalling 
infrastructure, or like in the case of GSM<->UMTS a signalling connection between the access 
networks.
3.4.2 UCCH Mediated Inter-System HandOff (ISHO)
Inter-system handoffs have auxiliary requirements; there are a couple of preconditions/ 
assumptions about how an ISHO could be performed. The proposed sequences are based on 
interactions with a supporting U C C H  network, whereby the different traffic networks are assumed 
to be connected via the U C C H  network.
Motivation and possible reasons for Inter system handoffs include:
•  user demand or request for the cheapest/cost effective possible connection,
•  network overload,
•  signal strength of one access scheme going below threshold
•  changes of QoS based on demands from application or user,
•  and finally to control change of the access system originated by the service
provider/network operator.
Furthermore, it can be assumed that intersystem handoffs w ill require more execution time than 
any intra-system handoff. This is due partly to the larger number of steps/message exchanges that 
an ISHO  requires; whilst ‘intra system handoffs’ require only three stages (measurement/decision 
- initiation - physical handoff), intersystem handoffs do require additional steps:
•  measurements of the signal strength of the currently used access system
•  measurements of signal strengths of target access systems (according to the QoS needs of
the application and information about access systems available, delivered by the U C C H  
network).
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• re-configuration of one of the Software Reconfigureable Radio parts of the terminal (if  
necessary download of the appropriate software entities)
•  initiation and execution of the Intersystem handoff, signalling via U C C H  network
•  U C C H  network negotiation for call establishment within the target access system and 
establishment of the new traffic connection.
•  rerouting of the data flow from the original path to the target access system and 
termination of the initial traffic connection
•  updating of the location register (URS) within the U C C H  network (see Figure 3-8 for the 
U C C H  network architecture).
The entire duration of these actions (together with requirements for streaming traffic) can be 
assumed to be too long to perform a hard HO. To avoid call dropping, a soft-handoff approach is 
assumed for the development of the algorithms introduced in the remainder of this section, 
whereby call establishment/re-routing w ill be done within the proposed U C C H  network. Figure
3-17 depicts the principle of the terminal architecture assumed for the following inter-system 
handoff algorithms. Considering the need for information about transmission signals of possible 
target access schemes, it w ill be necessary to provide at least two reconfigureable radio parts 
within a single terminal. The ‘in-active’ radio part w ill then be used to scan the radio 
environment for possible target systems to which the terminal may handover if  an ISHO is 
required. For the remainder of this chapter we assume a terminal structure as indicated in the 
figure below.
Figure 3-17 Soft Terminal Principle
ISHO Decision
Soft terminals receive, via their U C C H  track (see Figure 3-17), information about the availability 
of different access networks located within the coverage area of the current U C C H  (umbrella) 
cell. Additional information obtained or negotiated via the U C C H  network may include, traffic
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load, channel availability and also minimum requirements for the QoS, which should be provided 
by a prospective target traffic network. Based on this exchange, the terminal has knowledge 
about candidate access schemes to which an (Intersystem) handoff would be opportune. The 
handoff then can be triggered for instance due to a decline in QoS, by request from the network 
(e.g. traffic overload in the current access system), due to decreasing signal strength of the radio 
signal, or even by a user request for the cheapest or higher quality of service network connection. 
Independent of the reason for handoff initiation, the terminal controls the entire sequence, it 
receives signal strength measurements from both its traffic tracks and also from the appropriate 
networks, using this information it performs the ISHO signalling sequences via the UC CH  
network.
SWR 1 
active
(a)
Info
UCCH
N.B. the bars labelled “ SWR1” , “ SWR2” and “UCCH” indicate the periods where 
these parts o f  the terminal are active.
Figure 3-18 Inter System Handoff Decision
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The first step is to make a decision whether a handoff is required, there are two different ways for 
a decision making: I) an application (or user/service provider) announces the need for more 
bandwidth (i.e. different QoS), and forces the terminal to search for an alternative access system 
and to perform an ISHO (Figure 3-18 a). I I )  the signal strength of transmissions from the current 
access system drops below a set threshold and triggers a process to scan the spectrum for another 
appropriate access system (Figure 3-18 d-i).
I f  the signal strength measured for the current traffic system falls below a threshold, the terminal 
evaluates whether an Intra (Figure 3-18 e) or an Inter-system handoff is required. In case an 
ISHO  has to be performed, the terminal starts collecting information about signal strengths of 
other locally available traffic networks. Therefore, the terminal w ill use its second 
reconfigureable track (Figure 3-17 SWR-part 2) to measure signals of other available traffic 
networks (Figure 3-18 f). Once these measurements are completed, the terminal w ill decide 
whether an ISHO is possible and if, to which traffic scheme the handoff has to be performed 
(Figure 3-18 g). The measurements of signal strengths are undertaken by the second 
reconfigureable radio track within the Soft terminal. Additional information about access 
networks may be broadcasted via the U C C H
Initiation
Once an ISHO decision has been accomplished, the terminal initiates the handoff sequence. Prior 
to the actual handoff sequence, the terminal has to ensure that the second SW R part is configured 
to the required standard. Some access schemes may be resident within a local store/memory, 
whilst others might require to be downloaded (see Chapters 4-6). Anyhow, the terminal has to 
confirm the availability (Figure 3-19 a and b) of the required configuration software in the local 
memory (dependent on the terminal type, this may be a hard disc, a smart card, or any other kind 
of memory to store the protocol and configuration software). In case the appropriate software is 
not locally available, the terminal initiates the download of this software (Figure 3-20 c) via the 
U C C H  network (see Chapter 4).
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S W R  1 
active
sw
downl.
U C C H
U C C H
active
Figure 3-19 Handoff Initiation Algorithm
I f  the software is available (either locally or after download), one multi mode part within the 
terminal (SW R 2) has to be re-configured to the appropriate traffic network standard (Figure 3-19
f).
Preconditions for an Inter System Handoff
The ISHO algorithm shown in Figure 3-19/20 is based on following assumptions:
•  The terminal used support three modes: one U C CH part for signalling, registration, and 
software services and two re-configurable radio parts (Figure 3-17).
•  U C C H  cells are implemented as ‘umbrella cells’ covering areas with multiple micro cells 
of different access systems.
•  U C C H  handles the registration of users/subscribers, supports ISHOs, and also Software 
download signalling.
•  Due to the (assumed) large cell size U C C H  does not require a “UC CH-handoff’.
Depending on the implementation of the UCCH, it cannot completely be ruled out that a cellular 
structure and a mobility management system may need to be introduced. However, the 
algorithms introduced within this chapter are based on the assumption that no handover between 
U C C H  cells is required.
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ISHO  algorithm
After accomplishment of the handoff decision, ensuring the availability of the required 
reconfiguration software and reconfiguration of the second SW R part to the requested access 
network standard, the handoff procedure and signalling itself can commence. Therefore, the 
terminal requests a dedicated channel to the U C C H  network (Figure 3-20 a) and sends then the 
appropriate signalling messages (Figure 3-21). Once the initial ISHO  signalling exchange is 
completed, the terminal remains idle until a traffic network (i.e. the target network) initiates the 
establishment (Figure 3-20 b) of a connection (data/traffic channel) to the Soft terminals SWR2 
part (Figure 3-17). If, after some time (Figure 3-20 c), no channel establishment has taken place, 
the terminal ceases the attempts and cancels the ISHO request (Figure 3-20 d). The terminal then 
maintains the original connection (SW R1). I f  a new traffic channel has been established between 
terminal (SW R 2) and target traffic network, the data streams are re-routed to the new traffic 
connection. Signalling to re-route the data streams from the first access network to the target 
network takes place via the U C C H  network (Figure 3-22). As soon as rerouting is accomplished 
and streams are delivered via the target access network, the terminal w ill close the first connection 
and release those initially used traffic channels.
6 8
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Figure 3-20 Handoff algorithm for Soft terminals
3.4.3 UCCH Signalling
The Inter System handoff procedure is controlled by the terminal but co-ordinated by the UCCH  
network. The U C C H  network acts as mediator between the two access networks, apart from that, 
it manages the re-routing of data flows between source and terminal.
The message sequence chart in Figure 3-21 shows the ISHO signalling between terminal and 
U C C H  network entities. The sequence starts with a request from the terminal for a signalling 
channel and the immediate assignment of this channel. The first message sent via this assigned 
channel is a request for a ISHO, containing detailed information about the target access system.
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U S M  (U C C H  Signalling Manager) and USC (U C C H  Switching Centre) forward this request to 
the URS (User Registry and Software Store), the handoff is managed by the USC which also 
retrieves the necessary subscriber information from the URS. The depicted signalling exchange 
(Figure 3-21s) shows the minimum of signalling messages necessary for an ISHO, further 
messages to negotiate additional details about authentication, ciphering, etc. w ill be required.
U C C H  controls the signalling between establishment of a new connection (between target access 
network and Soft terminal) and re-routing the data flow, the terminal then releases the old traffic 
connection (i.e. between initial access network and soft terminal). The terminal finally informs 
the USC about the successful re-routing and re-establishment of the connection in a new access 
network. USC confirms this to the URS, which then updates the user/subscriber registration. 
Finally, upon establishment o f a new traffic channel within one o f the reconfigureable radio parts 
of the terminal, the M S requests the release of the U C C H  signalling channel (N.B. the graph 
below depicts the U C C H  signalling only, establishment, maintenance and termination of traffic 
channels however is undertaken within the traffic access schemes).
1
Channel Rea. 1
Handoff. Req. +  U S^
ss
t Immediate Assignment
System Handoff Request
containing information about the
access systems
Re-routing
Access Schemes
Channel release
confirmation
access system
MT USST USM USC URS
Figure 3-21 Handoff signalling between Soft Terminal and UCCH network
3.4.4 Traffic Networks Signalling
Between arrival of a request for an ISHO  and confirming the re-routing of the data flow to the 
mobile terminal, the U C C H  Switching Centre (USC) manages the whole process of establishing a 
connection between soft terminal and target system, it controls the re-routing of the data flow and 
initiates the termination of the connection to the previously used access system.
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USC initiates, within the target access network a ‘mobile terminated call’ , this event forces the 
target network to establish a connection to the terminals Software Reconfigureable Radio part 2. 
The terminal w ill respond to the target network after the connection is set up, it then informs USC  
and U SM  about completion of the ISHO and releases the traffic channel (SW R1).
After setting up the connection between the ‘new’ traffic network and SWR2, USC re-routes the 
data flow from the previous traffic network to the target traffic network. The terminal finally 
confirms the re-routing, and releases the connection to the initial traffic network, and registers the 
new connection with the URS.
Establish connection to SWR terminalPage SWR (2) terminal, using the access system specific algorithm| ;  1-----------------------
Mobile terminated call set up procedure for SWR 2 
I IChannel assignment (SWR 2) completed
Register new
.elease old nnection (SWR1)
MT USST Switch Switch
System 1 System 2
USM USC URS
Figure 3-22 UCCH signalling between Soft terminal, initial and target access networks
3.5 Signalling in CORBA based Networks -  A  Mobility Extension to 
the PNNI in ATM  Networks
The previous two sections have shown the differences in performance of Java based R M I and 
CORBA object request brokers and the application of distributed object technology for signalling 
in a wireless communication network as support for software radio. In this section, these 
techniques are applied to implement an extension to the Private Network to Network Interface 
(P N N I) in asynchronous transfer mode networks, a similar approach might be followed for 
signalling in IP networks.
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3.5.1 Mobility Extension to the PNNI in ATM Networks
W ith the advent of third generation mobile systems, the need for high bit rate applications like 
video-telephony and conferencing and support of services such as tele-working, remote database 
access, location-dependent services and Virtual Private Networks (V P N ) w ill increase rapidly. 
The demand for mobile networks providing such diversity of services w ill require network 
infrastructures capable o f supporting different /  controlled levels of QoS.
Networks based on the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (A T M ) technology, are fulfilling these 
demands within the fixed networks to the extent of providing the so called ‘hard’ QoS guarantees, 
and consequently, this technology is being extended to support wireless services within the 
framework of wireless A T M  networks (W A T M ). Standards for wireless access schemes such as 
H IPER LA N , IEEE 802.11, are already available and also A T M  signalling and re-routing for fixed 
networks are well defined. However, the Mobility Management and Handover signalling aspects 
are yet to be standardized. The interface between A T M  switches specified as P N N I (Private 
Network-to-Network Interface) protocol is responsible for handling the signalling exchanges 
between peer switching nodes and between the different levels of hierarchy. Messages for these 
interfaces need to be extended to cope with requirements of terminal/subscriber mobility i.e. 
Location Management and Handoffs. In A T M  networks, P N N I is also partly responsible for 
handling the packet routing between switches across and within the different levels of the 
hierarchical structure. However, P N N I was designed for fixed A T M  networks; consequently it 
has to be extended with features to support mobility. In order to support routing of data flows 
when a terminal roams from one area managed by the first switch into the realm of an access 
domain, served by another switch, it is necessary to indicate to the Crossover Switches (COS) 
when a data stream has to be re-routed.
The two main approaches that have been proposed are: I)  extension o f the existing route/path and
II)  re-routing the data flow from the lowest unaffected COS in the P N N I hierarchy towards the 
new point of attachment, see for both [A C H A  97]. Extension of the data path has the advantage 
that only the address of the new node needs to be added to the route, and disadvantages relate to 
the fact that an increasing number o f connections between switches may be required and the 
possibility of inefficient routing paths. Complete re-routing of the connection on the other hand, 
w ill require a more sophisticated message sequence and more information about the upcoming 
location of the M T . Re-routing can therefore establish the most efficient data connection with the 
least possible overhead.
In this section we introduce a P N N I extension for A T M  networks to support mobility in attached 
cellular networks, where the signalling extension is based on a CO RBA (Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture)/Java distributed platform and is capable o f supporting Mobile Terminal
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(M T ) within W ATM-based cellular networks. The model is implemented on a CORBA- 
compliant distributed platform i.e. OrbixWeb and the network entities i.e. M T , access, and 
network nodes are realised as objects following the Client-Server paradigm. Signalling and 
mobility supporting extensions (Location Management and Handoffs signalling) in P N N I are 
presented and incorporated as CO RBA messages, which then are handled in the objects 
abstracting and implementing the nodes. This model requires additional signalling procedures 
and it is capable of supporting a more efficient connections management scheme. After 
discussion of some proposed strategies to support mobility in P N N I and the proposed simulation 
environment and the mobile support signalling messages, we present measurement results and 
analysis of signalling latency, handoff delays for a wireless C O R B A /A TM  environment 
implemented in Java. Also a number of indicators and simulation results directly pertaining to the 
performance of underlying CORBA/Java platform such as delay, throughput etc. are presented 
and discussed.
3.5.2 Mobility Management for ATM Networks
In  literature there are a number o f proposals for the support of mobility management i.e. location 
update and handover signalling, in fixed A T M  networks. One o f these proposals is mobile IP, 
where two IP addresses (care_of_address and the home IP address) are used to handle mobility, 
and in [VEER 97] the proposed mobile P N N I is based on the mobile IP  concept, however it acts 
on the ‘switch level’ rather then on the lower hierarchy level of the M T . Another mechanism 
possible to introduce mobility management into fixed service networks is based on IS-41 
signalling and uses location registers assembled in a hierarchical structure (see also [VEER 97]. 
Both o f the above mentioned concepts w ill be explained in the course of this section. Mobility  
Management for A T M  networks means different things; mobility management can be the 
temporary attachment of complete A T M  networks in which switches do not change their relative 
positions, but the whole sub network does [FREL 99], this type of mobility is infrequent. The 
second meaning o f mobility management for A T M  networks is concerned with real user mobility 
i.e. M Ts which are mobile and may roam from one access point to another. The backbone part of 
the network has to cope with both of the mobility concepts presented. Another implementation of 
mobility management in A T M  networks is implemented in the G SM  networks, [EBER 97] 
describes this in detail.
3.5.2.1 Mobility Extensions for PNNI
Currently the A T M  Forum is undertaking efforts to standardize extensions to P N N I signalling to 
support mobile switches and mobile networks. However, the mobility extensions as proposed 
signalling extensions are aimed not necessarily at user/terminal mobility as known in cellular
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systems, it is the mobility of closed sub-networks which may be attached, using wireless links, to 
different peer groups o f switches in the fixed network. These sub-networks may then change their 
point of attachment, infrequently, from one peer group to another. This approach covers 
infrequent mobility, registration and integration o f complete sub networks (mobile networks, 
represented by mobile switches [FREL 99]) into the P N N I hierarchy of fixed A T M  networks, 
though it does not cover connection handover, routing in Ad-hoc networks, nor the mobility of 
end systems. Mobile networks, consisting of one or more switches, w ill be represented as one 
logical node within the fixed network. Fixed and mobile networks w ill be connected by a 
wireless link, therefore at least one switch per peer group, in the fixed network needs additional 
BS capabilities which provide the air interface to its complementary node in the mobile 
switch/network. Once the location o f the “mobile switch” has changed, it contacts the access 
point switch of the fixed network to register with the peer group o f the access point switch. The 
mobile network is then represented in this peer group of the fixed network as a logical group node 
(LG N ). P N N I signalling compliant to the P N N I specification ver. 1.0 [A T M F  99] does already 
support the flexible integration of new nodes within a particular peer group. However it is not 
flexible enough to support both a large number o f mobile networks access point switches. The 
mobility extension to PN N I, as proposed in [A T M F  99], w ill add the features necessary to support 
‘mobility' in fixed A T M  networks, and w ill provide the means for temporary (and also static) 
integration of mobile networks into these fixed A T M  networks. A  mobile network is then 
represented as a logical group node within the access nodes peer group, and the nodes within this 
mobile network w ill be one hierarchical level lower then the access node to which the sub­
network has been connected. To ‘connect’ the nodes of the mobile network to the fixed network, 
a border node (or the LG N ) has to advertise within the mobile network an outside nodal hierarchy 
list (by initiating the P N N I ‘hello’ protocol). This approach to extend P N N I by adding mobility 
supporting functionality to the specification addresses exclusively the mobility of infrequently 
moving mobile (sub) networks, however, it does not support host mobility.
3.5.2.2 Location Management for W A T M
Support of M obility Management in A T M  networks w ill allow cellular network providers to use 
A T M  networks as their backbones, and users to be on the move whilst receiving information 
(voice or data services). The connection-oriented architecture o f A T M  networks w ill need to 
provide handoff management (connection rerouting during a call) and location management 
(tracking mobiles before connection establishment). There are different approaches, which may 
deliver this functionality to A T M  networks. In the remainder of this section we show 1.) a brief 
introduction of a proposal based on the IS-41 specification using Location Registers and 2.) an 
encounter in which the P N N I protocol becomes extended to a ‘mobile P N N I’ , [VEER 97].
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Location Resister
In cellular systems like GSM, user and terminal mobility are handled using S IM  facilities and by 
different types of location registers. The location registers are the H L R  (Home Location Register) 
and V L R  (Visited Location Register), respectively. H LR  stores and manages relevant user data 
and information about the current location of the mobile terminal within one P LM N , in contrast 
the V L R  manages exclusively the M Ts within the service area of one single MSC. Data and 
signalling routing in these IS-41 compliant systems is anchor based and relies on the location 
information stored within the HLR . Due to complexity and scalability considerations, the location 
registers for mobile A T M  switches should be organized in a hierarchical structure. Location 
Registers (LR ) to enable mobility management w ill, according to the proposal in [VEER 97], 
overlay the PNNI-based A T M  network. The L R  hierarchy is covering the A T M  network, with 
switching nodes organized in P N N I peer groups of which each is managed by one LR. In turn, 
LRs themselves are structured in ‘peer groups’ and represented in the next higher level by logical 
LRs (comparable to the P N N I hierarchical structure). Each o f the LRs manages the mobility of 
all M Ts attached to switches within the peer group. A  detailed description about the L R  scheme 
and management strategies can be found in [VEER  97].
mobilePNNI
A T M  networks based on P N N I standards are grouped in hierarchical peer groups, at the lowest 
level of which are the switches themselves, and the next higher level is a logical representation of 
these peer groups in form of logical group nodes (LG N ), which are in turn also arranged as peer 
groups made up of a number of these LGNs and so forth until the highest defined level o f the 
hierarchy is reached. In this structure, topology information becomes exchanged via P N N I 
topology state packets (PTSPs), which are passed within the peer groups and between the levels 
via the LGNs. To use this architecture as backbone for cellular systems, it requires additions and 
modifications in the P N N I signalling and in the network structure. Here, the M T  is regarded as 
another “switching element” in a lower level o f the hierarchy, and it has to register with its new 
parent node, which in turn notifies the previous parent node o f M T  as well as the home parent 
node to enable both o f them to forward calls and signalling messages. A  further detailed 
description o f this scheme can be found in [VEER  97].
3.5.3 Proposed Signalling Structure (MM)
A  mobility management structure to support M T  mobility within an extended P N N I is proposed 
in this section. The proposal combines the architectures of cellular and A T M  networks, it 
emphasizes the mobility extension of the P N N I signalling, however it does not interfere with non­
mobility supporting switches.
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Architecture
The proposed network architecture Base Station Subsystems (BSS) with A T M  switching 
capability, whereby a group of BSSs are connected to one MSC. This group of switches is 
defined as a peer group, and the M SC  resides in the parent level of the BSSs, which are 
represented (in this parent level) by an LG N. Figure 3-23 depicts the physical and logical 
representation of cellular networks with regards to their P N N I address all M Ts connected to one 
Mobility Enabled Switch (M ES) are represented by the same address.
logial architecture 
physical architecture on the hierarchy level
o f  the switches
Figure 3-23 Physical and Logical Network Structure
Signalling
Signalling within cellular networks is already covered by their own infrastructure, therefore the 
task of the backbone (e.g. A T M ) network is to support end system mobility, by notifying the 
‘home’ switch about the current point of attachment (o f the M T ) to the network. The additional 
signalling (apart from the existing P N N I signalling messages [O N V U  95]) between A T M  network 
entities is reduced to a minimum, covering the address registration of the new location, and extra 
messages for re-routing in case of a handover.
Mobility Management within the ATM backbone
Mobility management in P N N I has two major tasks, these are the update of routing tables in 
switches affected by the mobility of MTs, and secondly the re-routing of traffic connections 
during handoff (see also Figure 3-25). A  location update (M T  - idle) takes place, when the M T  
moves from the area of a node (old node (B )) into the area of another logical node (C ’). C ’ is 
connected to a physical node (C). The new node w ill then inform the ‘home node’ (A ) of the 
mobile terminal to change the location address registration from B to C. It w ill also inform the 
‘old’ point of attachment (B ) about the new (C ’) location. This again implies a change in both the 
routing tables of the old and home switches, however the entry in the ‘old’ switch routing table
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can become abandoned after some idle time. A  handoff procedure performs as well an updating 
of the affected switches and requests the set-up of new paths.
3.5.3.1 Signalling for Mobility Management using Extended PNNI
Location Update
I f  a M T  moves into an area managed by a different M ES (e.g. from B to C, see Figure 3-24) it has 
to register with its new point of attachment, and this new location needs also to be registered with 
both, the previous (old) and the home switches. To announce the new location to the local peer 
group, the L G N  has to initiate a ‘hello’ protocol. Then it has to send the SET_FORWARD_ADDRESS 
messages to both old (B ) and home (A ) switches to register the new address, these messages need 
to be confirmed from the entities (A C K N ). Finally, the re-routing information in B needs to be 
removed (CANCEL_REG , A C K N _ CANCEL_REG ) after the registration from A  is confirmed, 
and no request for connection had appeared at B. (See M SC in Figure 3-24.)
mLN new Node old Node home Node
mobile Logical Node (physical) (physical) (physical)
Figure 3-24 PNNI mobility-extension: Location Update
Handoff
For a backbone network, handoff implies re-routing of the traffic paths during an ongoing call 
[A C H A  97]. To enable this, the handoff initiating switch has to retrieve the information of the 
current path (HO_REQ), find out at which Cross Over Switch (COS) a rerouting is appropriate 
(HO_RESPONSE), then to set up the new route between COS and new access switch by using the 
standard P N N I connection establishment messages, and finally to confirm this new path 
(H O _C O N FIR M ) and to inform the old node, that the old connection (B o C O S ) can be cancelled 
(H O _C O N FIR M _C O M PLE TE ) by using standard P N N I signalling. Afterwards, the new switch 
has to perform a location update, to inform the home switch about the new location of M T . The 
H O  message exchange sequence is depicted in Figure 3-25.
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new Node old Node COS hom e Node
C B A
Figure 3-25 PNNI mobility-extension: HO Rerouting
3.5.3.2 CORBA/Java Platform
CO RBA is a standard for distributed objects. It combines object technology with a client-server 
model; CORBA is part of the level o f specification referred to as Object Management 
Architecture (O M A ) by O M G . The current CORBA specification consists of 4 main elements: 
CO RBA services, Application objects, ORB, and CORBA domains and facilities. The term 
CO RBA is used to refer to the ORB as well as to the complete object management architecture. 
A  platform based on a combination of CORBA and Java, is able to perform every signalling task 
needed. The key to integrating application objects on a CORBA platform is, the specification of 
standard architecture-neutral interfaces, using the CO RBA Interface Definition Language (ID L ). 
Once all application and data have an IDL-compliant interface, communication is independent of 
physical location, platform type, networking protocol and programming language. The next 
section presents the results of signalling performance for a Java/CORBA based signalling 
extension for mobility in PNNI.
3.5.3.3 Implementation
The mobility extension for P N N I introduced in this section has been implemented as a distributed 
system; each node (switch) performs a particular task according to the ‘role’ it has to play, they 
have to initiate messages, to handle incoming messages, and to update routing tables (the 
sequences are described in previous sections). The whole network builds one system with 
numerous entities (nodes), which communicate via defined interfaces residing on a CORBA  
platform. Nodes like C, B, or A  are implemented as the same objects which have to act as ‘new’, 
‘old’ , and ‘home’ node, respectively. Messages between these entities are implemented as remote 
function calls, using the interfaces defined in DDL (see Figure 3-26).
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interface ServerNode { 
boolean SET_FORWARD_ADDRESS(
in long long permanentWATMAd, 
in long long currentWATMAd, 
in long long newAccesSwitchAd, 
in long long oldSwitchAd, 
in ClientNode objRef); 
boolean RELEASE_OLD_PATH(in long long permanentWATMAd); };
Figure 3-26 PNNI mobility-extension: Excerpt of the Interface Definition for Network Node Objects
3.5.4 Performance
Performance comparisons of Java/CORBA based systems in [M OES 99b] have shown the 
baseline delays to be taken into account, for the implementations o f signalling systems for data 
and/or communication networks (see Figure 3-27).
P N N I S ig n a l l in g  d e la y s
Crossing Rate [x/s]
Figure 3-27 PNNI Signalling Delay for HO and LU
To reduce the delay, the HOP connection between client and server is kept open, until the 
signalling sequence is finished. In this testbed, client and server are connected via otherwise 
unused 10 Mbit/s Ethernet links. Results for Handoff (HO ) and Location Update (LU ) signalling 
are depicted in Figure 3-27, different subscriber densities, cell sizes, and mobility are assumed. 
Delays occurring during Location Update and Handoff signalling at the P N N I have to be added to 
the L U  and H O  delays caused by the cellular access networks.
As shown in Figure 3-27, the average signalling delay for location update and handover sequences 
rises with increasing crossing rates, whilst the location update on the testplatform cannot support 
crossing rates higher than 5 crossings per second, the handover sequence supports up to 20 
crossings per second.
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3.6 Summary
Introduction and provision of new services, as expected to be requested by subscribers within the 
foreseeable time, w ill require the availability of QoS guarantees across the boundaries of access 
networks. U M TS  is being seen as the eventual solution that w ill provide mobile data services at a 
high bit rate, however U M TS  w ill co-exist with a number o f other access networks and 
differences in the frequency ranges and standards between Europe, Asia and the United states w ill 
cause additional difficulties for the seamless service provision. Therefore, terminals and 
eventually networks have to be reconfigureable and to be able to assume any given air interface 
standard and to adapt their applications to the underlying networks. The currently provided 
access schemes (e.g. IS-95, GSM, etc.) are not sufficient to provide the means for reconfiguration 
signalling and therefore to provide the seamless services required. As a solution to this, different 
sources have proposed additional control channels ( IT U ’s Global Radio Control Channel, the 
Bootstrap Channel [N O BL 98] or the Network Access Control Channel [FETT 97], [H U N O  00]). 
In this chapter, this idea has been extended to be implemented as a Universal Control Channel, 
based on the principles of Distributed Object Computing (using a CO R BA compliant ORB as 
signalling platform). The features of this proposal have been pointed out and described in this 
chapter. Two different possible platforms (Java R M I and CO RBA) have been evaluated in the 
first section of this chapter, and their differences in signalling performance have been discussed. 
CO RBA has then been chosen because of its ability to be ported to various target implementation 
languages and performance advantages, the implementation of the Universal Control CHannel has 
been documented in the second section of this chapter, whereby several performance 
measurements of the CO RBA platform have been conducted and documented.
The third section presented a CO RBA based implementation of a mobility extension to the A T M  
PN N I, the signalling sequences developed show the backbone signalling necessary within A T M  
networks to support mobility of end-users. The signalling means for Handoff and Location 
update sequences were explained and duration and base line delays for signalling systems based 
on CORBA have been shown. The proposed signalling extension complements P N N I in respect 
of mobility enabled signalling, however authentication, ciphering etc. are still to be handled by the 
cellular network. M ain intention of this implementation is to demonstrate the applicability of 
CORBA as alternative signalling platform in an existing system. Also experimental results of 
these implementations were presented and discussed.
As a whole, the chapter documents (mainly) CO RBA performance in various respects. 
Performance o f the Java based CORBA employed, within these experiments, is less efficient than 
comparable native code (platform dependent) implementation, however the flexibility this 
technology offers as a signalling platform compensates for these performance lacks. Ongoing
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improvements on Java technology (i.e. real-time Java, hardware implementations o f the virtual 
machine, customisation of garbage collection) and the development o f CO RBA specifications for 
the wireless arena, are expected to show considerable improvements, whereby this work can be 
seen as base line results to express possible improvements.
CO RBA offers a valuable platform for signalling across the boundaries of various networks, 
however there are lacks in CO R B A ’s scalability and performance. New and future releases of the 
CORBA standards may deliver improvements of these issues.
The signalling concepts documented in this chapter provide the foundation for the following 
chapters.
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Chapter 4
4 Softw are D ow n lo ad
4.1 Introduction
The trend towards multimode terminals with enhanced functionalities such as multimedia, intranet 
access, mobile web-browsing etc. w ill continue for the foreseeable time, particularly with the 
introduction of 3G networks and interoperability with 2nd generation systems. Fixed Multimode 
terminals following the Velcro approach do not provide the versatility that may be required to 
adapt to the various possible terminal configurations. Research activities within the domain of 
Software Definable Radios (SDRs), are gradually moving towards an open reconfigureable 
hardware architecture for SDRs. Goal of these efforts is the eventual delivery of a terminal 
architecture capable of adaptation to any wireless cellular access standard, by simply 
reconfiguring the hardware using appropriate configuration software. Reconfigureability of 
Software Radios eventually w ill provide the means to alter hardware and software settings within 
a mobile terminal but requires therefore the secure and reliable download of configuration 
software from any possible software source. There are a number of threats to security, integrity, 
duplication and interference with already existing software modules caused by the possibility to 
reconfigure mobile terminals, most o f these threats are treated in the reconfiguration management 
architecture described in chapter 6.
However, terminal reconfigureability implies more than re-installation of drivers, re- 
parameterisation of programmable filters etc., it may also include (either a complete or a partial) 
re-installation and re-configuration of protocol stacks and applications. Therefore, different types 
of software w ill be required to be obtained from remote sources (i.e. downloaded), this may 
include sets of parameters, hardware drivers, protocol software, security coders and applications. 
Such different types of software contain all information and appropriate security means necessary 
to adopt new access standards, therefore it has to be guaranteed that they are attained from secure 
and trusted sources and delivered via secure paths only. To achieve this, software download 
signalling w ill have to establish the trustworthiness o f relevant sources and the download paths.
An open terminal architecture as proposed in [V A H ID  00] and [K U N G  97] is likely to accelerate 
the proliferation of providers of terminal configuration software. Furthermore, once open
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terminal standards are adopted, accredited software developers may enter the market providing 
they offer standard conformant software packages for re-configuration o f SDR-terminals.
Reconfigureable terminals offer the possibility for any provider to fix  bugs, offer service 
enhanced software updates, etc.. Software can be delivered or attained via several different paths, 
which include: download from Smart-Cards, via wired network connections (networked PCs or at 
the Point-of-Sale (POS)) or over the air (O TA ). Each of these possibilities has its advantages and 
disadvantages, which are examined in a later section of this chapter. Software download (SW -d) 
has a number of different aspects and requirements, which can be addressed from different 
perspectives.
In this chapter, some of the aspects and requirements of software download and the related 
download infrastructure are addressed and described. Furthermore, this chapter presents a viable 
software download protocol and describes the requirements on the supporting infrastructure. The 
chapter is organised as follows: it starts with a general view on the various software download 
requirements. A  detailed signalling message sequence necessary to perform these download 
sessions is presented and the list o f required messages is also provided. Although the purpose of 
this work has not been to deal with the specific physical requirements on the download channel 
(e.g. FEC/ARQ ), to ensure error-free software download, a detailed description of specific 
requirements of the ‘Over-The-Air’ download mechanism is provided. Finally, a client-server 
based implementation prototype for the support infrastructure to facilitate download signalling 
based on CORBA is presented and described.
4.2 Motivation and Objectives
Second and probably most of the third generation mobile terminals are (and w ill be) hard wired, 
these types of terminals support only a limited number of air interface standards, communication 
protocol stacks and applications. Terminals of this type are restricted to be used only in those 
wireless environments they have been pre-configured for (in case o f a terminal following the 
Velcro approach, all possible air interfaces are implemented within one terminal which has the 
capability to switch from one communication standard to another). The only possibility, for 
vendors or network providers, to update applications (e.g. voice or video coders/encoders, SMS 
editors, etc) or lower layer implementations (e.g. antenna parameters, R F /IF  filters, etc.) is the 
exchange of software modules (i.e. exchange of memory modules).
Downloading various types of user (application) and configuration software w ill enhance the 
usability of terminals; it w ill provide the network and service providers with the possibility to 
exchange algorithms, to fix  bugs even after terminal shipment and to update software modules 
without recalling customers to the vendors’ sites. Downloadable software needs to be trustworthy
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to ensure the correct re-configuration of terminals, protocol stacks and applications. Therefore, 
aim of a download algorithm must be to ensure the reliable provision of all required software 
entities, independent of source or software type.
4.3 Download Mechanisms
Open standards for SDR terminals w ill trigger the development of terminals with novel features 
and w ill enable proliferation of new terminal software of different types (S W /H W  configuration, 
applications, protocols). Software development and distribution w ill be open to any developer 
complying to the open standards and accessible via various distribution paths. Network/service 
providers may offer their software updates, bug fixes, local street maps etc. via their existing 
wireless network infrastructure (O TA ), via Smart-Cards or networked download terminals at the 
Point-Of-Sale (POS).
Irrespective of the delivery mechanism used, Software downloading raises some general issues 
such as: stores for software entities, responsibility for availability, version conformance, upgrades, 
updates, licensing and billing. Software distribution via networks w ill require additional network 
capacity as well as distributed databases, software repositories and download servers. Software 
requesting network entity (e.g. terminal) and the download infrastructure are complying to a basic 
client/server structure and a download path, as depicted in Figure 4-1. The terminal represents the 
client whilst database, software repository and download server are representing the server, the 
download path/channel depends on the download media. This client/download-path/server 
structure applies for all download mechanisms previously mentioned (i.e. SCD, POS and OTA).
reconfigureable download
terminal server and
download 
path/media
Figure 4-1 Principle of the Network Infrastructure to support Software Download
Possible channels for software download include: distribution via Smart-Cards, fixed (wired) 
connections at the PoS or via the Internet and over the air (O TA ). Downloading software through
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any of the above media has basically the same signalling requirements i.e. download initiation, 
client capability negotiation, download channel capacity, user/provider authentication procedures 
and error-free software delivery, installation, authorisation and finally billing have to be 
negotiated. Furthermore, version compatibility has to be ensured across network domains. 
Procedures that provide implementations of these algorithms w ill need to be incorporated in the 
download signalling sequences.
Once a download protocol is agreed and standardised, there are different ways to implement 
software download signalling: 1) provision o f a set of messages specific to particular air-interface 
standards or 2) introduction of a ‘download A P I’ which delivers a general interface for 
application programmers to access SW-d related signalling. Such an A P I may also coexist with 
other A P I standards (e.g. [ETSI 99]), the SDR forum currently attempts the standardisation of a 
download protocol via the air in cooperation with the M E xE  efforts within 3GPP. Independent 
how the download signalling becomes implemented, whether as A P I or as self-contained message 
sequence, the signalling w ill have to comply to a basic set of signalling messages such as those 
proposed in this chapter.
4.3.1 Using Smart Cards
Smart-Cards were originally introduced as “ISO-identification cards” which defined their initial 
field of application. As more functionality and features were gradually introduced via 
microprocessors and increasing memory became included in the silicon chip, the original 
Memory-Cards evolved into the present Smart-Cards. A  set of ISO standards (ISO 7816-1 to ISO  
7816-4) define physical dimensions, transmission protocols as well as the command and file  
structure [A R N A  97]. Different types o f Memory and Smart-Cards are available and in daily use 
(including R O M /P R O M / R A M  and hybrid solutions). More advanced Smart-Cards offer features 
like definable levels of security, access rights and data processing on-the-card (enabling on-card 
de/encryption and authentication). There are efforts for open interoperability standards and 
moreover operating systems for smart cards (such as JavaCard and Multos [C HEN 98, H O FL 98]) 
enable new features such as the use of multiple applications within one card. Apart from these 
improvements, storage capabilities of Smart-Cards are steadily increasing.
Current applications of Smart-Cards are in areas related to security, access/usage rights and 
electronic payment, however due to increasing memory capacities, they are fast becoming more 
attractive for many other types of applications (e.g. Software distribution for H W /SW  
configuration). Furthermore, in the telecommunications area they are used as S IM  (Subscriber 
Identification Module) in G SM  networks, where they facilitate the separation between user and 
terminal mobility [EBER 97]. Future applications of Smart-Cards in mobile telecommunications
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may include wireless payment, service mobility support (V H E  support), security mechanisms for 
wireless e-commerce and configuration/application software distribution.
Smart-Cards already provide platforms that can play an active role as both server and software 
stores for download signalling and as mini databases/software repositories, respectively, this 
means that the basic client/path/server structure for software download, depicted in Figure 4-1, 
already can be realised within Smart-Cards. Additionally, the aforementioned card operating 
systems (Multos and JavaCard) already offer mechanisms for fraud protection and security 
features for data, content and applications stored in Smart-Cards.
4.3.2 Over the Hardware Interface
A  multitude of ‘fixed’ network connections may be employed as part o f the infrastructure to 
download software from SW-servers to wireless terminals. These include bluetooth interface, 
infrared links, serial/parallel and USB connections. Software entities may be purchased and 
downloaded through outlets at railway stations, airports, retailer sites, the Internet, or via 
networked PCs. The distribution path here differs to wireless or Smart-Card download, however, 
requirements and signalling messages for download remain the same, although the requirements 
for error-free delivery are less stringent than the O TA  approach.
Software download signalling does also rely on the client/path/server model depicted in Figure
4-1. The software requesting entity constitutes again the client, a point-to-point link (bluetooth, 
IR  or wired) implements the download path. Finally, the download server may be contained in a 
PC connected to a software providers network or any other form of local database.
4.3.3 Over the Air Interface
Software download over the air (O TA ) interface using the cellular infrastructure, or possibly 
additional SW-d infrastructure (as the U C C H  described in chapter 3), is the most versatile method 
to supply mobile communication devices and cellular computing terminals with new applications, 
software updates, different protocol and configuration software. O T A  provides advantages to all 
parties involved: consumers w ill need only one terminal to access any o f the available air 
interfaces, manufacturers may be able to cut down costs of terminal development due to the open 
platform standards, mobile telecom operators w ill be able to exchange and update control, 
configuration and protocol software via the air-interface. Apart from this, a new type of players 
like application and configuration software providers w ill proliferate. Preconditions for O TA  
download are a suitable terminal and network architecture, the introduction of a powerful 
reconfiguration manager and solutions for code security and error-free software download, as well 
as the availability of sufficient network resources. O TA  is expected to become the major
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technology enabling fast and reliable reconfiguration of re-configurable terminals and base 
stations [V A R N  00].
There are different ways to implement O TA  software download, these include the introduction of 
a global signalling or bootstrap channel for download negotiation ([FE TT 97]) and download 
([N O B L 98]), respectively, as well as the use of traffic channels as bearers for the signalling 
messages and to download requested software (see U C C H  description in chapter 3). The 
signalling, negotiation and download sequence however consist of the same basic elements, 
independent of the type of channels used and whether signalling and download are ‘in-line’ (using 
the same channel) or ‘out-line’ (using different channels for signalling and download).
Figure 4-2 explains how the client/server principle applies to the three download sources, the 
examples taken are depicted for software download to terminals only. Download to base stations 
may be done via the existing network infrastructure but requires also a download negotiation 
sequence. The terminal hosts the ‘software-requesting-client’ in all three of the depicted 
download mechanisms. Whilst in the Smart-Card download scenario (Figure 4-2 part a) the 
software-download-server and database are contained in the Smart-Card, POS accommodates the 
software-download-server in a local host (e.g. PC) and the database (and software repository) 
either also in the local host or within a connected network (Figure 4-2b). In O TA  download both 
software-download-server and database/software repository are resident in the providers network 
(Figure 4-2c).
SW-base SW-base
a) Smart Card Download b) Point-Of-Sale Download
Figure 4-2 Software download compliant to the client server principle
SW-base
c) Over-The-Air Download
4.4 Download Signalling
SW-d signalling to request software entities has to be regarded as one of the base sequences 
within the reconfiguration process. Software download will support reconfigureability; it gives 
the possibility to download not only content and applications but also protocols and signal 
processing software to modify the air interface standard of the reconfigureable terminal [C U M M  
98]. In difference to video/voice or content download, downloading application, protocol or other
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reconfiguration software is not error-tolerant and thus requires error-free download and 
installation. Therefore, mechanisms to ensure this QoS requirement i.e. powerful FEC and ARQ  
mechanisms, must be incorporated as part o f the download channel.
Download signalling as seen in this work is a subsequence within the reconfiguration 
management unit o f future reconfigureable network elements. A  Software Download algorithm 
and the corresponding download message sequence are introduced in the remainder of this 
section. The proposed algorithm and sequence may also be applied for Smart-Card and Point-Of- 
Sale download.
Assuming software download as being a core function within reconfiguration management, the 
reconfiguration manager initiates the download procedure and provides all information necessary 
(i.e. required SW  type and version) to perform a download sequence. A  reconfiguration manager 
entity is necessary for all reconfigureable network entities; a detailed introduction and description 
of the reconfiguration manager can be found in chapter 6.
4.4.1 Algorithm
Software download has, as integral part of terminal and network reconfiguration [BLUST 99], to 
consider a number of issues, such as: negotiation of details and modalities for the data download 
(i.e. terminal/network node and channel capabilities), billing, security and software installation. 
To reduce download traffic and avoid unnecessary download o f reconfiguration software, every 
download process (see Figure 4-3) starts with an evaluation about the possible local availability16 
of the correct version of the requested software.
In case of a local availability of the required software entity, the system obtains, via the software 
repository, a reference to this software entity and passes this reference to the reconfiguration 
controller. The download sequence w ill then be prematurely terminated.
I f  however a download decision has been verified and the download media is determined, the 
download interface becomes set to the media type (i.e. Smart-Card, POS-connection, O TA ) and 
the sequence can proceed. Media adaptation is required within the terminal to ensure that the 
reconfiguration manager recognises the media type through which the new software is to be 
obtained. After this, the signalling entities (i.e. terminal, SW-server) have to disclose their 
identity in a reciprocate authentication. This procedure should prevent fraud; non-authorised 
downloading and software download from non-trusted sources.
16 Local availability includes hard-discs or any other storage space contained in the reconfigureable host 
(i.e. terminal or network node).
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Reconfigureable or open standard platforms are offering a wide range of capabilities and features; 
open programmable/reconfigureable terminals may be as different in their processing and 
display/multimedia capabilities as 2G terminals and Laptop computers currently are. E TS I started 
to specify, as part of Phase 2+ standardisation activities within S M G 417, a Mobile Application 
Execution Environment (M ExE). M E xE  defines different classes of terminals (i.e. classmarks), 
according to their display, memory and processing capabilities [ETSI 99] and works towards 
standardisation o f application and content download for mobile computing and e-commerce. 
Classmarks are standardised descriptions o f terminal capabilities using single or multiple 
parameters and look-up-tables, this notation reduces terminal capability negotiation to a 
minimum.
Depending on the download media, there are several possible data paths or channels via which 
download can take place. Once all the details are negotiated, the download may use traffic 
channels from the current access system, or a bootstrap channel on a download support network 
(as described in [MOES 99a]). As mentioned previously, application, protocol and 
reconfiguration software (H W  drivers, sets of parameters, etc) do not tolerate transmission errors, 
therefore, additional measures are required that ensure the integrity o f the downloaded code. 
Once the complete and error-free download o f a requested software entity is achieved, the 
negotiation of billing details and the exchange of installation keys take place.
A  download process can be terminated at any stage; the download sequence then delivers instead 
of a software reference an error message to the reconfiguration manager. The reconfiguration 
manager then takes care of error handling and when appropriate user or network notification 
about the failure o f the software download.
17 MExE was formerly a project within ETSIs SMG4, in the meanwhile it has become a working group 
within the 3G Partnership Program (3GPP).
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Figure 4-3 Software Download Algorithm
4.4.2 Definition of Signalling Messages for the Download Sequence
Software download signalling can be considered as stand alone function, although it is still an 
integral part of reconfiguration management process. The proposed SW-d message sequence 
consists o f four consecutive groups of messages:
•  initiation and authentication,
•  availability and capability negotiation,
•  path negotiation and download and
•  installation and registration.
SW-d sequences are exclusively controlled by the resident configuration manager but may also be 
initiated via a request from the network (e.g. when a provider intends to distribute version updates 
of a SW  entity). However, the control o f the request is with the terminal resident configuration
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manager that then triggers a reciprocal authentication sequence, the server authentication the 
terminal and vice-versa (terminal and network exchange authentication information over a secure 
channel). See the messages described in Table 4-1.
Negotiation of capabilities prior to download ensures the correctness of an intended download i.e. 
only SW  entities are downloaded which comply with the capabilities o f terminal and user 
requirements. The messages listed in table 4-1 (part c) implement this part of the download 
sequence.
To download a requested SW  entity, network and terminal need to negotiate the final download 
path and following that, the terminal has to acknowledge the reception o f every downloaded SW  
block to ensure the error-free reception or, i f  necessary, to request the re-transmission of 
particular software blocks.
Table 4-1 Messages for Download Negotiation
a
b
c
d
Once the download is accomplished, the terminal has to perform a pre-installation (dummy 
installation) to ensure the stability of the local system. W ith the same message, the client 
provides some initial billing information. Once pre-installation exercise is successful, the final 
installation of the downloaded software can proceed. Finally, billing key(s) and registration 
information are to be exchanged between client and software server. The software server 
(resident within the network) keeps a database about current software versions available within 
the terminal memory as part o f the subscriber profile information. Table 4-1 contains in part d the 
messages necessary for installation, billing and registration signalling.
StartSWAuthProc (identification of the requesting provider, request-priority,Swtype,SWVersion
AuthRequest (request initiation, location area Identifier, temporary subscriber identity)
AuthRequestResponse (provider identity)
AuthResult (mutual authentication confirmed)
ReqSWInfo (requested software type, requested version)
DelSW  1 nf o ReqT e rmCap (requested software type, available version, size, SW  price, required classmark)
CapsReport (classmark, cost acceptance)
ReqSWResponse (feasibility estimation, level of suggestiveness)
ReqDownloadPath (channel bandwidth, maximum acceptable cost, 
current network association, current location)
ReqAcknChannelEst (result of download request, state of channel establishment, total no of blocks)
BlockReceived (current block number, error state)
TransmComplete (number of blocks downloaded, number of blocks confirmed, exceptions)
IntstallationCom plate (state of installation, auth. key for payment)
UsageCode (software user key)
RegisterSoftware (user identification)
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The defined signalling messages are required to ensure trusted and complete downloading of 
requested software entities and to provide the signalling conditions for secure payment for this 
service. This section has delivered definitions o f the signalling messages necessary to perform a 
software entity download and also the descriptions of the parameters involved.
4.4.3 The Message Sequence
Software download signalling procedures are initiated and controlled by the reconfiguration 
manager (see chapter 6), Figure 4-4 shows the message sequence for such a download procedure 
(Table 4-1 shows the mapping between signalling messages and function calls).
Table 4-2 Message and Function Call Mapping
p h a s e m e s s a g e f u n c t io n  c a l l
reciprocative
authentication
network initiated SW  
request
StartSWAuthProc(long reqProv, int reqPriority, 
String swName, float swVersion)
authentication request AuthRequest(long reqlnit, long locAreald, long 
tempSubsId)
authentication request 
response
AuthRequestResponse(long provld)
mutual auth. result AuthResult(int mutAuth Result)
capability negotiation request SW-information 
header
ReqSWInfo(String reqSW Type, float 
reaS W Version)
SW -lnfo header +  required 
terminal capabilities
DelSW InfoReqTermCap(String reqSW Type, 
float ravSW Version, long size, int price, 
int reqClassmark)
classmark report CapsReport(int classMark, int costAktzptance)
feasibility report ReqSW Response(int feasEst, int 
levelSuggSWd, long alternativeSW Id)
request download channel ReqDownloadPath(int chanBW , int maxCost, 
long currentNet, long currentLoc)
download channel -/not 
established
ReqAcknChannel(int resDldReq, int 
stateChanEst, long total Blocks)
download confirm error free receipt of 
SWblock
BlockReceived(long currentBlockNo, int 
errorNo)
end of transmission TransmComplete(long noBlocksdwnld, 
long noConfBlocks, int exception)
installation/
registration
inst. payment info lnstallationComp!ete(int stateoflnst, 
long payAuthKey)
S W  usage code UsageCode(long useSW key)
grant billing authorisation RegisterSoftware(long userlD)
Separated signalling and download channels are assumed (out-line signalling) for this sequence, 
however, providing sufficient capacity, signalling and download may also use a single channel 
(in-line signalling). In Figure 4-1, the signalling endpoints are a mobile terminal (client) and a 
Software Source (server); the client is depicted as both signalling- and traffic- client. The overall 
reconfiguration (and therefore also the download sequence) sequence can only be initiated and
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controlled by the reconfiguration manager, but it may be triggered by a remote request from the 
network (network initiated SW  request).
A  reconfiguration software download sequence starts with a reciprocative authentication phase 
(see Table 4-1), whereby the client issues an authentication request, which causes the server to 
answer with an authentication request response, the client then responds with a message 
indicating whether both client and server have validated their peers identity. Once a mutual 
authentication has been evaluated, a secure channel between client and server needs to be 
established (“installation o f signalling channel encryption”).
SW_d traffic plane
Mobile 
Terminal 
(traffic part)
SW_d signalling plane
Mobile 
Terminal 
(dwnld sign.)
Software
Source
Manager
installation of signalling channel encryption
"  Caaiig^ Q^foJieader fmanrti
2W jnfn header + reqJermcaESimand)---
----------■£k£gfflg£iLreport (manni
feasibility raPort (ma-n^ >-----—
provisional
installation
4------
run-time
test
establish encrypted download channel 
using the appropriate infrastructure'1'
SW download 
(in blocks)
terminate download path
Figure 4-4 Message Sequence Chart for Reconfiguration Software Download
Once a secure encrypted channel is established, the download and capability negotiation phase 
follows, during this phase, the client requests detailed information about the required software
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(request SW information header), receives this information including the required 
processing/memory capabilities to use this software (SW-info header + required terminal 
capabilities). Client capabilities are reported as classmarks18 (classmark report), the server then 
evaluates whether the intended reconfiguration would be useful and issues an indication about the 
suggestiveness of the download or possible alternatives if the client is not capable to execute the 
requested software (feasibility report). The client then decides whether or not to proceed with the 
download sequence, in case of a continuation; it requests the establishment of a download channel 
(request download channel) from the software server. After establishing a connection, the server 
reports this to the client (download channel -/not established), and starts the download of the 
requested software.
During the download phase, the error free reception of each downloaded block has to be 
acknowledged (confirm error free receipt of block). After reception of the last block has been 
confirmed, the server announces the end of the transmission (end of transmission) and terminates 
the download path.
A provisional installation indicates the completeness of the software components; the client then 
may issue an installation complete message (inst. payment info) that also contains some payment 
information. If the payment information is received, the server issues a usage code (SW usage 
code). After that or alternatively, the client can perform the complete installation and issue the 
billing authorisation, which concludes the download signalling exchange.
4.5 A  DOC based Download Signalling Model
Despite the use of different signalling paths (i.e. in- and out-line signalling) and download media, 
the basic concept remains always the same: two peer entities (download manager within the 
terminal and software server within the network) are negotiating and managing the download 
process from initial request, authentication, negotiation to software download and billing.
Figure 4-5 Download Signalling via an ORB
18 These classmarks are corresponding to MExE classmarks.
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To facilitate the download signalling process in a model implementation, the peer entities (client 
and server) are implemented as multithreaded objects, which communicate via an Object Request 
Broker (ORB). Client and server are using an HOP channel (HOP is a protocol mapping CORBA 
primitives to the Internet Protocol (IP) to enable communication between remote Client and 
Server Objects). Figure 4-5 depicts the structure of the signalling peers whereby the ORB should 
be regarded as download path.
4.5.1 Prototype Architecture
Software download and software download signalling as described in earlier sections of this 
chapter have been implemented as a distributed application. The implementation prototype uses 
(as shown in Figure 4-5) a CORBA compliant object request broker as platform for its signalling 
exchanges. Each of the endpoints (mobile terminal as ‘client’ and software server as ‘server’) 
consists of a number of functional elements that control both signalling and software download. 
Within this prototype, the signalling and download paths are separated; whilst the signalling uses 
a CORBA platform, for the actual data transport (software download) Java RMI (Remote Method 
Invocation) has been chosen as transport mechanism. Reason for this separation was to point out 
that download signalling can be done via an extra network (as proposed in chapter 3) that supports 
software reconfiguration of terminals and software radio in general. Java RMI has been chosen 
for the inherent facility to serialise and stream complete objects from server to client. The 
download signalling procedure contains also security-ensuring negotiation parts, however 
establishment of ciphered channels or addition of security features other than those included in the 
signalling sequence was renounced in this prototype. Figure 4-6 depicts all functional elements of 
the implementation prototype.
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Figure 4-6 CORBA based Software Download and Signalling Model Implementation
The Download Prototype
Signalling and download are separated in the implemented prototype, as aforementioned, the 
signalling part is based on a distributed object platform (i.e. CORBA) and uses TCP/IP as 
transport and network protocols. CORBA (i.e. OrbixWeb) uses HOP as mapping between the 
GIOP and the TCP/IP layers, this construction ensures platform and implementation language 
independence for both ‘Mobile Terminal’ and ‘Software Server’. The actual download takes 
place via an RMI connection established from the server. The ‘Software Server’ has to register 
with an ‘Interface Repository’ to enable the client to find a suitable server-object (i.e. Software 
Server).
Before a complete download procedure can take place, the client has to establish a signalling 
connection and starts therefore with a request (from the client) to the Interface Repository to 
retrieve a reference to the desired server object factory; upon proxy binding (within the client) the 
factory generates the server object (i.e. the implementation of the Software Server). Once the 
client has informed the server that the download may take place, the server establishes a RMI 
connection to the peer entity within the client object and serialises the requested object (i.e. 
software entity).
The single functional parts of both client and server objects are documented in the remainder of 
this section.
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Download Client
The client object, or implementation o f the ‘Mobile Terminal’ within the prototype, can be used 
as stand alone application (i.e. together with a suitable user interface) or can be employed as part 
of the reconfiguration manager (see chapter 6, the ‘local software repository’); the interior 
architecture of this ‘Mobile Terminal’ -object consists o f a number o f different classes defining the 
different signalling, control and download tasks and implementing the methods and attributes of 
these classes. Functional elements within the client object include:
•  client control,
•  software download sequence control,
•  callback monitoring,
•  download handling, and a
•  command line user interface.
Client control also offers a ‘software download A P I’ that provides the public programming 
interface, which can be accessed by either the reconfiguration manager or directly by the user via 
a graphical user interface (G U I) or, as implemented in this prototype, a command line user 
interface. The client control class manages the signalling channel, this means it retrieves the 
reference to the (remote) software download server object, establishes an HOP connection, 
maintains and eventually terminates this connection.
A  software download sequence control entity implemented as thread within the client object, 
defines the order/sequence o f the software download messaging sequence, implements the timers 
and controls/triggers message sequence failures i f  necessary. Execution of this thread is 
according to the message order and settings shown in the message sequence of the download 
procedure and controls and initiates the signalling messages from client to server (upload 
direction, messages in the download direction are initiated in the server implementation).
The implementation of the callback monitor denotes another thread, the task of this thread is to 
await incoming download signalling messages (issued from the download server, and using the 
same HOP connection as being used for the up-link messages). Once a (down-link) message 
arrives, the callback monitor passes the information obtained to the download sequence control 
thread, which then triggers the necessary action (e.g. processes and dispatches the appropriate 
(up-link) message as answer to the message received).
Download streams are handled by a download handling thread, ‘client control’ initiates this thread 
to facilitate the actual download and de-serialisation of the downloaded software. Furthermore,
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this download handling thread generates the file and stores the downloaded software in the local 
software store.
The prototype of this download platform implements, on the client side, an A P I that can be used 
by either a ‘reconfiguration manager unit’ (see chapter 6) or directly, as standalone application, by 
the user when requesting a new software entity (command line input and/or G U I), the prototype 
has been implemented using the command line as user interface.
Download Server
The second end point o f the signalling path, the SW-d server, is also implemented as a CORBA  
object and is registered with an interface repository which acts as public library from which 
references to the server can be obtained (handled by ORB functionality). A  software download 
client uses this reference to the server object to remotely invoke a server object and to establish a 
signalling (HOP) connection. The proposed ‘Software Server’ consists o f instances of:
•  a ‘server control’ ,
•  server implementation, and a
•  download file manager.
The ‘server control’ specified defines the management of the ‘server implementation’ and 
‘download file manager’ threads. Similar to the client control it manages the HOP connection, but 
also the instantiation of the other functional parts within the ‘Software Server’ .
W ithin the ‘Software Server’ , the server implementation handles and reacts to requests and 
messages received from the ‘download sequence control’ within the client, i.e. ‘server 
implementation’ implements the server part of the message exchange. A ll downlink messages are 
generated and dispatched from this server implementation thread.
As third functional unit within the ‘Software Server’, the download file manager handles the local 
file access, serialisation of the object (i.e. the file becomes an object during the read process), 
connecting to the requesting client (i.e. to the clients download handler) and the actual data 
download (via the R M I/R P C  channel).
4.5.2 Signalling Prototype Implementation
Software download signalling within the prototype uses CO RBA (OrbixW eb) as signalling 
platform; CORBA had been chosen because of its platform independence and flexibility as 
described in chapters 2 and 3. The HOP connection between remote peers (client and server) is 
handled by two proxies communication via the ORB (i.e. a stub providing a representation the 
server interfaces on the client side and a skeleton providing the representation of the client on the
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server side), these proxies are generated (compiled) from interfaces defined in IDL (interface 
definition language). Figure 4-7 shows the IDL definition for the Uplink messages.
// uplink signalling - SW download - server side 
//interface UpSig defines function calls from client to sw server
interface UpSigf 
//forward the Clients Callback reference to enable callbacks 
oneway void forCBReffin UpSig objRef);
//up-link messages for SW download
oneway void AuthRequest(in boolean req/nlt, in long long LAId, in long long TMSI); 
oneway voidAuthResuft(in long mutAut);
oneway void ReqSW!nfo(in string reqSWType, in long reqSWVers); 
oneway void CapsReport/in long avaClassmark, in boolean costAccept);
oneway void ReqDownloadPath(in long BW.in long maxCost, in long long netType/d, in long long LA/d); 
oneway void B/ockReceived(in long long curBlock, in long errBlock); 
oneway void lnsta//ationComp/ete(in boolean instRes, in long long payKey); 
oneway void RegisterSoftware/in long long IMSI);
};
Figure 4-7 IDL Definition for Uplink Signalling Messages
Our prototype uses callbacks to inform the client about events within the server (i.e. after 
establishment of the HOP connection) and to dispatch the downlink messages.
//downlink signalling - SW download - client side
//the interface DownSig defines function calls from server to client (mobile terminal)
// (using 'callbacks')
interface DownSig{
//confirmation about the establishment of an HOP connection and the receipt of the Clients CaiiBack reference 
oneway void confirmCBReffin string message);
// (callback) down-iink messages for SW download 
oneway void ReqSWinfo(in long longprovld.in long reqPri); 
oneway voidAuthRequestResponse(fn long long provld);
oneway void DelSWInfoReqTermCap(in string avaSWType, in long avaSWversio, in long down/dSize,
in long costcode, in long reqdassmark); 
oneway void ReqSWResponsefin long dwn/dFeasib, in long downidSugg);
oneway void ReqAcknChanne/Est(in long dwnReqResit, in boolean channe/Est, in long long downidSize); 
oneway void TransmCompiete(in long long noDwnldBlo, in long long noConfBlo, in long exceptn); 
oneway void UsageCodefin long long softKey);
};
Figure 4-8 I D L  Definitions for Downlink Signalling Messages
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The use of standard calls from client to the server would stall the execution of the client until the 
server has performed its task and responded to the client. However, using callbacks increases the 
complexity of the system, though no additional HOP connection needs to be established, the 
server requires from the client a ‘callback reference’ (i.e. the server becomes a ‘callback-client’ 
and the client a ‘callback server, but both still perform their original tasks). Figure 4-8 shows the 
interface definition (written in IDL) for the downlink messages (i.e. from ‘Software Server’ to 
’Mobile Terminal’).
The two depicted interfaces comprise all messages defined for the download negotiation as 
described in the previous sections of this chapter; these interface definitions were compiled into 
Java-CORBA stubs and skeleton, which then enable the communication via the ORB.
4.5.3 Signalling and File Download
The implementation of the download prototype (depicted in Figure 4-6) shows similar signalling 
delay behaviour comparable to those documented in chapter 3. Whilst all signalling messages are 
employed as shown in Figure 4-4, however there were no timer values set between message 
receipt and sending of the subsequent message. OrbixWeb was used as signalling platform 
between the endpoints, which were connected via a lOMBit/s Ethernet link. A complete message 
sequence to perform download signalling has been determined to have a complete duration of 1.4 
seconds (i.e. CORBA was used for signalling only). As depicted in the architecture shown in 
Figure 4-6, signalling and download were logically separated, although the same physical link 
was used for download and signalling.
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For download however, Java-RMI has been applied as the transport mechanism (this has been 
used because CORBA 2.0 has no feature to serialise objects), the download behaviour as observed 
is depicted in Figure 4-9.
The signalling overhead of 1.4 seconds occurring during a download sequence is independent of 
the file size to be downloaded. Therefore, Figure 4-9 depicts the pure download duration (i.e. 
establishment of an RMI connection, transfer and saving of the file and closing of the connection) 
for file sizes between lkByte to 2000kByte. The behaviour shows a flat duration (~240ms) for 
files below 200kBytes and a linearly (depiction uses log scale!) increasing duration for files 
beyond. A size of 200kBytes can be regarded as the break-even point at which the signalling (and 
marshalling) overheads of RMI start to become more efficient and the duration starts to depend on 
the file sizes rather than the overheads of the transport mechanism. Legacy protocol stack 
implementations (e.g. GSM) have sizes in the magnitude of 100s of kBytes. This file sizes are 
within the range beyond the break even point, therefore the download mechanism developed 
provides a suitable platform for reconfiguration software download.
4.6 Summary
Within this chapter, a software download algorithm has been introduced, that enables download of 
configuration software, via different media, to mobile terminals. The proposed algorithm and 
message sequence provides the means for a reliable download, though no additional level of 
security has been invented, the signalling sequence is supposed to use available ciphering or 
encryption technologies to provide the trustworthy delivery of configuration software to 
reconfigureable network nodes (i.e. terminals). The here proposed signalling protocol and the 
required messages and the message sequence have been described in detail; they encompass a 
number of basic negotiations, which are designated to ensure authentication between the 
signalling peers (‘Mobile Terminal’ and ‘Software Server’). Apart from that, the means for 
negotiation of terminal capabilities to ensure that no unnecessary software is being downloaded 
and also the negotiation of the download channel and billing details and finally the billing 
authorisation and software registration are documented. We then describe the messages and all 
parameters to be passed for the full information exchange between client and server. 
Furthermore, a prototype implementation based on a distributed object platform (Java-CORBA) is 
presented and explained.
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Chapter 5
5 R econ figu reab le  P ro to co l Stacks
5.1 Introduction
Research in Software Radio Technology has initially mainly been concentrated on hardware 
issues and access technologies. Just recently, the focus shifted towards other issues including 
application portability and networking. At the networking level, projects such as the Radio API 
(GloMo) and the IEEE 1520 are prime examples of the efforts to open up the protocol stacks and 
to introduce open platforms and service programmability.
Software reconfigureable networks and, in particular, radios will benefit from open 
implementations and access to protocol functionalities based on standardised programming 
interfaces within a complete framework. This chapter introduces an object-oriented software 
framework that splits classical protocol stack layers (protocols) into two distinct parts: ‘pro- 
layers’ and active ‘pro-interfaces’ with the aim to achieve software reconfigureability. Benefits of 
this approach are the facilitation of the exchange of single protocols (i.e. pro-layers) during run­
time, run-time adaptation between protocols as well as management of protocol extensions. A 
prototype implementation is presented in this chapter.
Software-reconfigureable radios or soft-radios are evolving towards all-purpose radios, which can 
implement a variety of different standards or protocols through re-programming [MITO 95, 
BUTL 98]. Soft-radios are emerging as viable alternatives to multimode terminals without the 
“VELCRO approach” of including multiple possible/existing standards. Next generation mobile 
terminals and network nodes will require significantly richer capabilities in the control plane due 
to the need to support large numbers of diverse applications with, for example, different QoS 
requirements and traffic characteristics. Deployment of active nodes and interfaces [TENN 96, 
KULK 99, KULK 00] will facilitate introduction of differentiated or integrated services to support 
new multimedia applications as well as provide smoother interworking functionality between 
media protocols (Internet and IN) or different signalling systems (SS7, H.323, SIP etc.). Also 
network management will become more intelligent and network capabilities will evolve rapidly 
through software changes without the need to upgrade the network infrastructure. It is therefore 
anticipated that future reconfigureable mobile networks will benefit greatly from the deployment 
of active nodes and service interfaces.
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Soft-radio terminals will also need to be re-programmable and this reconfiguration capability will 
not be confined to the physical layer alone. To achieve reconfigureability of the complete 
protocol stack calls for introduction of flexible interfaces between protocol layers e.g. Protocol 
Programming Interfaces (PPIs) to replace the rather static service access points. Re-configuration 
through introduction of programming interfaces between protocol strata will provide the 
possibility to write both single protocols or even whole protocol stacks in a manner similar to the 
way applications are written in high level programming languages (e.g. Java applications use 
different APIs which are part of the class libraries with binding at runtime - this means that the 
functionality is out-sourced to the API and the application simply defines the sequence and 
determines the parameters passed to methods within the APIs). Other important design issues in 
software radio design concern proper reconfiguration of the radio i.e. reconfiguration 
management, which is responsible for runtime reconfiguration management [MOES 00c], over- 
the-air down load protocol [MOES 00a] and security related aspects.
Protocol Stacks
Protocol stacks are aggregations of several single protocols, each of which has certain 
functionality and serves a certain task. Traditionally, protocol frameworks use stratification as a 
composition mechanism. Protocols in one layer of the stack are impervious to the properties of 
the layers below. Each layer is treated as a black box and there exists no mechanism to 
identify/bypass any functional redundancies, which may occur in the stack. A well-documented 
example for protocol stacks is the OSI_RM (Open Systems Interconnection Reference Model), 
which consists of seven layers ranging from application, presentation, session, transport, network 
and data link layers to the physical layer. Each of these layers represents a complete protocol that 
offers its services to the next upper layer or expects services from the layer immediately below 
[TANE 96]. The same principle applies for mobile and fixed line telecommunication networks, 
and hence interworking functionality is defined in separate protocols. Communication between 
layers is accomplished via Service Access Points (SAPs). Through these SAPs sets of primitives 
in a given layer become available to the next layer up the hierarchy. Services define operations to 
be performed within the layer and can be requested by upper layers. SAPs are used to encapsulate 
the layers, to hide their complexity and to uniquely describe the functionality that a layer provides 
and what upper layer users may request from them. However, SAPs are static and lack any 
flexibility, they do not support flexible changes in the protocol stack and need to be re­
standardised in case any change becomes necessary.
This chapter introduces a novel concept that redefines the interfaces between protocol layers, 
classifies interactions between different layers within the protocol stack and provides an
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architecture supporting protocol reconfiguration. This is achieved by introducing and 
implementing active programming interfaces as objects within the protocol stack and by using 
object oriented design methods to define this new protocol stack architecture. Standardised active 
programming interfaces will introduce the additional degree of freedom necessary for standard 
reconfiguration of protocol stacks in both terminal and network.
5.2 Programming Interfaces to Enable Protocol Programmability -  
State of the Art
Application Programming Interfaces have been used to simplify high-level application 
development for decades. In the meanwhile, within the networking and telecommunications areas 
the need for common open interfaces on the application layer has been widely acknowledged in 
industry and research community. Research projects pursued in Europe and USA address these 
open programming interfaces and describe both introduction and implementation of these 
programming platforms for mobile terminals and network nodes. These interfaces reside on top 
of standard traffic channels and provide access to (usually) legacy, and in case of UMTS, to future 
communication systems traffic channels. Major projects are briefly introduced in the remainder 
of this section.
5.2.1 MExE And MASE
MExE and the MASE evolved as results of two European projects, both implement distributed 
environments (i.e. the Mobile Application Support Environment (MASE) [PARK 95, MEYER 
96] or the Mobile Application Execution Environment (MExE) [ETSI 98]) that rely on a platform 
within the Mobile Station and additionally on control elements (proxies) within the network, 
which represent the mobile stations and adjust data streams to the resources and capabilities 
provided by the mobile access network and mobile station, respectively. The terminal parts of the 
MASE and MExE are implemented as sets of APIs, which deliver a number of mobility 
supporting services to the applications. A more detailed introduction to these two environments 
can be found in chapter 2.
5.2.2 The Radio API Project
A further step in this development is to address the interfaces between the lower layers of protocol 
stacks and to define them in a future proof manner. As outlined, classical protocol stack 
implementations are rather static and re-standardisation procedures are necessary to introduce the 
slightest improvements or to add new services to existing protocols and protocol stacks. 
Therefore, it is necessary to introduce methods, comparable to those used in the aforementioned
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higher layer projects, however applied to the lower layers of protocols. This has been tackled in 
the Radio API [BEYER 98] project by Rooftop, the main efforts in that project have been to open 
up the service connections between protocols within a protocol stack for cellular systems. The 
Radio API project deals with the renunciation of static SAPs to access the services within a 
protocol, in favour of open APIs (or for lower layers PPIs), which seems a logical step towards 
freely programmable and flexibly re-configurable protocol stacks.
5.2.3 The IEEE P1520 proposed IEEE Standard for Application 
Programming Interfaces in Networks
The IEEE PI520 [LIN 99] initiative represents an approach that aims to provide programmable 
interfaces to abstractions of network entities in support of service programmability, and whose 
definitions will be based on encapsulation of features of numerous protocols within generic 
interfaces.
5.2.4 DaCaPo -  Dynamic Configuration of Protocols
The intention of the DaCaPo project is to create, during runtime, the suitable protocol that 
provides the QoS necessary for the current connection (i.e. customised protocols). DaCaPos’ 
architecture consists of three layers: (1) layer A -  the application layer, (2) layer C -  
communication support layer and (3) layer T -  the transport infrastructure layer [PLAG 96a]. 
Layers A and T are depending on the applications and the underlying transport mechanisms (e.g. 
ATM, LAN MAC, etc.), respectively. Layer C comprises of granular building blocks each of 
which define a single protocol task, these protocol fragments can be aggregated to perform 
specialised/customised protocol stack functionality. Further information about DaCaPo can be 
found in chapter 2, [PLAG 96a] and [PLAG 96b].
5.2.5 The x-kernel
The x-kernel approach considers protocols as abstract objects that export both a service and a 
peer-to-peer interface. The service interface defines those operations that may be evoked by other 
protocols on the same machine, whilst the peer-to-peer interface defines form and meaning of 
messages that are exchanged between peers (i.e. the same protocol implementations) located in 
different machines) [PETE 96]. The x-kemel is implemented in C19, but provides its own 
infrastructure to facilitate invocation of operations that are members of other objects. Within the
19 C does not support the O O  paradigm, therefore the x-kernel includes its own implementation of an object 
based framework.
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system, there are two types of objects defined: (1) Protocol Objects, representing protocols that 
are defined by protocol graphs duiing configuration and (2) Session Objects representing the 
local endpoint of a channel, maintaining the states associated with the channel and interpreting 
messages that are dynamically created when channels are opened or closed. Thus, the jt-kemel 
provides a system to define protocols during implementation of the kernel and implements an 
object-oriented framework for protocol definition and configuration.
5.2.6 State-of-the-Art in Brief
The MASE, MExE, Radio API (API Framework-GloMo), IEEE PI520, DaCaPo and x-kernel 
have certain main features in common, all of them are primarily concerned with defining 
interfaces at different levels of abstraction in the networking area. Aiming at protocol stack 
reconfigureability implies to derive generic classes of protocol services and to offer flexible, 
object oriented/component based structures to implement protocol stacks [KRUP 98]. Hence, the 
need to provide APIs (Application Programming Protocols) and PPIs (Protocol Programming 
Interfaces) that consist of sets of exchangeable and extensible classes, defining protocol services 
and functionality arises.
The concept of active programmable protocol interfaces, proposed in this chapter delivers a novel 
implementation approach that supports these requirements and enhances functionality of protocol 
stacks. Furthermore, it introduces an additional degree of freedom to protocol stack 
implementations, the OPtlMA framework introduced enables protocol exchange ‘on-the-fly’ .
5.3 Introducing Active Programming Interfaces in Protocol Stacks
Software reconfiguration has been identified as a crucial technology to facilitate the realisation of 
software-defined radios. The main functionality of interest is the ability to exchange protocol 
software ‘on the fly’ and to reconfigure complete protocol stacks, which may become necessary in 
various circumstances.
The here introduced approach (OPtlMA) implements a framework for protocol stack 
reconfiguration and QoS signalling. Protocol stacks are split into a number of functional entities 
described in terms of generic “classes” organised in class libraries, with dynamic binding at 
runtime to implement reconfigureable protocol stacks. The framework is also capable of 
supporting composible protocols such as introduced in [KULK 00]. A  single protocol layer may 
be replaced by a collection of components each of which implements a particular function. Inside 
a soft-radio terminal for instance, a “Reconfiguration Management” (as introduced in chapter 6) 
unit is needed to control component selection, deletion/upgrade and communication with the PPIs.
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5.3.1 Application Programming Interfaces and Object Oriented Design 
Principles
Application Programming Interfaces (APIs), in general, rely on the paradigm that interfaces hide 
the complexity of how functionality is actually realised. This enables programmers to simply 
apply the guidelines of how an interface has to be used and which parameters are to be passed for 
each single function call. Applications become sequences of calls to functions pre-defined within 
these API implementations. Much of the complexity within such applications is therefore moved 
down, below these programming interfaces. One of the advantages of APIs is their extensibility 
and partial or even complete exchangeability without necessarily requiring the complete re­
writing of the application code. Other benefits of programming interfaces include the scalability 
and the simple use of such structures.
The concept of Object Orientation, in a nutshell, is to put a systems behaviour and properties into 
discrete entities [COAD 91] this requires that functionally different parts of a system have to be 
identified and separately described. Once inter-relationships between entities and state or 
behaviour (functionality) of these entities are analysed, a formalisation and description as classes 
has to be done. Object Orientation relies on a number of basic principles of which the class is the 
major one; further concepts include Objects, Abstraction, Attributes, Operations/Methods/ 
Services, Messages, Encapsulation, Inheritance, Polymorphism and Reuse [BOOCH 00]. 
Examples in which OOD and APIs are used together are manifold. For example most parts of the 
JFC (Java Foundation Classes) are implemented in classes, which are derived (via one to several 
levels of hierarchy) from the base class ‘object’ . The same applies for the MFC (Microsoft 
Foundation Classes), which contain the base implementation classes for application programming 
for the Windows platform (further details are described in chapter 2).
5.3.2 System Architecture
Intention of the OPtlMA model is to introduce a framework, which enables the exchange of 
protocols during run-time as well as the active involvement of these interfaces to enable direct 
signalling communication between interfaces of different protocol stack layers without accessing 
the layer implementation. This requires a somewhat different system view; in this approach 
protocols become split into ‘pro-interfaces’ and ‘pro-layers’ as shown in Figure 5-1.
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Figure 5-1 Introducing active interfaces
Figure 5-1 shows the contrast between the rigidly defined GSM protocol stack and the OPtlMA 
protocol stack framework. The interface objects (PPIs) between the protocol layers introduce a 
buffer between the different protocol implementations that insulates the protocols within a stack. 
This structure enables the exchange of protocol objects during runtime, the drawback however are 
decreased protocol efficiency and delays (in the range of 10s of ms) during the binding of new 
protocol objects.
5.3.2.1 Composition O f Protocol Layers And Interfaces
Separation, or decomposition, of protocol stack functionality into pro-layers and pro-interfaces 
forms a new paradigm for protocol stack development where dissemination of functionality is 
facilitated through open protocol programming interfaces. The OPtlMA architecture consists of 
five layers each with their own tasks and functionality. Figure 5-1 shows the GSM C-Plane and 
the OPtlMA generic C-Plane, the OPtlMA control plane consists of four interfaces and five 
protocol layers. OPtlMAs aim is to provide the means for reconfigureability of complete protocol 
stacks and also to provide the possibility for flexible exchange of protocols within the stack. This 
opposes approaches, which exclusively follow the paradigm of completely composable protocols 
(such as DaCaPo). The OPtlMA protocol stack (depicted in Figure 5-2) considers standardised 
protocol stacks (e.g. GSM) but also the fact that future communication systems will require 
additional capabilities like enhanced user/application interaction (hence, introduction of an 
application layer, see Figure 5-1) and additional networking requirements (a network control layer
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has also been introduced to facilitate e.g. multicast, etc.). Therefore, the pro-layer classes, within 
the scope of this architecture, and their main functions are:
• Physical Layer, (modem, channel access, FEC, ciphering, etc.)
• Link Layer Control, (link control)
• Network Control Layer, (controls message routing)
• Signalling Application Layer, (Connection Management, Resource and Mobility 
Management signalling)
• Application Layer, whereby applications will need to comply to the API specification.
A description of the corresponding interfaces between these layers can be found in section 5.3.3.1.
5.3.3 Active Programming Interfaces
The here-described model to build run-time reconfigureable protocol stacks is using a novel 
paradigm (i.e. active programmable interfaces) to introduce additional functionality into protocol 
stack implementations. It does not use the straightforward approach of defining a broad set of 
APIs and PPIs, which contain all the functionality of certain protocols; moreover it introduces 
active protocol interfaces. Active protocol interfaces are objects, which embody a set of message 
interpretation and distribution methods. They retrieve information required for message 
processing from incoming messages or from the object in which the incoming message is 
wrapped, the interface object then continues processing of the message and passes it on to the 
target pro-layer. A later section within this chapter describes this process and Figure 5-4 outlines 
the message handling. All entities within the ‘decomposed’ protocol stack (including pro-layers, 
pro-interfaces and Threads) are implemented as separate classes. Pro-layer classes contain the 
attributes of these protocols (layers) and are used to store information obtained from (and related 
to) corresponding pro-layers. Pro-layer-class methods process incoming information and produce 
an adequate response or initiate possible follow up sequences.
5.3.3.1 Active APIs And PPIs for Reconfigureable Protocol Stacks
Pro-layers are isolated by pro-interfaces these ensure exchangeability and extensibility of 
protocol20 implementations during runtime. The appropriate pro-interfaces are defined (see class 
architecture) and introduced between the protocol implementations (pro-layers). Pro-interfaces
20 Protocol in this context refers to a legacy protocol, in contrast to the pro-layer which is the 
implementation of legacy protocol functionality in the scope of OPtlMA
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provide the open protocol-programming platform; they enable interchange of signalling messages 
and deliver access to pro-layer classes. Four pro-interface classes are defined to complete the 
OPtlMA protocol stack (as depicted in Figure 5-1 and Figure 5-2):
• PPI12 (between Physical Layer and Link Layer Control)
• PPI23 (between Link Layer Control and Network Control Layer)
• PPI34 (between Network Control and Signalling Application Layer)
• API (Application Programming Interface)
Pro-Interfaces are derived from a generic interface class which defines four basic types of control 
messages known as primitives (see Figure 5-2), whose task is to inform layers about events, pass 
new values for variables between the pro-layers and trigger methods implemented within these 
pro-layer classes.
lication L
L _ J 1ABN l s i  m m SRM RR______n r ______
Signalling Application 
Layer
Network Control 
Layer
A E N I.SI SRM
Link Layer 
Control
Physical
Layer
RR
RR
API
PPI34
PPI23
PPI12
AEN Asynchronous Event Notification LSI Layer State Information
SRM Service Request Message RR  Request Response
Figure 5-2 Interface primitives
Four primitives between the layers have been identified, the choice of these primitives is justified 
by the different types of messages expected to be passed between protocols/layers; there are the 
four basic types of messages, this set consists of each a synchronous and an asynchronous 
message in up-wards and also downwards directions, see the following list of primitives for 
further detail:
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• Service Request Messages (SRM): Asynchronous primitive to perform immediate, 
typically non-persistent actions. The flow direction for a SRM is from a higher layer to a 
lower one.
• Request Responses (RR): Persistent state or long-term measurement primitive. The flow 
direction for a RR is from a lower layer to a higher one.
• Layer State Information (LSI): Persistent state primitive. The flow direction for a LSI is 
from a higher layer to a lower layer.
• Asynchronous Event Notification (AEN): Asynchronous primitive to report recent, 
typically non-persistent events. The flow direction for an AEN is always from a lower 
layer to a higher one.
Exploiting object oriented programming technology, each of the pro-interface classes inherits its 
generic functionality from a super class, i.e. the generic pro-interface class. This ‘parent’ (super) 
class is not just a separate entity within the hierarchy, but it constitutes and defines the minimum 
access interface (i.e. the primitives) for all (derived) pro-interfaces, as depicted in Figure 5-3 (see 
the GPI class within the Pl-classes section of the figure).
Al '1 ppm ri’iz PPII2
properties.. properties.. properties.. properties..
operations.. operations.. operations.. operations..
T-classes
Ci.SMOnS
properties..
operations.
; properties..: ; properties..
operations..; ; operations..
PS class
properties..
operations..
GPI
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LinL
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Figure 5-3 Hierarchy and class relations
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The object-oriented structure of these active protocol interface objects in conjunction with the 
overall architectural framework allows implementation of an additional feature: (active) pro­
interfaces offer an alternative medium to pass messages and facilitate therein a common signalling 
and data API for application development (see previous section).
5.3.3.2 Generic Active Interfaces
Independent of their content, there are the aforementioned four different types of messages being 
passed through interfaces: these are synchronous and asynchronous messages in either direction;
i.e. for the ‘upward’ direction the synchronous Layer State Information (LSI) and the 
Asynchronous Event Notification (AEN), and in ‘downward’ direction: the synchronous Request 
Responses (RR) and asynchronous Service Request Messages (SRM). These primitives form the 
generic core message types of any messaging system: asynchronous messages can occur at any 
time, whilst synchronous messages are expected. To provide this, generic active interfaces are 
providing two processes that ‘listen’ in both directions and process messages at their arrival 
(asynchronous messages) or block any other action until an expected synchronous message occurs 
(or a time-out to prevent a dead-lock). They can be extended by pro-interface-classes inheriting 
these features and specialising certain active interfaces within the protocol stack.
The OPtlMA framework relies on active interfaces between protocol layers, this means that 
interface objects can implement logic or decision making functionality. This architecture enables 
execution of protocol functionality in two ways: sequentially (Figure 5-4 series A) and non- 
sequentially (Figure 5-4 series B).
Figure 5-4 Active interface objects
The advantages of this architecture become apparent when the OPtlMA framework is used in 
different communication networks; the signalling interface for applications then remains
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unchanged independent of the implemented protocol stack and the means of transport in the 
system. Adaptation to the target signalling system only takes place in the appropriate protocol 
(pro-layer) and that can flexibly be exchanged during run-time. OPtlMA offers the better solution 
for protocol adaptation in terms of flexibility and reconfigureability, however it has drawbacks in 
terms of efficiency, protocol execution delay and protocol data throughput (see 5.5.1). 
Additionally, the exchange of protocols during runtime introduces an additional delay due to the 
exchange of references from the old to the new protocol layer implementation.
5.3.4 Message Handling in OPtlMA
Within the OPtlMA framework, threads control the handling of messages; upon arrival a thread 
takes over responsibility for the messages and their processing within the complete protocol stack, 
the thread then passes the references of these messages to their destinations (see Figure 5-5).
datagram
Figure 5-5 Thread controlled message handling
5.3.5 Class Architecture
Object oriented design principles deployed together with the previously described pro-layers and 
-interfaces build and provide a framework of classes, which describes every detail of a protocol 
stack. These classes can rebuild the classical protocol stack model, emulating protocols and 
service access points but they do offer as well new features, such as reconfigureability, 
extensibility and open programmability. The framework employs four groups of classes to 
abstract and eventually implement a protocol stack, most of these classes are derived from generic 
base classes and organised in class libraries. Figure 5-6 shows a top-level depiction of this
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architectural framework, a detailed description of all groups of classes is contained in subsequent 
sections.
Figure 5-6 Protocol stack structure and class libraries
5.3.5.1 Pro-Interface Classes
Using the concept of active interface objects, pro-interfaces are active implementations defined 
within classes21, which are derived from a base (parent) class. This base class defines the generic 
functionality of all possible pro-interfaces (i.e. synchronous and asynchronous in and output 
message control). Further specialisation and adaptation to legacy protocol interfaces (to the 
SAPs) can then be achieved within the derived pro-interface classes. When implemented as 
objects, interfaces (i.e. pro-interfaces) deliver both additional functionality and architectural 
complexity; the section about ‘active programming interfaces’ provided a description of this 
interface type. Pro-interface classes (i.e. child-classes) further specify and implement the generic 
primitive interfaces (i.e. the definition within the base/parent class (see Figure 5-7 and Figure 5-8 
for the class structure and the primitive interface description, respectively)).
21 E n t i t y  d e f in i t io n s  a r e  a c c o r d i n g  to  t h e ir  p o s it io n  in  th e  s t a c k  ( p r o - i n t e r f a c e - >  b e t w e e n  t w o  p r o - la y e r s ) .
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Figure 5-7 Interface class hierarchy
5.3.5.2 Pro-Layer Classes
Pro-layers are the actual protocol implementations, which obtain data through pro-interfaces, 
manipulate these data and export them through the pro-interfaces. Deriving pro-layers from only 
one generic layer-class would require commonality of the functionality across the various 
protocols within one protocol stack; therefore it is more appropriate to define generic pro-layers 
for every protocol layer (i.e. one for each layer: Physical-, Link Control-, Network Control- and 
Signalling Application-Layers). Pro-Layer classes represent the functionality of single protocols 
within the protocol stack (i.e.: physical-, link, network- and signalling application functionality).
Figure 5-8 illustrates a “generic network layer class” (parent class) and the derived network (pro-) 
layer class rather than a “generic layer class” and its derivates. The depicted parent class defines 
some basic functionality of the network layer, it defines the methods ‘Checksum()’ and 
‘SequenceO’ . Further specialisation of the network (pro-) layer takes place in the derived child 
class (network-layer-class), which extends their methods according to the protocol specification 
(in this case by adding a method ‘FlowControlO’). This scheme applies for all possible pro­
layers.
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Figure 5-8 Introducing ‘pro-layer’ classes
S.3.5.3 Thread Classes
Execution of functions/methods within pro-interface and pro-layer classes is controlled by thread- 
objects. Such a construction delivers a highly flexible platform to replace the classical protocol 
stacks and to enable flexible stack re-configuration during run-time. In other words thread objects 
are implementing classes, which control message transport and manipulation throughout all pro­
layers and pro-interface.
Threads (see Figure 5-9) are controlling the message flow and implement the message sequences 
of both legacy and future customised protocols, they also may be derived from a generic class that 
defines a basic message sequence.
GTC -  Generic thread class 
SST -  system specific thread
Figure 5-9 Thread class hierarchy
Thread classes implement pre-defined procedures (e.g. Connection-, Mobility-, Radio Resource- 
or QoS-Management-signalling). Other, non-defined and non-standardised, signalling procedures 
may be implemented within customised thread classes. In addition to the implementation of 
message sequences, threads also enhance the flexibility of the complete protocol stack. The use
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of threads, to execute signalling procedures, enables programmers to implement several signalling 
procedures in parallel. This feature may be advantageous in regard to point to multipoint 
communications. Thread classes incorporate and use the methods defined in pro-interface and 
pro-layer-classes.
5.3.5.4 The Protocol Stack Class
A ‘functional decomposition’ of protocol stacks was shown in Figure 5-6, this model represents 
the basic entities that open protocol implementations should be composed of. The ‘Protocol Stack 
Class’ embodies the core of this model, it combines and coordinates the other classes (i.e. thread, 
pro-layer and pro-interface classes) and represents the protocol stack implementation within the 
network node (i.e. terminal). Different legacy protocol stacks (e.g. the GSM stack) may use their 
specified constructors to include the appropriate classes that implement the standard whilst 
another type of protocol stack may be freely (non standard conformant) defined. The ‘Protocol 
Stack Class’ is the only class providing public access rights within the protocol class library, this 
construction adds an initial level of security to protocol stacks defined in this framework.
Figure 5-10 and Figure 5-11, overleaf, show the dependencies between the single classes in 
graphical and pseudo-code form, respectively.
Figure 5-10 Protocol stack class relations
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// c l a s s  d e f in in g  P S  fu n c t io n a lit y c l a s s  L a y e r l  {
p u b lic  c l a s s  P r o t o c o lS t a c k { }
// e le m e n t s  o f  th e  p ro to c o l s t a c k c l a s s  L a y e r 2 {
L a y e r l  11; }
L a y e r 2  12; c l a s s  L a y e r 3 {
L a y e r 3 13; }
P i1 2  p i1 2 ;  
P i2 3  p i2 3 ;
c l a s s  P i1 2 {  
}
C C  c c ;
// c o n s t r u c t o r
c l a s s  P i2 3 {  
}
P r o t o c o l{ ) {
11 =  n e w  L a y e r l  (); // c a l l  c o n tro l
12 =  n e w  L a y e r 2 ( ) ; c l a s s  C C  im p le m e n t s  R u n n a b le {
13 =  n e w  L a y e r 3 ( ) ; P r o t o c o lS t a c k  p ;
p i1 2  =  n e w  P i1 2 ( ) ; C C ( P r o t o c o l S t a c k  p r o to c o l)!
p i2 3  =  n e w  P i2 3 ( ) ; t h is .p  =  p ro to c o l;
} }
p u b l ic  v o id  m a in ( ) { // w h e n e v e r  a  t h r e a d  is  c a l le d
// c r e a t io n  o f  ‘c c ’ T h r e a d p u b lic  v o id  ru n ()
c c  =  n e w  C C ( t h i s ) ;
T h r e a d  c c T h r e a d  =  n e w T h r e a d ( c c ) ; }
// s t a r t in g  c c T h r e a d }
c c T h r e a d .s t a r t ( ) ;
}
}
PS skeleton code Pro-interface and layer def.&CC thread
(a) (b)
Figure 5-11 Sample skeleton code
S.3.5.5 System Architecture - Summary
Pro-interface. Pro-laver and Thread classes are instantiated, implemented and controlled by an 
instance of the Protocol Stack Class: this object defines therefore the complete implementation of 
the protocol stack. Classes within one of the functional groups (threads, interfaces and layers) are 
located within class libraries, each of which provides the functionality for their particular group of 
specialised (derived) classes. Figure 5-6 has shown the dependencies and the ‘logical location’ of 
classes within the protocol stack and their class libraries. Whilst pro-interface classes and pro­
layer classes are defining interface and protocols attributes/functionality, respectively, thread 
classes do actually manage the message passing throughout the protocol stack; they handle single 
message sequences (i.e. each thread controls one sequence). And take over the reference of an 
incoming message (independent of the layer of origination) and determine the sequence this 
message has to follow.
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5.4 Implementation O f The Architecture -  Design Guidelines
OPtlMA relies on classes of all four of the aforementioned groups of classes and furthermore on a 
set of design rules, which define how classes and the complete protocol stack ought to be 
implemented. Basis for the protocol stack implementation is a code-skeleton (see Figure 5-1 la 
and Figure 5-1 lb) in which the different interface and layer classes become implemented. The 
‘Protocol class’ , within one protocol stack, is the only class exporting public interfaces (see 
Figure 5-10); it implements pro-interfaces, pro-layers and thread objects and defines the structure 
of the protocol stack. The architecture as a whole uses inheritance to define a hierarchy of both 
different interface and different layer classes; therefore it uses a generic interface class to derive 
specialised or customised pro-interfaces.
Pro-layer and pro-interface classes form the two major families/groups of classes that implement a 
protocol stack based on open programmable protocol interfaces. However, the functionality 
necessary to control signalling sequences, to deal with periodic tasks (e.g. channel measurements 
in the lowest layer) and to respond to external triggers the family of Thread classes has been 
introduced; they use the multithreading features of Java22 to implement concurrent message 
processing. But thread-classes do not define any other functionality, rather they access methods 
defined in pro-layer and pro-interface -classes and call appropriate functions within these classes. 
Priority of threads (and therefore execution priority of the message sequence) can be defined 
during thread instantiation.
Protocol Stack classes represent the whole of a protocol stack; attributes of this class are instances 
of all other (previously explained) classes. Thus, the protocol-stack-class of a protocol stack 
implementation exploits the functionality and the information of pro-layer-classes, uses the 
primitives defined in pro-interface-classes and controls the execution of the tasks of the 
instantiated thread-objects. This denotes that instances of the protocol-stack-class deliver the 
desired protocol stack functionality by implementing all required objects. Appropriate protocol- 
stack-class constructors can be used to implement any standard protocol stack (provided the layer 
classes for these standards are available). Using this structure, a protocol stack can be 
dynamically adapted to any particular set of requirements by exchanging the appropriate (pro­
layer and thread) class(s).
The following class relationships represent the complexity of the architecture (see Figure 5-12 and 
Figure 5-11):
22 Java has been chosen as implementation platform because of features such as dynamic binding and platform independence
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Pro-laver-classes depend on the pro-interface-class definitions: pro-layer-objects can access the 
messages and primitive messages of a (derived) pro-interface-class to communicate with higher 
or lower layers, whilst the pro-interface-class provides access to the information stored within a 
pro-layer-object or trigger any method implemented within this pro-layer-object.
Pro-lover and pro-interface-classes depend on thread-classes: Thread-objects can use the
appropriate attributes and methods of pro-layer- and pro-interface-objects to carry out its pre­
defined task.
Protocol-stack-class has pro-layer-, pro-interface- and thread-objects as attributes: Protocol- 
stack-objects can use the functionality and the information defined in these objects directly.
Thread-classes depend on the protocol-stack-class: Protocol-stack-objects control starts and 
stops of various threads in its main method, but thread-objects are solely responsible for the task 
execution (see Figure 5-11) and sequence control.
All classes are structured in a class library, which provide the required signalling functionality to 
any network entity. The reason why classes are grouped in packages is to provide a base level of 
security. Declaring only the protocol-stack-class as ‘public’23 ensures that the other objects 
become (theoretically) invisible and inaccessible to any other non-related object.
L-class Layer C lass Pl-class Protocol Interface C lass
L-obj. Layer Object Pl-obj. Protocol Interface Object
T-class Thread C lass T-obj. Thread Object
PS-class Protocol Stack C lass PS-obj Protocol Stack Object
Figure 5-12 Relation within a protocol stack object
23 The ‘public’ object is allowed to access the ‘private’ or ‘protected’ methods within the scope of its own attributes.
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Although thread-objects are directly used in the main method of a protocol-stack-object, pro­
layers, pro-interfaces and thread-objects are used as attributes within the protocol-stack-class, 
and these attributes are the instances which define the appropriate objects as members of one 
protocol stack (e.g. the reference of the protocol-stack-object is mostly used as parameter in the 
methods of a pro-layer-class. In this way, if a method of a pro-layer-object is called, the object 
can identify the pro-interface-objects belonging to the same protocol-stack-object and use their 
attributes and methods (i.e. messages), this has been depicted in Figure 5-3. Two operational 
modes for protocol-stack-objects trigger signalling/message sequences. These are either: internal 
(i.e. the PS-object initiates or terminates thread execution without external triggers but caused by 
a time-out) or external (i.e. events occurring at the application or physical layer). Both of these 
operational modes lead eventually to the instantiation or termination of the appropriate thread.
The flexibility of this architectural approach is based on the introduction of the generic pro­
interfaces and is further consolidated by the possibility of using several concurrent threads. 
Generic pro-interface methods (primitives) deliver the means necessary to access pro-layer- 
objects and to support thread-objects, they provide the flexible structure necessary to support and 
implement different protocol stack standards. The generic set of primitives between the 
functional entities of the protocol-stack remains unaltered (even if new pro-layer implementations 
are introduced, as long as the messages comply to the four primitive types); this denotes that the 
pro-interface-classes can access any pro-layer class, without being subject to changes.
5.5 OPtlM A Implementation
As initial implementation of the OPtlMA framework we have realised the TCP and IP layers of 
the IP protocol suite. Taking Figure 5-6 as reference, the here analysed prototype implements the 
depicted layers ‘Network Control Layer’ and ‘Link Layer Control’ connected via the interface 
‘PPI-H’ . Interfaces ‘PPI-F and ‘PPI-HT are used as data-input and data-output respectively.
Figure 5-13 shows (in part a) the protocol graphs of the TCP and IP layers, whilst the depiction on 
the right side of the figure (d) shows our Java implementation.
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Figure 5-13 TCP/IP Stack Implementation
This Java implementation of TCP and IP is closely related to the C implementation of TCP/IP 
documented in [COME 84] (the principle of its implementation is shown in depiction b of Figure
5-13). This TCP/IP implementation is part of the XINU operating system, which implements 
only parts of an OS and was intended as an educational operating system. The XINU kernel is 
distributed as C source code and requires compilation on the target system. Despite providing 
most features of a commercial operating system (i.e. memory and process management, process 
coordination and synchronisation, interprocess communication, real time clock management, 
internetworking and a file system), XINU still requires an underlying (complete) operating system 
(i.e. Solaris 7 in this case) to fully work. XINU allows interfacing on the system level and code 
manipulation, which enabled the measurements of socket delay and throughput by providing 
access to the Ethernet driver.
To measure the performance of the (Java) native code implementation (Figure 5-13 c), a Java 
application has been written that accesses, via the Java API (using the VM) the native code 
implementation of the Java sockets. This small program takes the system time when the sockets 
are opened and sends this information as part of the datagram. The (native) sockets then generate 
TCP and finally IP packets and pass these to the network interface, which then uses the 
manipulated Ethernet driver to retrieve data about the throughput delay (i.e. start and stop time).
Depictions c and d of Figure 5-13 have parts that are executed by the virtual machine (the orange 
coloured areas, marked with ‘VM ’ ), the implementation of these functional entities is in pure Java
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and the classes are available in Bytecode. All other parts are implemented in C and compiled to 
the target platform (Solaris 7).
Our Java implementation (Figure 5-13 d) closely follows the C implementation (see above), the 
main difference is the use of the OPtlMA design principles; as depicted, the J-Stack implements a 
J_TCP layer (i.e. a ‘pro-layer’ ), the interface PPI23 ( ‘pro-interface’ ) and the J_IP layer (i.e. 
another ‘pro-layer’ ). The remainder of this section describes the Java implementation of our 
OPtlMA framework, applying parts of the IP protocol suite and using one protocol programming 
interface object, derived from the OPtlMA generic protocol interface (GPI) class.
Figure 5-14 Class Diagram for the Java TCP/IP implementation
Figure 5-14 depicts the Class Diagram of our Java implementation, the (OPtlMA) ‘Protocol Stack 
Class’ implements the TCP, IP and Ether classes and also the PPI23 (which inherited its 
functionality from the ‘Generic Protocol Interface’) class. Furthermore, it also has an association 
with (1-n) ‘packet’ (thread) classes. When ‘MySocket’ attempts to send data, it instantiates a new 
‘Packet’ (i.e. a new thread) that then forwards the data (containing the system clock at 
implementation time (long int) and lkByte of octets) through the TCP layer, PPI23 and IP layer. 
Once the IP layer has added the header, the datagram becomes passed to the implementation of 
the ‘Ether’ class, which takes the system time at arrival of the datagram and writes both times 
(start and arrival time) into an output file.
Functional differences between the three socket types (i.e. (1) the C sockets (i.e. the XINU 
implementation, Figure 5-13b), (2) the native Sockets of Java 2 (Figure 5-13c) and (3) our Java 
implementation (Figure 5-13d)) were examined. The differences between the implementations 
are that the C and Java native Sockets are running directly on the OS, whilst our implementation 
was interpreted by the virtual machine. I.e. the C implementation can be assumed as having no
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processing overheads, whilst the native Java Sockets have some overhead caused by the fact that 
the (native Java) Sockets are accessed by a class (NativeSockets) interpreted by the virtual 
machine. An additional backlog occurred for our Java implementation, this is due that compared 
to the native code implementation, the whole protocol stack implementation was interpreted by 
the virtual machine.
5.5.1 Measurements
Choosing Java as language and platform for protocol implementation provides a number of 
advantages but also has some drawbacks. We have chosen Java to implement our prototype of the 
OPtlMA framework (as previously described) because of a number of advantages like its 
portability and system-independence. Java’ s abilities support download and on-the-fly execution. 
The aforementioned drawbacks are mostly due to the current implementations of the Java 
execution environment (virtual machine). The virtual machine, acting as an interpreter between 
the computer operating system and the Java bytecode, causes some processing overhead, 
furthermore there are mechanisms, like the garbage collection, adding considerable overhead to 
Java applications (i.e. Java protocol applications).
In terms of efficiency, the Java implementation does not match the native code implementation of 
a protocol stack, however the Java-OPtlMA implementation offers the feature to exchange 
protocol (layer) objects during runtime. The average duration for such an exchange of protocol 
objects (i.e. if no software download is involved) requires durations in the range of milliseconds 
(i.e. similar to the time required for the instantiation of any object in the JRE).
Both throughput and delay have been measured by sending packets from a small application (i.e. 
‘cSocket’ , ‘nativeSocket’ and ‘MySocket’ for C, native Java and the Java implementations, 
respectively) via the protocol stacks to an Ethernet emulation, which collected the throughput 
delay times of the protocol stacks.
The measurements have been conducted on three, otherwise unused, Sun servers with different 
processing speeds, the operating system was Solaris 7 and the Java 2 version was installed on all 
three machines. The first graph (Figure 5-15) shows the delay between passing a packet to the 
TCP layer and passing the packet to the underlying network interface.
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Figure 5-15 Protocol Latency
The performance measurements have been conducted passing lkByte packets to the TCP layer of 
all three implementations. Three Sun servers with 60, 250 and 300 MHz clock frequency were 
used and all three run the three socket implementations. The values shown are averages over 100 
samples with a standard deviation of 10 %.
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Figure 5-16 Protocol Throughput
Examining protocol latency (shown in Figure 5-15) produces the expected results: the C sockets 
provide the fastest solution; they are by a factor of ~7 faster than the native Java sockets, which in 
turn are faster (factor ~8) than our Java implementation. Similar numbers apply for data 
throughput (see Figure 5-16) of the protocol implementations.
Java offers several advantages like simple memory management (i.e. the virtual machine provides 
garbage collection, that automatically reclaims unused memory) and portability. However, these
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advantages take their toll; the obvious poor performance of both Java (native and complete) is 
partly due to both the interpretable nature of Java and the garbage collection24. Garbage 
collection reduces the complexity of the code, but the virtual machine sequentially suspends 
program execution and searches the memory to reclaim unused cells.
Garbage collection causes overheads in both Java Socket types (native and our implementation), 
whilst the delay due to the interpretation of bytecode only applies for our OPtlMA TCP/IP 
implementation. Performance enhancements for Java implemented protocols could be achieved 
with the further development of just in time compilers (JIT) or hardware implementations of the. 
virtual machine, which are able to directly execute byte code within a processor.
5.6 Summary
In this chapter an OOD based approach for design of API/PPIs to facilitate reconfiguration of 
protocol stacks for software-radios has been introduced and described. The important role of 
active interface implementations using object oriented design mechanisms in this context has been 
emphasised. The OPtlMA architecture is implemented in Java. The Java platform was selected 
as it supports code mobility, OO properties, serialisation, inheritance and encapsulation 
properties. Based on the proposed OPtlMA architecture/framework a prototype has been 
implemented and its functionality described. The core of this work has focused on the definition 
and provision of a library of classes, which can be used to flexibly build reconfigureable protocol 
stacks. Protocols implemented under this framework may be used to implement the signalling 
stack for virtually any underlying wireless communication network; the main advantage of 
OPtlMA is the ability to reconfigure protocol stacks built within the framework. This becomes a 
vital facility for the next generation of mobile communication networks (3G/4G) in which 
variable data rates will be delivered for a number of different types of applications, where the 
need to employ application specific adaptations to the protocol stack may arise. The API/PPIs 
can work with legacy implementation of protocol layers as well as component-based forms of 
protocol layer i.e. the framework supports composible protocols. Within the context of soft- 
radios, protocol reconfiguration would be performed under the control/supervision of a 
“Reconfiguration Manager” unit. Specification of functionalities and operation of a 
reconfiguration manager that deals with related issues like security and stability/reliability of 
configurations during reconfiguration is contained in the following chapter (chapter 6).
24 Unfortunately we could, in this study, not quantify the extend of decrease in performance caused by 
garbage collection and the interpreter of the virtual machine.
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The prototype implementation, presented in this chapter, provides the flexibility necessary to 
support protocol stack re-configuration. By extending the existing base protocol classes and 
customisation, it is possible to implement application-specific behaviour i.e. users would be 
permitted to install and run custom protocol stacks, protocol layer or addition/deletion of 
components within any given layer, thus tailoring protocol functionality/components to 
application requirements. It is assumed that protocol classes are implemented compliant to the 
appropriate API/PPI, by the vendors. Eventhough not explicitly mentioned, the additional delays 
occurring during the actual exchange of protocols within the OPtlMA framework are in the range 
of tens of milliseconds (i.e. depending on the host platform).
Finally, the OPtlMA model represents a paradigm shift away from purely stratified protocol 
stacks towards concurrent approach, which promote active programming interfaces to facilitate 
non-sequential message and packet passing whilst providing an independent signalling interface 
for applications.
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C h a p t e r  6
6  R e c o n f i g u r a t i o n  M a n a g e m e n t  f o r  M o b i l e  
C o m m u n i c a t i o n  N e t w o r k s
6.1 Introduction
Network nodes in reconfigureable mobile communication networks, in particular reconfigureable 
terminals, have to be reconfigureable, at least to a degree that enables them to provide a common 
application execution platform independent upon the current configuration of underlying layers 
(i.e. transport, network, data-link and physical layers (where appropriate) forming open 
application and service provision interfaces). This requirement includes functional independence 
between layers and the facility to reconfigure layers within network nodes/terminals without 
affecting neighbouring layers. However, reconfiguration does also include the possibility to alter 
literally any module within a programmable node, and the open platform paradigm (as propagated 
by SDRF, OSAF, etc.) enables third parties to provide customised configuration software. 
Therefore, reconfiguration within nodes (terminals) has to be controllable by a (internal) 
configuration management unit/entity.
‘Failure-determined’ reconfiguration scenarios would become possible if neither configuration 
monitoring nor controlling measures were in place. These scenarios include non-conformant 
configurations of source and data sink (network and terminal) as well as a possible misconception 
of standards within one single network node (i.e. protocols with different service access points 
may be placed in the stack but due to the differences of these SAPs, the single layers will not be 
able to communicate (i.e. the protocols are non-compliant)). Effects caused by reconfiguration 
failure or inaccuracies may be ranging from misinterpretations of arriving packets to severe 
disruptions of traffic and signalling within a data/communications network. Therefore, it is 
eminent to employ techniques designed to prevent such effects and to avoid all types of 
reconfiguration related failure. One basic requirement for reconfigureable systems is that the 
conformance of all (reconfigureable and non-reconfigureable) entities within the network 
(terminals, Base Stations, etc.) has to be ensured at all times and under all circumstances.
Open terminal platforms and software configurability are the crucial technologies to realise 
reconfigureable mobile communication networks and their nodes, such as software-definable
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radio terminals (soft-radios) and base stations, etc.. Meanwhile, hardware and processing 
capabilities are advancing [RALS 00b] and wireless terminals are evolving towards all-purpose 
radios that can implement a variety of different standards or protocols through re-programming. 
These terminals require such capabilities to serve increasing roaming and service delivery 
demands of subscriber and future mobile applications, respectively. To support this paradigm of 
communications (any-time, anywhere, whatever), terminals will need to be reconfigureable to 
different air interface standards [FETT 97]. Early implementations of multi-mode capable 
terminals used the “Velcro-approach” in which the operational mode is merely switched between 
two (or more) independent implementations of air interface standards within one single terminal. 
More recent developments are aiming at truly reconfigureable software architectures within 
network nodes; here the goal is to provide open programmable hardware platforms and to define 
any implementation of a node purely by software. Examples for research in this area include the 
OSAF project (OMI Software Architecture Forum) [KUNG 97] and the efforts ongoing within the 
SDR Forum (Software Definable Radio Forum) [SDRF 00], both aiming to specify 
reconfigureable open platforms. OPtlMA (Open Protocol Programming Interface Model & 
Architecture) [MOES 00c] and IEEE P1520 [BISW 98] are example projects for 
reconfigureability of protocol stacks and finally MExE [MEXE 99] and the MASE are delivering 
reconfigureability for application support (MExE is the Mobile Application Execution Platform 
currently being specified by 3GPP and the MASE a Mobile Application Support Environment, 
specified by the ACTS projects ‘on the Move’ [OTM 00] and ‘MOVE’ [MOVE 00], these 
projects are documented in previous chapters).
Within this chapter, a software driven configuration management scheme is proposed, this 
reconfiguration manager focuses on the internal reconfiguration processes within terminals and 
offers private interfaces for both network operators and terminal user/application to initiate a 
reconfiguration of the system to their particular needs. This chapter introduces the general 
concepts of reconfiguration, followed by a classification of different level of reconfiguration and a 
description of a reconfiguration management entity and the connecting element between these 
functional units. In this chapter, we introduce this connecting element and use therefore a 
CORBA based reconfiguration bus. Another section introduces two reconfiguration algorithms, a 
finite state machine abstracting the reconfiguration management unit and finally two message 
sequences showing the message flow for terminal and network initiated reconfiguration 
procedures, respectively. The chapter concludes with a description of our Java based 
configuration manager model and explains the implementation in detail.
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6.2 Reconfiguration and Reconfigureability
Reconfiguration is not only a matter for the air interface between terminals and base stations but 
also for the other network nodes along communication paths. Open systems and flexible 
configurations will eventually facilitate data transport with a minimum overhead across networks 
and the wireless link, but due to their potential of reconfigureability they are also prone to system 
misconceptions and message/data collisions due to non-conformant states within the single 
network node. Therefore, reconfiguration has to be seen from different perspectives whereby 
reconfiguration management will have to deal with them; reconfiguration management has to take 
care of the internal configuration and reconfiguration management but is also has to control the 
external relations of this node. This means that an external reconfiguration management needs to 
co-ordinate the states of all nodes along a communications path, whilst an internal counterpart has 
to control and manage the internal reconfiguration of the mobile station. Reconfiguration may 
occur in different variations/categories, which may also have different classes/levels of effects to 
the communication link; these different categories need to be identified and the classes described. 
The remainder of this section introduces both concepts of reconfiguration control (internal and 
external), the peculiarities of terminal reconfigureability are shown, the section furthermore 
identifies the reconfiguration categories and the two different types of reconfiguration. Finally, 
some more general issues regarding reconfigureability and the reconfiguration process will be 
discussed.
6.2.1 External And Internal Reconfiguration Management/Control
Task of external reconfiguration management is to monitor the current traffic requirements 
between the communication end-points and to ensure that the means for transport between 
terminal and network gateway (or even all the way through to the other communications end­
point) are synchronised (i.e. using the same standards where necessary and applicable). 
Furthermore, external reconfiguration management also includes provision of AcA 
(Authentication/Authorisation/Encryption -  Virtual configuration -  Accounting/Billing) servers 
with associated databases storing downloadable reconfiguration software. Figure 6-1 illustrates 
this principle using an example network, the depiction shows, which network entities may be part 
of internal and/or external reconfiguration procedures. Internal and external reconfiguration 
cannot be completely separated since they strongly depend on each other. Software download and 
(internal) reconfiguration validation are tasks to be performed across several network entities (i.e. 
AcA Server and software database). External reconfiguration management enables and supports 
the interactions between network nodes, this includes also the external (network originated) 
triggering of terminal (or network node) reconfiguration.
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Figure 6-1 Reconfiguration of Mobile Communication Networks
6.2.2 Reconfigureability of Soft Terminals
Open terminal platforms provide, through their programmability, the instrument to reconfigure a 
soft terminal in a way that they meet network and application specific requirements of any mobile 
communication network. Key to such flexibility and network/service adaptability is the concept 
of reconfiguration. Reconfigureability of soft-radio terminals will not be confined to the physical 
layer alone; it will include reconfigureability of protocol stacks and application support 
environments. An ideal soft-terminal should comprise a collection of radio/low/high level 
protocol modules separated by open interfaces and controlled via a reconfiguration interface. 
Each radio module for example, would offer its functionality (via the open interfaces) to the 
system and other modules, and can be reconfigured/exchanged via a reconfiguration interface (see 
later section on the reconfiguration manager).
Reconfigureability may be pursued in different ways: 1) using parameterised radio modules, 2) 
exchange of (a) single component(s) within a module and 3) exchange of complete radio modules. 
Complete reconfigureability of the protocol stack, for example, calls for introduction of flexible 
interfaces between protocol layers i.e. Protocol Programming Interfaces (PPIs) that replace the 
rather static service access points. The example of OPtlMA enables reconfigureability through 
introduction of programming interfaces between protocol strata, providing the possibility to write 
both single protocols or whole protocol stacks in a manner similar to the way applications are 
written in high level programming languages (e.g. Java applications use different APIs which are 
part of the class libraries with binding at runtime - this means that the functionality is out-sourced 
to the API and the application simply defines the sequence and determines the parameters passed
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to methods within the APIs). This, or comparable/similar design principles will need to be 
applied to enable reconfiguration in future network nodes/soft terminals.
In the perspective of terminal reconfigureability, target of the aforementioned internal 
reconfiguration management must be to control and manage the functionality of a network node 
before, during and after reconfiguration and to facilitate compliance to transmission standards and 
regulations. Internal reconfiguration encompasses a number of different reconfigureable modules, 
these include: hardware interface (i.e. antenna, filters, converters, etc.), protocol stack 
reconfiguration, protocol reconfiguration (using active wireless networks), and application 
execution environment adaptation as depicted in Figure 6-2.
Figure 6-2 Computational and communication structure of a reconfigureable Terminal
6.2.3 Reconfiguration Categories
Meanwhile, there are a number of different SDR (software definable radio) terminal concepts 
published and some are implemented. One of the first concepts introduced was the US-DoD 
initiated Speakeasy platform [LACK 95], followed by the SDRF open terminal architecture 
[SDRF 00], then the here shown open terminal concept (see Figure 6-2, Figure 6-9 (in a later 
section) and also [VAHID 00]) and the JTRS (Joint Tactical Radio System) model [JTRS 00]. All 
these concepts split the terminal in (at least) two parts; one for the communication, including 
antenna, RF, ADC/DAC, baseband, security, signalling and basic communication applications, 
the other part to implement configuration and reconfiguration processes within the configurable 
terminals. The models distinguish between lower and higher level functional blocks, each of 
which serves its certain/particular task. The blocks have different requirements for 
reconfiguration; some may be reconfigureable by parameters only (as proposed in [WIES 00]), 
others may need ready compiled native code whilst a third group of modules may be 
reconfigureable by interpretable byte-code. Another possibility for future reconfiguration
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technology includes the development of a Radio Definition Language (such as RKRL (Radio 
Knowledge Representation Language) see also [MITO 99]) that may be compiled after download, 
or even follow the Java platform model and be interpretable during run-time.
These open programmable terminal platforms provide a number of different degrees/categories 
for a possible reconfiguration. The categories may be as simple as the exchange of a parameter 
that, for example, affects a transmission feature, or more complex, the exchange of a component 
in a particular protocol, exchange of a complete protocol or even the reconfiguration of a whole 
protocol stack. Each of these reconfiguration degrees has a particular impact to the radio 
environment and the terminal operation. Different application support environments that support 
reconfiguration on the application level have already been developed (e.g. the MASE or MExE, 
see chapter 2).
Future object or component based implementations of protocol (all layers) software implies 
embedding of various protocol functionalities encapsulated within individual elements (i.e. 
objects or components). Such elements will interact with other protocol elements within the same 
layer or across different layers via well defined (to be standardised) interfaces. These elements 
will therefore contain implementations of protocol functionalities (or parts thereof) and their 
boundaries will be described by open interfaces. For all three categories of reconfiguration, it is 
the responsibility of the reconfiguration management unit to ensure proper exchange/replacement 
of parameters (i.e. references) between the newly introduced (protocol) element(s) and those 
already established within the current configuration.
• Partial reconfiguration of any layer (or part thereof) within an existing standard 
implementation: Partial reconfiguration refers to exchange/update/replacement of one or 
more elements within a given protocol layer. Such need arises e.g. when a new/optimised 
functionality is to be introduced to the terminal (e.g. a new/optimised call control protocol 
element). As previously mentioned, the reconfiguration mechanism depends on 
compliance to the published/open interfaces in order to guarantee proper functioning of 
the new/optimised element.
• Complete reconfiguration of any given layer: Complete reconfiguration refers to
exchange/update/replacement of one or more complete protocol layers within a given 
protocol stack. Compliance to published/open interfaces between strata ensures proper 
operation of the layer/stack subsequent to this exchange/replacement.
• Full reconfiguration of a complete stack: Full reconfiguration refers to
exchange/replacement of the full protocol stack by another existing standard or even a 
custom/proprietary non-standardised protocol stack. Once again, compliance to ( ‘to be’ ) 
standardised interfaces is presumed.
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Finally, the origination of a request for reconfiguration adds some complexity to the system; 
requests may be made either from within the terminal (e.g. user, application, radio requirements, 
etc.) or from within the network (e.g. network, service or application provider). These different 
originators must have different priorities and rights to request terminal/radio link reconfiguration, 
for example only the network provider may authorise changes to the air interface, whilst they (i.e. 
these changes) may be requested by the user or any other entity.
Each of the, aforementioned, reconfiguration categories may cause a variety of effects to the 
communications network, an initial classification identifies 3 different reconfiguration classes, see 
Table 6-1 for details. The possible reconfiguration classes do describe/classify the possible effect 
that a reconfiguration process may cause to the air interface, these effects may range from no 
change at all, via moderate alterations with no interference to neighbouring channels to changes 
causing severe interference with neighbouring channels.
Table 6-1 Reconfiguration Classes
Class Reconfiguration Effect
0 - application
- application execution environment
- parameter update
No effect for the radio link, no violation of the 
currently used radio standard, no effect to other users 
requires user and may require network authorisation.
l - parameter update
- protocol component exchange
- protocol exchange
Small effect for the radio link, no interference with 
neighbouring channels, requires network and user 
authorisation.
2 - parameter update
- protocol component exchange
- protocol exchange
- protocol stack reconfiguration
Moderate to serious effect for the radio link, and whole 
transmission, requires network and user permission + 
standard authorisation.
6.2.4 Types of Reconfiguration
A reconfiguration procedure is envisaged to be either terminal or network controlled. In either 
case a secure virtual configuration takes place in order to pre-empt the possibility of loosing a 
working configuration within the terminal, for example. Furthermore, the security of the (virtual) 
reconfiguration (VC) process akin to isolated/sandbox approach in Java, ensures that no infected 
or malicious code can find its way to the terminal and result in unpredictable consequences. This 
applies to application reconfiguration as well.
• Terminal-controlled, network-assisted: This refers to a virtual configuration taking place 
within the terminal whereby the required software element(s) are presumed to have been 
downloaded though not yet integrated. The message sequence (section 6.3.3) will show 
that the VC takes place immediately after the software download sequence and upon
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completion of the virtual configuration procedure, a message (i.e. ‘req_reconf_perm()’ ) is 
then delivered to the network seeking permission to proceed with the actual 
reconfiguration to the new/modified element/layer/stack. Upon positive response from 
the network, reconfiguration is executed and the new tag-file is forwarded to the network.
• Network-controlled, terminal-assisted: This refers to a virtual configuration taking place
within the network (i.e. AcA server) whereby the required element(s) are presumed 
downloaded/available. Section 6.3.3 shows that (upon reception of message 
‘req_recon_perm()’ ) the AcA server initiates the virtual reconfiguration procedure and 
returns the results to the terminal (i.e. in the message ‘reconf_perm_resO’). In case of 
failure, the message will indicate possible reasons with an error code.
The VC (Virtual Configuration) refers to a procedure whereby compliance/conformance of the 
new/downloaded code to, published interfaces is verified. The compliance test is carried out 
through passing (via the interfaces) a number of dummy parameters and observing the resulting 
response from the software element (object).
6.2.5 Soft-Terminals and Standard Compliance
Reconfigureable terminals and open platforms will enable third parties to provide and deliver 
software for the various modules (e.g. antenna, protocol stack, etc.) within a soft terminal; the 
types of software may range from parameters for filter implementations or other parameterised 
radio modules to complete signalling applications/protocols. Reconfiguration of terminals is 
complex and offers a vast number of possibilities; originator of the request, the category and class, 
and also the type of reconfiguration are to be taken into account and do influence the procedure.
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Figure 6-3 Reconfiguration Matrix
Figure 6-3 shows, in a matrix, the general complexity of reconfiguration (i.e. the figure does not 
describe reconfiguration of a particular functional block within the terminal but shows the
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possible combinations of a reconfiguration initiation process in general terms). The complexity of 
reconfiguration, and therefore the range of possible configurations and reconfiguration 
procedures, depends strongly on the variety of parameters and software modules used to describe 
a terminal or network node. Figure 6-3 reduces this, theoretically infinite, number of 
reconfiguration parameters and modules, by distinguishing three reconfiguration categories 
(partial layer-, complete layer- and full stack- reconfiguration).
Examples for the complexity of reconfigureable technologies are the “S[X]R” [BLUST 00] and 
the “Software Download Universe” by [RIOR 00]. The “S[X]R” attempts to redefine the notion 
and subclasses of Software Radios (in terms of the degree of software implementability). This 
description comprises a three-dimensional view of the terminal using reconfiguration-procedure 
(OTA download, field-technician update, installation and factory-pre-setting), software type 
(parameters, applications, middleware, operating system) and reconfiguration class (1-4, see also 
Figure 2-10) as the dimensions in which Software Radios may be reconfigured.
The “Software Download Universe” presents an initial study about the complexity for download 
of reconfiguration software. Four groups of identifiers describing features and applicability of 
reconfiguration software are classified: these are Content, Flow, Security and Reliability. Each of 
these groups contains a number of dimensions that express features, location and download path, 
security impacts and installation status of reconfigur ation software.
Due to this complexity and the many (reconfigureable) features of terminals and network nodes, 
the main problem occurring (with completely programmable radios/nodes) is how to ensure that 
any possible combination of software modules and therefore any possible terminal configuration 
complies to one or more existing air interface standards and to the benchmarks set by the relevant 
standardization authorities. Whilst currently mobile terminals have to be test approved and the 
terminal manufacturers are required to ensure the standard compliance of their products, this will 
not be possible anymore once terminals are completely reconfigureable and reconfiguration 
software can be obtained from a wide range of sources. Additionally, the possibility may occur in 
which different software implementations for different software elements can be obtained from 
different providers or vendors, in which case the responsibility to ensure standard compliance can 
not be assigned to one particular party but to several, this causes not only technological needs but 
requires also a shift in the global regulatory policies, future work to identify this problem area will 
be required (see section in chapter 7.2). To summarize: each module (see Figure 6-2) within a 
soft terminal may be configured (and also re-configured) independently, and reconfiguration, 
whether partial (i.e. with effects to only one module (e.g. antenna)) or complete (i.e. with effect to 
all modules), may cause the terminal to adapt to a different access scheme. Two cases arise, (1) a 
mechanism that allows type approval testing/compliance to standards and still supports the use of 
open platforms (and thus the software provision from any third party) needs to be introduced, or
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the more progressive approach (2) where no formal test approval mechanisms (in the traditional 
sense) are required and network nodes (terminals) can be freely reconfigured within the scope of 
standardised interfaces within the network node (terminal) i.e. compliance to these open/public 
interfaces is the only requirement that has to be met by any software implementation of a legacy 
(or future) radio access scheme.
Thus it can be proposed that for SDR Terminals a mere compliance testing of the interfaces 
within the downloaded software is sufficient to indicate adherence to an existing radio standard.
6.3 Reconfiguration Management in Networks and Terminals
Reconfigureable Terminals will have to be viewed from more functional perspectives than the 
classical management, control and user planes as for example defined in GSM. They will have to 
execute additional tasks that stretch beyond traffic transport, call control and connection 
management. There will be a variety of tiers each of which processes requests and executes 
certain tasks for new, value added functionality. However, these ‘value adding’ functionalities 
will still rely on the services offered via the classical traffic/user-, control- and network 
management-planes and therefore. On the other hand, new planes (i.e. a reconfiguration support 
plane) will be required alongside the old planes. Additional control between distributed execution 
or reconfigureable platforms, across the air interface, will require additional signalling channels as 
well as an expanded network infrastructure. Eventually, this may lead towards the introduction of 
a universal/global control channel as introduced in chapter 3 (see also [FETT 97, NOBL 98]).
An additional functional plane, required for future reconfigureable networks, is used to ensure 
secure and reliable reconfiguration of terminals and network nodes. Furthermore, this plane (i.e. 
the Reconfiguration Management Plane) has to provide the means for a trusted and secure 
software download. Reconfiguration may include all entities within a terminal, ranging from 
application layer to the physical interface. This ‘global’ type of reconfigureability requires a 
strong reconfiguration management within the terminal but also the ability to interact with the 
responsible management units within the network environment.
The here introduced distributed reconfiguration management scheme aims to implement this 
Reconfiguration Management Plane within reconfigureable mobile communication networks.
Situations requiring terminal or network reconfiguration may occur at any time, either caused by 
changing network conditions or alternating requirements of applications, this includes varying 
bandwidth, QoS provision (or demands) etc. therefore, it is inevitable that a configuration 
managing entity continuously oversees possible requests from the network and monitors the
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terminal conditions. The reconfiguration manager works alongside and interacts with all other 
parts of the reconfigureable terminal (i.e. network node) and other network nodes.
6.4 The Reconfiguration Manager
When re-configurable terminals are based on open platforms and users have the possibility to 
implement and run within their terminals a variety of software elements that they may obtain from 
different sources, then reconfiguration and reconfiguration control/management cannot be 
confined or delegated to the terminal only. This means, if users (or even applications) have the 
possibility to initiate a terminal reconfiguration and moreover to nominate the software to be 
installed and to apply user defined terminal functionality, that the network authorities (i.e. 
network operator/service provider) need to authorize the reconfiguration of the soft terminal. 
Additionally, since network operators are responsible for the efficient use of their limited radio 
resources (i.e. spectrum), they must have the means to ensure complete adherence to approved 
standards. To achieve this, a distributed configuration management scheme (as shown in Figure 
6-4) is proposed; this structure delivers the tool for network providers to influence, authorize and 
control terminal reconfiguration. The remainder of this section introduces our proposed 
distributed reconfiguration management architecture for soft terminals and describe the various 
modules (as depicted in Figure 6-4) within the structure.
Reconfiguration management cannot be confined to the terminal alone, as aforementioned; there 
are interactions between different network entities and in particular between their configuration 
management units. Additionally, the reconfiguration must adhere to given radio standards, 
assuming the open standard nature of SDR or Soft-terminals, and therein the possibility for third 
parties to deliver software for the various models within the soft terminal offers an infinite 
number of possible terminal configurations. Therefore, reconfiguration management has to 
ensure that the terminal complies to a given air interface standard and to control initial 
configuration, maintenance of configuration mode and (partial and/or complete) reconfiguration 
of mobile communication network nodes (in particular terminal and base station). There are three 
major situations a reconfiguration manager has to handle, other possible reconfiguration needs are 
contained within these scenarios:
• The network node (terminal/base station) is not configured; a complete configuration has 
to be performed.
• The network node (terminal/base station) is configured to a standard (or agreed 
transmission scheme) ‘x’ (e.g. GSM) and needs to be re-configured to a completely 
different standard y  (e.g. IMT-2000).
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• The network node (terminal/base station) is configured and a minor, partial 
reconfiguration of one or more modules is required.
Assuming an open programmable platform together with distributed configuration management, 
whereby a configuration management unit is resident within the reconfigureable/programmable 
terminal, whilst a reconfiguration and software download support server (AcA server) resides as 
counterpart within the access network (see Figure 6-4), we introduced a ‘configuration-tag-file’ 
that describes the software structure (i.e. SW module and version for which terminal module) and 
the location from where the software units were obtained, a comprehensive description of the tag- 
file is in a later section of this part.
6.4.1 A Distributed Reconfiguration Management Architecture
Reconfiguration management is, as mentioned, a shared responsibility between network and 
terminal, furthermore the complete management system consists of a number of parts (as depicted 
in Figure 6-4). In this proposal, the necessary influence of a network authority is reflected in the 
network counterpart of the reconfiguration process, i.e. a re-configuration supporting entity has to 
be available/resident within the network. This, ‘SDR Terminal -  (Network) Configuration 
Control Part’ consists of a server (i.e. the AcA server), which validates new configurations by 
executing the virtual configuration procedure. Such a unit may be resident within the access 
network or in the backbone network. The core of our reconfiguration management system is the 
*Configuration Manager’ within the ‘SDR Terminal -  Configuration Management part’ , this core 
unit co-ordinates all other parts (within and outside the terminal) of the reconfiguration 
management sub-system and implements the reconfiguration protocol.
Reconfiguration management is not only distributed between terminal and network, but also 
within the terminal; local ’Reconfiguration Management Controllers’ (RMC) implement the 
reconfiguration (initiated by the Configuration Manager) of the individual modules within the 
‘SDR Terminal -  modules part’ (i.e. the reconfigureable communication part of the terminal such 
as the protocol stack module). The same concept applies for external peripherals of the terminal 
(e.g. personal space utilities like using a TV screen as display, etc.), where reconfiguration will be 
managed by a ’External Module Controller’ (EMC). Furthermore there are additional, supportive 
units within the SDR Terminal -  Configuration Management Part, these are a local software 
repository (to store all software necessary for terminal configuration), a configuration rule 
repository (to store the list of reconfiguration classes/degrees allowed by the network provider for 
the used terminal type), a tag-file handler (to keep, read, generate and alter tag-files) and a 
security manager (responsible to establish, maintain and terminate secure connections between 
the different management units and to prevent malicious reconfiguration requests).
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A distributed object based configuration software bus (e.g. RMI, CORBA, DCOM) facilitates the 
transport of software elements between the different units and is also used as platform for the 
communication between the (here mentioned and shown in Figure 6-4) distributed reconfiguration 
management/control units.
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Figure 6-4 Soft Terminal Schematic
As shown in Figure 6-4, the ‘SDR Terminal - configuration management part’ includes a ‘security 
manager’ functional block. This functionality is required in order to ensure secure and authorised 
exchange/download of reconfiguration information and software modules between different parts 
of the reconfiguration management architecture. Eventhough the architecture provides a Security 
Manager, no specifications for security protocols are included in this work, although it is 
envisaged that, due to different security requirements, security protocols of varying degrees of 
complexity/capability could be employed without impact on the architecture and the procedures 
outlined.
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6.4.1.1 Obtaining Reconfiguration Software
Software for reconfiguration purposes may be obtained from various internal/external sources and 
methods of download could include OTA download, specific vendor outlets, the Internet or smart 
card downloads (for further detail, see chapter 4) or self obtained software (e.g. self written). One 
of the main tasks of Reconfiguration Management is to ensure the reliability and trustworthiness 
of software elements/modules, independent of their source. Any downloaded or resident software 
is stored within a local software repository within the SDR Terminal; this repository is controlled 
by the Configuration Manager and serves requests from the radio module factories within the 
Reconfiguration Management Controllers.
6.4.1.2 The ’Tag-File’ and ‘Configuration Rules5
In this work, terminals or rather their configurations are described, using a script (languages such 
as Java-Script, HTML or XML - or other possible customised subsets of these - may be used for 
this purpose). These scripts, or configuration tag-files as they are called here, contain information 
about the complete terminal software configuration and the structure of how single software 
entities are employed, i.e. they act as ‘system-map’ for the reconfigureable radio part of terminals. 
The original (the “boot”) tag-file describes the initial terminal configuration and is accessed 
during the ’’boot” period of the terminal. In case the terminal undergoes a reconfiguration, a new 
tag-file, containing all information necessary for the new configuration, becomes generated. Tag- 
files contain information about software name, version and location of the source from which the 
software entity was/is obtained (e.g. an URL or other resource locator), alongside with the details 
about how software modules are included within the terminals-radio architecture. Generation and 
approval of a tag-file depends on a number of conventions, this includes restrictions due to the 
processing platform used to implement the reconfigureable radio part, reconfiguration policies set 
by the network provider (or indirectly by the regulation authority) and finally on particular 
requirements of low level-configuration software. This information is contained within the 
configuration rules module and controls the compilation of tag-files for new configurations.
If a reconfiguration request arrives, the Configuration Manager first requests the configuration 
rules (depending on type of terminal, intended configuration, network providers configuration 
policy, etc.), then confirms the availability of the required software modules or obtains them from 
a remote source and finally generates the new tag-file (i.e. the ‘new’ SDR Terminal description). 
After generation of the new tag-file, the Configuration Manager initiates a virtual configuration 
(VC) procedure. In case of a network controlled VC, the terminal resident Configuration 
Manager passes the tag-file to the network resident counter-part of the configuration management 
(i.e. to the AcA-server, see Figure 6-4). Within the AcA server, the tag-file becomes interpreted
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and the virtual configuration procedure takes place, prior to which the tag-file delivers all 
information necessary to the AcA-server to obtain the reconfiguration software from the same 
source from which the terminal had obtained it. In case that a software module cannot be 
obtained from ‘public’ sources, an upload from terminal to AcA-server has to be initiated 
(indicating the user-initiated nature of the configuration procedure). Once all required software 
entities are available within the AcA-server, the virtual configuration can take place, whereby all 
software modules listed in the tag-file are required to execute the intended configuration within a 
memory restricted area of the AcA-server simulating the terminal (N.B. this proposal is 
comparable to the ‘sandbox’ execution of Applets within the Java virtual machine). If the virtual 
configuration fails, the terminal Configuration Manager must halt the reconfiguration process and 
revert to the old configuration. In case the VC was completed successfully, the reconfiguration 
procedure will proceed.
Should the virtual configuration procedure abandon the intended reconfiguration of a terminal (or 
network node), the AcA will have to take care of any other node that may have undergone a 
reconfiguration process, this means the AcA has control the system and the external 
configurations throughout the network to avoid inhomogeneous network node configurations.
6.4.1.3 Reconfiguration and External - Module Controller
Reconfiguration Module Controller and External Module Controller are those entities that finally 
implement the reconfiguration within a terminal (or external) module. This means these entities 
control the actual reconfiguration of the processing-platform within the ‘Module Part’ of a Soft 
Terminal. We consider any reconfiguration software as wrapped into a streamable object; this 
simplifies handling and transport of software entities. Communication and transport of these 
objects (between the single parts within a Soft Terminal) is accomplished via the configuration 
software bus and directed by the Configuration Manager, whilst the RMCs (and EMC) act as 
factories that perform the actual installation to the processing platform, connect the radio modules 
and act as signalling end-points for reconfiguration management signalling.
6.4.1.4 The AcA-Server
Re-Configuration process control and validation will be performed within the network- 
specifically within the AcA-Server (in the case of network controlled VC). The AcA-server 
provides multiple functions including:
• Authentication/Authorisation/Encryption: the server ensures that reconfiguration
software has been obtained from trusted sources only, or that the subscriber has 
authorised the download of this SW module. Furthermore, it ensures the secure and
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possibly encrypted download of approved software (i.e SW provided by the network 
provider).
• Virtual configuration: the AcA server performs the virtual configuration as indicated in 
the tag-file delivered from the configuration manager within the SDR-terminal to the “re­
configuration controller” unit within the AcA server, and issues an either positive or 
negative acknowledgement to the configuration manager unit.
• Accounting/Billing for service provision: software download and reconfiguration of 
terminals is a costly service, network operator/service providers will need the 
preconditions to charge for these value added services, the AcA server collects resource 
consumption data to support trend analysis, cost allocation, auditing, and billing.
6.4.1.5 Configuration Software Bus
The Configuration Software Bus is the gluing element within this Soft Terminal architecture. All 
of the functional elements within the architecture provide control interfaces that enable the 
communication between the functional elements (e.g. local SW repository, RMCs, Security 
Manager, tag-file handler, config. Rule handler, etc.) and the Configuration Manager. In addition 
to these interfaces, the local SW repository, Security Manager and the RMCs (EMCs) do require 
further connectivity to enable the transport and distribution of software entities; the proposed 
software bus achieves this. Our architecture (Figure 6-4) shows the (principle) separation 
between configuration messaging and configuration software transport, however we propose the 
application of CORBA as common platform for both messaging and transport.
Reconfiguration is a shared task, distributed and shared between a number of functional entities 
within the Soft terminal, however the distribution of functionality within this management 
architecture reaches beyond the physical boundaries of the terminal. Although several functional 
blocks within the terminal already constitute a distributed system for reconfiguration management 
on a local scale, the complete reconfiguration architecture requires additional support from within 
the network. This Configuration Control Part within the network consists of two major elements: 
the aforementioned AcA server and the Content server & SW repository. Signalling and message 
exchange between these distributed units, e.g. to obtain reconfiguration software, to negotiate a 
virtual configuration or to facilitate terminal reconfiguration, can straightforwardly be undertaken 
via the configuration software bus, using CORBA as signalling platform (see chapter 3 for details 
about CORBA based signalling).
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6.5 Reconfiguration States
This section combines the requirements and specifications listed the previous parts of this chapter, 
it introduces both a network and a terminal initiated reconfiguration algorithm, and outlines the 
basic functionality of these two algorithms. Then follows the introduction and description of a 
finite state machine (FSM), explaining the major states of a reconfiguration manager. Transitions 
between the different states of this FSM and their dependencies such as ‘triggers for a transition’ 
depend on information the configuration manager obtains from either within the current network 
node (internal) or from neighbouring/outside nodes (external). The description of both message 
sequences (internally and externally requested reconfiguration procedure) and the introduction 
and description of a reconfiguration manager model are documented in the remainder of this 
section.
6.5.1 Reconfiguration Algorithm
Independent which part of a network node is to be reconfigured, whether its lower layers, the 
protocol stack, application execution platform or the application itself, a reconfiguration process 
has in any of the aforementioned three reconfiguration cases (see section 6.2.3) to comply to a 
consistent sequence that ensures the reliability and trustworthiness of the intended or then updated 
configuration. Any reconfiguration algorithm that serves and provides these basic requirements 
needs to contain a sequence that ensures approval by a recognised authority. The here-introduced 
approach consists of a number of approval and security enforcement elements, which perform the 
following sequences: 'request-for-reconfiguration-validation', 'validation-of-remote-requests', 
'feasibility-of-request', 'reliable-software-availability', 'software-version-compliance', 'configurat- 
ion-interface-compliance' and 'reconfiguration-abort'.
Depending on the origination of the reconfiguration request, two different reconfiguration 
algorithms have been developed: Figure 6-5 shows the ‘network initiated reconfiguration 
procedure’ , whilst the ‘terminal initiated reconfiguration procedure’ is depicted in Figure 6-6.
As stated, reconfiguration processes may be initiated by either internal or external requests; 
internal requests may be originated by the user/application or during the start-up process by a 
system control unit implementing the ‘boot’ sequence (comparable with the bios and system 
manager within a PC). Network, service or content providers (dependent on the type of the 
requested reconfiguration and the assigned responsibilities/authorisation) can also initiate external 
reconfiguration requests. The possibility to download and install customised applications, from a 
variety of sources (including non-trusted and third party software vendors), which are then able to 
initiate a system reconfiguration, necessitates the introduction of an additional level of security 
within the reconfiguration process. Therefore, every single request for reconfiguration has to pass
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through an authentication and security procedure. Only if the request for reconfiguration is 
identified as being authentic, and once it is ensured that the request was issued by either a trusted 
application or was sent from a trusted and authorised network entity, the reconfiguration sequence 
may proceed; otherwise the process has to be prematurely abandoned.
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Figure 6-5 Algorithm for Network Initiated Reconfiguration Procedure
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Once the validity/originality of the reconfiguration request is recognised, the reconfiguration 
manager has to determine the type (and/or class) of the requested reconfiguration. Therefore, the 
reconfiguration manager accesses a database that contains a list, which classifies the type of 
reconfiguration and the set of reconfiguration rules (to ascertain the validity of the anticipated 
configuration). This database can be located either within the terminal (which would require 
regular updating) or within the network (i.e. being under the network providers sole control). To 
facilitate a standard validation procedure as proposed in [MOES OOd], this database has been 
placed in the network and is part of the aforementioned AcA.
When reconfiguration class and rules for the anticipated ‘new’ configuration are determined and 
obtained, the terminal prepares itself for the actual reconfiguration process. Therefore, it uses 
information obtained from the database (within the network part) to verify the availability of 
sufficient system resources and suitable terminal capabilities to perform the intended 
reconfiguration and to validate its usefulness and final conformance to transmission standards (i.e. 
the standard compliance after reconfiguration). Terminal capabilities may be expressed as sets of 
parameters or as MExE classmarks [MEXE 99], using these classmarks as nominators simplifies 
the determination of terminal capabilities and also matches the standards framework for future 
and software defined radios [RALS 00a]. If either the system resources are not sufficient for a 
reconfiguration or the terminal capabilities do not match the necessary requirements, the 
reconfiguration procedure becomes prematurely terminated.
After a requested reconfiguration has been considered as being feasible, the reconfiguration 
manager reviews the local availability of all software entities necessary for this anticipated 
reconfiguration. Local availability in this case includes all locally connected hardware entities 
such as disc drives or read only memory extensions, however not smart cards and other interface 
devices. If one or more software entities are not (locally) available, the reconfiguration manager 
initiates a remote download procedure (as described in chapter 4). In case all requested software 
entities are available (i.e. already downloaded), the reconfiguration manager again approves the 
availability of all required25 software entities in their correct versions. Should this approval fail 
for one of the required software entities, another download process may ensure that the needed 
software version/entity becomes available. The reconfiguration process may proceed, only if all 
software entities in their ‘required’ versions are locally available.
25 Required in this context refers to the versions and components required by the set of reconfiguration 
rules, whilst requested reflects only the wishes stated in the reconfiguration request.
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The here introduced ‘authentication’ -, ‘reconfiguration rule and type approval’- and ‘software 
availability’ - sequences are assuming reliable authentication mechanisms (i.e. the implementation 
may be done following commercial/legacy examples such as the GSM authentication procedure) 
for the reconfiguration process. Exchange of information between reconfiguration manager and 
network will require secure signalling channels. Reconfiguration message exchange across the 
wireless access are an imperilled point and make the reconfiguration management system 
particularly vulnerable to third party interaction and misuse of the reconfigureability of 
reconfigureable terminals and network nodes. The here-introduced algorithm is intended to 
deliver solely a framework that ensures a reliable reconfiguration procedure for reconfigureable 
network nodes (including terminals). Channel encryption techniques and other security 
technologies will need to be applied to support this reconfiguration framework.
As soon as the availability of all required software entities is ensured, the reconfiguration manager 
produces a description (i.e. a configuration-tag-file (e.g. as xml script as proposed in [ADAMS 
00])) of the future configuration. This tag-file includes and describes the terminal configuration 
in detail and also the local and remote reference and resource locators from which the single 
software entities were obtained. Relying on the details described within this tag-file and delivered 
to the network, the AcA server performs a ‘virtual’ reconfiguration that ensures the interworking 
between the software blocks. If this ‘virtual’ reconfiguration has confirmed the compliance of 
their interfaces with the defined SDR APIs and the system compliance to given radio standards, 
the reconfiguration manager can proceed with the reconfiguration and instate the new 
configuration (i.e. the AcA grants or declines the permission to complete the reconfiguration, 
dependent on the outcome of the VC).
In case the virtual (re-)configuration fails, the old configuration remains active and an error 
message is dispatched to the entity that had requested the re-configuration (i.e. either 
user/application or network/service provider). Depending on the response26 to the error message, 
the reconfiguration process may be cancelled or another attempt may be initiated, however 
considering the problems that occurred, during the previous reconfiguration attempt. Any failure 
of a reconfiguration needs to be published/forwarded in a message that clearly identifies/ 
documents the reason and nature of the failure.
6.5.2 The Reconfiguration Finite State Machine
Network and terminal reconfiguration requires an open reconfigureable terminal model 
architecture as platform, the single reconfigureable units within such a platform needs well
26 i.e. the response from the originally reconfiguration requesting entity to the configuration manager.
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defined interfaces to ensure their independent configuration and re-configurability. References 
[VAHID 00], [MEYER 00] and [BLUST 99] show model platforms for SDR network nodes. 
Reconfiguration of an open platform (as introduced in the aforementioned references) depends on 
a configuration management core with capabilities as outlined. Functionality and interactions of 
this reconfiguration core are described in a finite state machine. The state machine controls and 
maintains reconfiguration procedures and current settings, respectively. Once a reconfigureable 
soft terminal is switched on, it undergoes a boot-process and assumes the last known 
configuration (as defined in the last known tag-file). The reconfiguration manager will then be in 
an idle state until any external event triggers or requests a reconfiguration procedure (see Figure
6-7).
Figure 6-7 Finite State Machine -  Reconfiguration Manager
Reconfiguration States
Eight major states describe the functionality of our reconfiguration manager model; each of these 
states represents the temporary conditions and serves a set of specified tasks with the aim to 
ensure reliable execution of both types of reconfiguration procedures (i.e. terminal and network 
initiated). The reconfiguration states are:
IDLE -  Once the boot process is accomplished and the last known (validated) configuration is 
assumed, the reconfiguration manager unit assumes the idle state, it maintains the current 
configuration and awaits any request/triggers for reconfiguration from either outside or within the
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terminal. Possible transitions from this state are triggered by either internal or external requests 
for reconfiguration or by system failures (i.e. failures are treated like requests for reconfiguration).
REQUEST VALID - Is the state in which a request for reconfiguration, or the failure of a part of 
the system, are recognised. Requests may be discarded for either not being valid or not being 
classifiable to one of the reconfiguration categories.
RECONFIGURATION VALID - This state can only be assumed when the requested 
reconfiguration has been compared with and complied to both configuration rules and terminal 
capability list. The reconfiguration manager accesses a database containing these configuration 
rules to identify whether the terminal is capable of supporting the requested reconfiguration.
CONFIGURATION-TAG-FILE PREPARATION - A configuration tag-file is generated 
containing the detailed description and source locators for the software units used for the intended 
configuration, all software units are either resident within the terminals local memory or are to be 
obtained externally via a download sequence.
SW DOWNLOAD - Strictly spoken, SW download is not just a state, it rather is the abstraction
of a complete (sub-)state machine executing software download. It is a core part of
reconfiguration management, the basic functionality and task is to obtain software entities from 
sources other than the local SW store and to provide references of these SW entities to the 
reconfiguration manager, and also to ensure the trustworthiness and reliability of the obtained 
software entities.
VC PROCESS - Any terminal configuration needs to be approved and tested before it can be 
applied, this is to prevent fraudulent interference of possible malicious third parties, during 
reconfiguration and also to ensure that the terminal complies to the requirements and standards of 
the radio interface.
OLD CONFIGURATION - The state ‘old configuration’ represents the current active 
configuration of the terminal, the terminal reverts/remains in this configuration if the new 
configuration failed the conformance evaluation or design rule check. The reconfiguration 
manager then has either to re-initiate the reconfiguration process or has to abandon the
reconfiguration and the terminal continues operation in the old mode.
NEW CONFIGURATION - Once the design rules are validated and conformance of the new 
configuration is ensured, the configuration manager has to inform the requesting network and /  
local entity about the reconfiguration of the terminal and has to register the tag-file with the AcA 
server.
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State Transitions
Initially the state machine assumes the state IDLE. If no, or a non-authorized, request for 
reconfiguration occurs, the reconfiguration manager remains in the IDLE state and supports 
normal communication functionality, however any request for reconfiguration will trigger a 
transition into the intermediate REQUEST VALID state. In case the terminal does not support 
the required category of reconfiguration, the state machine reverts to IDLE. When the requested 
reconfiguration can be supported, the FSM reaches the state RECONFIGURATION VALID. If 
all required software elements are locally available, a reconfiguration-tag-file is generated and the 
TAG-FILE-GENERATED state is assumed. Otherwise, the terminal requests the SW module 
from a remote SW store during a download sequence (SW DOWNLOAD). Once all software 
elements are available, the tag-file becomes generated/completed and the TAG-FILE- 
GENERATED state assumed. A case may occur in which the tag-file has been generated without 
all software elements are available, then a SW download procedure has to be initiated. The 
intended and prepared configuration has to undergo a test validation procedure in form of a 
Virtual Configuration (VC PROCESS). Depending on the result, the FSM either reverts to the 
OLD CONFIGURATION state or executes the reconfiguration and assumes the NEW 
CONFIGURATION state. In case of an error occurring during establishment of the new 
configuration, the terminal reverts to the OLD CONFIGURATION state. The terminal may then 
re-attempt the reconfiguration process by altering entries within the tag-file (TAG-FILE- 
GENERATED). The alternative would be to return to IDLE, abandoning the reconfiguration and 
to maintain the old configuration. If, however the reconfiguration procedure was successful, the 
FSM registers the new configuration and makes therefore a transition to the IDLE state.
6.5.3 Reconfiguration Message Sequence
Reconfiguration of network entities (in particular the mobile station) may be initiated by both 
terminal or a network entity, however, independent of the initiator of the reconfiguration process, 
the sequence may be either terminal controlled-network assisted (type 1) or network controlled- 
terminal assisted (type 2). Both possible types of reconfiguration assume a reconfiguration 
manager unit within the terminal controls the reconfiguration procedure and a configuration 
management unit (the aforementioned AcA server) as counterpart within the network and actively 
supports (or in case of type 2 controls) the reconfiguration procedure. The sequences shown in 
Figure 6-8 describes the message exchanges required by (1) whilst Figure 6-9 shows the sequence 
associated with case (2). Both sequences (Figure 6-8 and Figure 6-9) are valid for the various 
reconfiguration categories (i.e. partial layer reconfiguration, complete layer reconfiguration and 
complete stack reconfiguration).
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The AcA Server plays with both reconfiguration types a vital role and must support or control the 
decision-making and the actual reconfiguration of a software definable terminal.
( S D R  T e r m in a l )
C o n f i g u r a t i o n  -  A c A - S e r v e r
Figure 6-8 Terminal Controlled-Network Assisted VC
A reconfiguration procedure consists, dependent on its originator, of 7 phases as shown and 
described in Table 6-2.
Table 6-2 Signalling Messages for Reconfiguration Management
phase
no task direction
messages and parar 
network originated req.
neters 
terminal originated req.
1
mutual authentication, 
possible use of legacy 
authentication 
protocols
N/A N/A (i.e. not applicable) N/A
2 provision of reconfiguration rules
T + N ReqReconfRules(recon-depth,terminal-type)
ReqReeonfRules(recon-depth,
terminal-type)
N + T RecoRuleResp(rules-for-class-x- recon.in type-y-terminal)
RecoRuleResp(rules-for-class-x- 
recon.in type-y-terminal)
3 software download 
sub-sequence N/A N/A N/A
4 tag-file validation
T + N ReqReconPermission(tag-file) ReqReconPermission(tag-file,self-obtained-SW-modules)
N + T Reconf Perm Resp(outcome, errorcode)
ReconfPermResp(outcome,
errorcode)
5 terminal reconfiguration N/A N/A N/A
6 terminal status registration
T + N ReqReconfReg(tag-file, terminal- ID)
ReqReconfReg(tag-file, terminal­
ly
N -> T AcknReconReg(outcome) AcknReconReg(outcome)
7 secure connection termination N/A N/A N/A
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The depicted message sequences omit some parts, like mutual authentication, establishment and 
termination of secure connections and the software download procedure. These sub-sequences 
may use legacy implementations (e.g. the GSM authentication procedure [EBER 97]) or for 
software download the sequence specified in chapter 4. Differences between the network and 
terminal initiated reconfiguration message sequences are mainly restricted to different sets of 
parameters and an additional message from the network to request the establishment of a secure 
connection for reconfiguration messaging.
Phases 2, 4 and 6 implement the core functionality of a reconfiguration procedure. In phase 2 the 
rules, which apply for the used terminal type27 and the intended re-configuration, are requested 
from the terminal resident reconfiguration management unit and delivered in a corresponding 
message from the network resident AcA server. After accomplishment of a possible software 
download sequence, the reconfiguration manager requests, in phase 4, the permission to actually 
implement the reconfiguration. To support the validation of the intended configuration a tag-file, 
containing a description of the final structure and the versions and sources of the software 
modules used for this reconfiguration, is passed to the AcA server as parameter within this request 
for permission.
27 The here introduced reconfiguration procedure supports the differentiation between terminal and user 
mobility, i.e. the terminal type needs to be identified before a certain type of reconfiguration can be 
performed.
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( S D R  T e r m in a l )
C o n f i g u r a t i o n  -  A c A - S e r v e r
Figure 6-9 Network Controlled-Terminal Assisted VC
The AcA server obtains the software modules from the various sources on the network (in case of 
‘self-obtained’ software, the SW module is passed as another parameter within the request for 
permission message) and performs a virtual configuration and finally reports the result to the 
reconfiguration manager unit within the terminal. Phase 6 finally consists of a registration 
procedure in which the terminal registers its current set-up and capabilities with the AcA server, 
indicating whether the implementation of the re-configuration within the terminal succeeded or 
failed. An acknowledgement of the registration and the termination of the secure connection 
conclude the reconfiguration sequence.
The sequences for both types are comparable, in the remainder of this section, a terminal 
controlled sequence (Figure 6-8) will be described, differences apply only in terms of parameters 
to be sent and the location where the VC is being executed, a sequence consists of following 
steps:
1. Terminal initiates a mutual authentication sequence, to establish a secure channel between 
terminal and AcA (this ‘sub-sequence’ is not defined here).
2. Terminal requesting the set of rules for the intended reconfiguration, the parameters to be 
passed describe: reconfiguration depth, radio module and terminal type.
3. AcA acknowledges the request and forwards the reconfiguration rules according to depth 
and terminal type.
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4. The terminal then downloads the software from the intended source (i.e. from a local 
storage element, from a URL via the network, from the AcA server).
5. The Configuration Management Part within the terminal performs a VC, the results of the 
operation are reported back to the network in message “reconfiguration-request- 
permission”.
6. Request for a permission for terminal reconfiguration; this message forwarded from the 
Terminal to the AcA server carries a tag-file, if applicable the self obtained software 
element or the URL of the source from which the element was obtained and additionally 
the outcome of the VC process, as parameters.
7. The AcA server responds with a Teconfiguration-request-response message, outcome of 
the request and possible error messages are parameters of this message.
8. Once the reconfiguration within the terminal is accomplished, the terminal will send a 
‘reconfiguration-registration-request’ containing the new tag-file, to the AcA server, to 
register the current set-up of the terminal.
9. AcA responds with an acknowledgement to the registration message.
10. The secure connection between terminal and AcA becomes terminated.
The sequence for a network controlled VC process corresponds in most parts to the previously 
described terminal controlled procedure; however, main difference is the VC is now located 
within the AcA server.
Note however, that the reconfiguration process can be triggered from either the terminal or the 
network side.
6.6 Application Prototype
The here introduced and presented reconfiguration management unit model is a hierarchically 
structured approach to provide reconfigureability from the highest to the lowest logical (and 
reconfigureable) level within a soft terminal or soft base station. This section will show a 
systematic break down of our soft terminal model (Figure 6-4) by describing the main entities and 
their context in a class diagram (see Figure 6-10). Furthermore, a description of the core element 
of our reconfiguration management scheme will be given, together with the outline of our Java 
implementation. The here shown prototype is implemented in Java and not using CORBA as 
signalling platform, this approach has been chosen for reasons of comprehensiveness, a later 
transformation from the Java to a CORBA prototype is possible and partly described in the 
concluding part of this section. ,
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6.6.1 Implementation of the RCM
A soft terminal model as depicted in Figure 6-4 can be described as a number of classes and their 
relations or associations. Figure 6-10 shows the abstraction of this soft terminal. Core of the 
class model is the reconfiguration manager class, this class provides the network and application 
interfaces and therefore the means to interact with the reconfiguration control of the terminal.
log-file generator
SDR description
openFile() 
closeFile() 
readEntry() 
writeEntryQ
SW-down-load
SWName
SWversion
termClassmark
ReqSWInfo()
CapsReport()
ReqDownload()
subscriberld
terminalld
networkProviderld
authenRequest()
authResultQ
Figure 6-10 Class Diagram - Reconfiguration Manager
The reconfiguration manager (RM) class is associated with a tag-file-generator class and can have 
a relationship to only one tag-file-generator class (and vice versa, a tag-file generator class can 
only be associated with one configuration manager). Task of this tag-file-generator is the 
generation, alteration, loading, general handling of reconfiguration-tag-files and the provision of 
information about the configuration to the reconfiguration manager. A reconfiguration manager 
class has also one to several SW-download classes associated, whereas a SW-download can only 
be requested by one reconfiguration manager (tasks of the software download class are described 
in chapter 4). SW-download and reconfiguration manager classes are associated with each one 
(the RM may have several) security-gateway class. This security-gateway establishes encrypted 
connection to authorised network entities (such as the AcA server) to obtain downloadable
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software or for reconfiguration signalling. Further associations of the reconfiguration manager 
class are with the control module classes of the radio implementations within the terminal.
The reconfiguration manager class represents the top-level of the hierarchical structure; it 
manages outside communication, enforces security measures and controls the overall structure 
and configuration of the radio part of a soft terminal. Within the proposed terminal structure, the 
next lower level in the configuration hierarchy is the module control level (see framed class in 
Figure 6-10 and Figure 6-11 for further details). Module control classes establish and manage the 
single radio modules and their reconfiguration.
QoS-control
thread
QoSstatus
QOSupdate()
Protocol Stack 
module-control 1 Protocol Stack
NetwLevComp 2 NetwLevComp
TransLevComp
1
TransLevComp
removeModule()
lnstallModule()
removeModule()
installModule()
0..2
0..2
0..2
0..2
0..2
0..2
0..2
0..2
API
Status
APLAENQ
PPI23
Status
PPI23_AEN()
Basic Signalling 
Applications
locArea
upDateLocQ
Net Layer 
Control
inPortld
FlowControl()
- [ >
Figure 6-11 Class Diagram - Protocol Stack Control
Figure 6-11 shows the ‘Protocol Stack Module Control’ (PSMC) using the reconfigureable 
protocol stack framework (introduced in chapter 5) as example. A protocol stack module control 
class may have associations with up to two protocol stack implementations (but has at least one), 
one PS-class represents the active protocol stack and the second represents either the new 
reconfigured protocol stack or the already replaced old one. The PS-class implements layers, 
active programming interfaces and message execution threads; this is described in chapter 5.
6.6.2 RCM in Java
To keep the model simple and for explanatory reasons, the implementation has been done in pure 
Java. However, for compliance (i.e. to install native code on FPGAs and DSPs) and wider 
flexibility, the interfaces of a real implementation should rather be described in IDL and the 
object/class binding for the single radio modules should be undertaken using an ORB locally
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within the terminal [MITO 00]. For the implementation, we have specified the ‘reconfiguration- 
modules’ (i.e. the SW entities that are exchanged or replaced) as Java classes. Each of these 
modules consists of a reconfiguration interface, the standard communications interface (as 
described for protocol stacks in chapter 5) and the actual implementation of the module. The 
reconfiguration interface for each module is imported from an abstract ‘Reconfiguration Interface’ 
(see Figure 6-12). Interfaces defined in Java are classes that have no implementation and 
moreover, their method declarations have no implementation bodies (the same actually applies for 
RMI and CORBA implementations, however they act as proxies pretending that they have 
functionality, whilst the real functionality may be implemented at the other end of a network). 
The reconfiguration interface defined for our model provides, as well, no implementation but is 
purely used to describe the common interface for all reconfigureable objects within the scope of 
the reconfiguration module.
Figure 6-12 depicts this principle; the depicted classes Module 1 and Module2 are implementing 
(along with their defined task) the reconfiguration interface. The protocol stack class initially 
operates with Module 1, it then receives the command to reconfigure and to instantiate Module2. 
As information about the ‘new’ module, the PS-object receives from the Protocol-Stack-Module- 
Control the classname and location28, the PS-object then implements a (Java) classloader object 
retrieving a reference for Module2, a casting to the reconfiguration interface finally delivers a 
reference to the implementation of Module2. This reference can then be used as any other object 
reference to pass messages etc. to the module. The principle shown in this model provides the 
rational for any reconfigureable soft-terminal i.e. the only information publicly available about a 
certain module is their name, version and location, with this information, the reconfiguration 
management has to obtain a reference, to download and to instantiate a class within the terminal 
configuration. The model has been implemented in Java.
28 PSMC obtains this information from the reconfiguration manager, which retrieves the module name, 
location and version from the configuration-tag-file.
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Figure 6-12 Class Diagram - Module Exchange
6.6.3 CORBA based -  Reconfiguration Management-Model
Porting the previously described model to a CORBA platform extends the capabilities but also the 
complexity of the model extremely. This is due to the need for proxies on either side; the model 
depicted in Figure 6-12 needs to be expanded to the model shown in Figure 6-13. Whilst in a 
pure Java implementation the module reference can be retrieved from a cast of its classname to an 
object handle, in the ORB implementation the reference retrieval is more complex, i.e. a naming 
service provides the reference to the skeleton of the required object and the referencing client 
needs to request this handle from a naming service. Every class as depicted in Figure 6-12 
requires an additional proxy (i.e. the client needs a stub and the server a skeleton) that provides a 
representation of the opposing objects to be able to communicate via the ORB. The proxies are 
compilations of the IDL interface.
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Figure 6-13 Module Exchange: using an ORB
Although a CORBA based prototype is more complex than the Java implementation, on a large 
scale or a complete SDR (soft-) terminal implementation, the complexity would be equalised by 
the advantages a ORB based system delivers (e.g. support of different programming languages, 
possible wrapping of ‘native’ code into CORBA objects, etc.). Additionally, using IDL to 
describe the interfaces offers the possibility of multiple inheritance during the interface definition 
process already, whilst Java based interfaces are merely supporting single inheritance (i.e. design 
of the interfaces is greatly simplified in IDL).
6.7 Type Approval Aspects
The degree of configurability and the possibility to freely reconfigure Soft terminals raises follow 
up problem areas, questions about responsibility for standard compliance and liability for possible 
interference, prevention of fraudulent reconfigurations need to be raised. Furthermore possible 
impacts of shared processing power between higher and lower level software on the processing 
platforms and in general type approval needs to be ensured. Another problem will be the global 
circulation of reconfigureable terminals, questions about the related regulatory issues and 
standardisation impacts are to be investigated and solved, a closer look at these aspects ought to 
be taken in a future research project (see chapter 7.2).
In this here introduced architecture, the responsibility for reconfiguration management can be 
viewed as a shared responsibility between the network operator/service provider and the terminal 
(i.e. the subscriber). The proposed sequence not only describes the steps required during an actual 
reconfiguration operation, the proposed framework also allows for self-approval and validation of 
SDR/Soft terminals. The described message exchange provides the possibility for network 
providers or commercial bodies to remain responsible for performing test-approvals. Procedures
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and steps outlined in Figure 6-4 will enable them to ensure compliance/conformance of SDR 
terminals.
6.8 Summary
Within this chapter the concept of reconfiguration and reconfigureability within mobile 
communication networks was investigated and documented. The general concept of 
reconfiguration is described and possible problems arising due to reconfigureability are examined. 
Reconfiguration categories and types are identified to show the complexity of reconfiguration 
processes and to show the difficulties regarding standard compliance in software defined systems.
Based on this study, a Reconfiguration Management Architecture is proposed, the complete 
structure consists, apart from the architecture, of two network/terminal initiated and controlled 
reconfiguration protocols, a reconfiguration state machine and two reconfiguration algorithms. 
Additionally, an implementation example for ‘on-the-fly software module exchange’ is included. 
Finally, the architecture provides the mechanisms to ensure compliance to radio standards despite 
complete software reconfigureability of the radio modules.
There are increasing numbers of prototypes/test-beds of ‘Software Defined Radio platform 
implementations’ available in industry29, although these prototypes are software configurable, 
they are not reconfigureable ‘on-the-fly’ , but do require a re-boot sequence for every time when 
another air interface standard is to be implemented on the reconfigureable platform. The here- 
introduced architecture has to be seen as a management tool that can provide this particular 
feature to such hardware platforms. The principle relies on a distributed management architecture 
split in three parts: a SDR Terminal -  Configuration Management Part (resident within the 
terminal), a Configuration Control Part (resident within the network) and a Module Part (resident 
within containing the configurable hardware, protocol processing and application execution 
environment). Core module of the Configuration Management Part is a Configuration Manager 
that implements the proposed reconfiguration finite-state-machine. Apart from executing the 
reconfiguration protocols defined, this core module controls and manages a number of other sub- 
modules that store the reconfiguration software (local SW repository), contain the reconfiguration 
policy (configuration rule handler), process the ‘radio specification’ (tag-file-handler), control the 
radio modules (reconfiguration management controllers) and ensure secure system interactions 
and handling of signalling exchanges and reconfiguration software (Security Manager).
29 Companies including Morphies, Rohde & Schwarz and Mitsubishi Electric have implemented hardware 
platforms that can be configured to different access schemes.
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Furthermore two reconfiguration algorithms and their appertaining protocols are proposed, both 
of which deliver a mechanism to ensure compliance to a specified access standard. The proposed 
protocols implement terminal controlled-network assisted and network controlled-terminal 
assisted virtual configuration, respectively. Both of these protocols incorporate a virtual 
configuration process that performs a ‘virtual terminal reconfiguration’ within a restricted area of 
either the terminal (for the terminal controlled case) or the AcA servers’ memory (for the network 
controlled case). Using the outcome of the VC the AcA server (or the Configuration Manager for 
the terminal controlled case) to decide about whether a reconfiguration may actually be 
implemented on the hardware platform. The signalling required between AcA and Configuration 
Management Part is delivered within this chapter. Furthermore, the various states of the 
reconfiguration management architecture are described within a finite state machine that 
implements both algorithms and protocols. The complete and detailed implementation of the here 
introduced reconfiguration management architecture is currently being undertaken in a 
continuation project within the UK Mobile VCE.
Regarding the functionality of module and class-exchange during run-time, a series of class - 
diagrams explains the various object associations and relations between the various functional 
blocks within the reconfiguration management architecture. This is followed by the description of 
the integration of the OPtlMA framework as functional module (i.e. within the SDR Terminal- 
Module Part). Finally, the mechanisms necessary for the exchange of software entities during run 
time (on-the-fly) are described.
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C h a p t e r  7
7  C o n c l u s i o n s  a n d  F u t u r e  R e s e a r c h
This dissertation addressed reconfiguration aspects for reconfigureable mobile communication 
networks. The contributions of this work range from evaluation of possible distributed computing 
platforms in support of signalling protocols to the definition of a reconfiguration management 
architecture, and although these contributions cover a wide range, they have to be seen as the base 
line for further research in this new field of research. In the following sections, these 
contributions are summarised and the main areas for future research are identified and described.
7.1 Original Contributions
The main contributions of this dissertation are:
Performance comparison of Mobility Management signalling based on distributed object 
computing platforms Java-RMI and OrbixWeb: the feasibility and performance of a custom 
Mobility Management protocol implemented on the two distributed object computing platforms 
RMI and OrbixWeb, has been investigated and compared. In general, the use of middleware 
platforms, like OrbixWeb or RMI, as means for signalling introduces overheads to signalling 
systems. However, distributed object computing platforms simplify the implementation of 
signalling within distributed systems greatly, they ensure platform independence and enable 
signalling across various transport mechanisms in a manor transparent to the signalling 
applications. The two implementations show the base line performance of Java based platforms 
applied in signalling systems. It is shown that the two platforms compared produce similar delays 
for messaging between end points once an HOP connection has been established. The 
performance of RMI shows a round-trip delay of 2ms, whilst OrbixWeb requires almost 3ms to 
pass parameter-less messages back and forth through the network. A higher difference however 
was observed for the combined duration, i.e. establishment of an RMI/IIOP channel and 
RMI/IIOP delay. The underlying RMI-RPC mechanism provides a faster connection establishment 
(RMIestahi.+delay~ 3ms) than the mapping of the CORBA implementation (OrbixWebestabi.+deiay- 
11ms). However, the advantages of RMI begin to disappear when messages are passed that 
contain parameters. Whereas the OrbixWeb implementation of a location update procedure for 
examples requires 0.8s, the same procedure executed on RMI requires 1.0 s (both assume a
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crossing rate o f 1/s), the difference grows with increasing crossing rates (e.g. fo r  5/s: RM I 
requires 3.3seconds and OrbixWeb 2.0 seconds fo r  a location update. Sim ilar results apply fo r  
Handover signalling: fo r  a crossing rate o f 1/s, R M I requires l s  (OrbixWeb: 0.8s) and fo r  a 
crossing rate at 5/s RM I: 3.2s (OrbixWeb 1.9s). Despite its inefficient connection establishment 
behaviour, the CO RBA  compliant OrbixWeb shows better performance as a signalling platform 
fo r  distributed heterogeneous signalling applications.
Definition and proposal of the network architecture and an object based protocol model for 
a CORBA based Universal Control Channel (UCCH) for Software Radio Networks: A
CORBA based universal control channel, enabling common signalling across several networks to 
support software download and inter-system handoff signalling of software radios, has been 
designed and implemented (using OrbixWeb). The architectural definition includes identification 
of the network entities, definition of the protocol stacks and object-oriented abstraction of the 
network entities. Connection delay, server congestion and signalling throughput behaviour of the 
proposed OrbixWeb based implementation of the UCCH network entities and architecture were 
investigated. The average delay fo r  one-way parameter-less messages passing between two 
object implementations (abstractions) within our U C C H  network, is about 1.5 ms. This value 
denotes the minimum delay sustained fo r  any message being passed, via the O RB (OrbixWeb), 
between signalling end-points across our test-platform (using 100MBit,half-duplex Ethernet 
connections). Delays due to server congestion appear to rise with increasing number o f clients 
that attempt to connect to the server. The delay then depends on the message sizes (i.e. the 
parameters) but shows linear behaviour fo r  increasing numbers o f clients. The delay fo r  a 
location update message, sent from  a client, ranges from  2.2ms i f  one client attempts to connect to 
the server, to 7.5ms (for each client) when 20 clients attempt simultaneous location updates (these 
values exclude already established IIO P  connection delays between clients and server). Further 
investigations showed that throughput performance i.e. the capability o f the O RB to transfer data 
streams fo r  message sizes between 1-32 kBytes, is not optimal. It has been shown that transport 
o f messages with an estimated maximum size o f 32 kBytes is inefficient and hence ORBs will 
require optimisation o f their transport mechanisms ( in particular data copying and message 
demultiplexing operations as well as O RB internal function calls). To complete the throughput 
performance examination o f the test-platform, messages with sizes to lOOOkByte have been 
transmitted; the results show that the optimum throughput can be achieved with message sizes 
around lOOkByte.
A CORBA based signalling extension to the private network to network interface (PNNI) in 
asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) networks for support of location management: the
asynchronous transfer mode has been defined and implemented as network protocol for high data 
rate backbone networks, several proposals have been introduced to support different types of
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mobility within ATM networks. Mobility support in ATM networks may involve mobility of 
‘sub-networks’ or ‘end-user’ mobility. The CORBA based signalling scheme for the PNNI, 
introduced in this dissertation, supports location update and handoff signalling within the core 
network. Location update and handoff signalling sequences were implemented using OrbixWeb 
as broker platform for the message transport. Advantage of this approach was the possibility to 
access this mobility signalling extension from any possible access network that may be attached 
to the ATM core network. F o r  loads o f 5 crossings per second, location update and handoffs 
incur delays o f 2.0 and 1.9 seconds, respectively. Whilst fo r  handoff rates o f 20/s delays o f about 
2.4s were observed. The proposed signalling extensions to P N N I indicate applicability o f CO RBA  
platforms fo r  signalling across network boundaries.
A download signalling protocol and message exchanges for download of reconfiguration 
software for soft-terminals and implementation of the download protocol hased on CORBA 
and RMI used as transport mechanism: Software Defined Radios are principally characterised 
by their reconfigureability, which in turn relies on the provision of trustworthy software to 
reconfigure the required feature. As platform to download reconfiguration software from a 
variety of different sources, a CORBA based signalling scheme is proposed. Furthermore, a 
download algorithm and signalling sequence to ensure the reliable download from smart-card, 
wired outlet or over the air, are defined. A set of signalling messages, to facilitate implementation 
of the algorithm, is specified. Finally, a prototype implementation of the complete download 
signalling sequence and actual software download is developed and presented. The download 
duration, measured fo r  different file  sizes, shows the overhead o f the transport mechanism RMI, 
has been chosen as download channel, due to its facility to stream objects. Message marshalling 
and data copying overheads o f R M I introduce overheads that restrict efficient download at file  
sizes beyond lOOkBytes. Below this threshold, any file  size incurs the same delay fo r  its 
transmission from  software server to the client.
Specification of an object-oriented framework (OPtlMA) for protocol stack reconfiguration, 
and introduction of active protocol interfaces to enable ‘on-the-fly’ reconfiguration: A novel 
object oriented framework to enable ‘on-the-fly’ reconfiguration of protocol stacks within mobile 
communication network nodes has been proposed and is evaluated. The flexibility of this 
framework originates from the introduction of active interfaces between each of the protocol 
layers. These interfaces provide a minimum connectivity by offering two primitives to carry 
messages upwards and two for the downward direction (i.e. messages in each direction can be 
either synchronous or asynchronous). The active interfaces between the protocol-layers play the 
role of the mediator for messages; their task is to provide a continuous message sink even during 
protocol stack reconfiguration and they can be used for protocol-‘bypass’, where appropriate. The 
proposed framework has been put forward for filing and has been assigned a UK patent
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application number (0011954.5). Illustrating this concept required the development of a pure Java 
implementation of the TCP/IP protocol suite, bypassing the TCP/IP implementation that is already 
included within the Java platform. Performance of this Java implementation within the OPtlMA 
framework, in terms of protocol throughput was compared with TCP/IP implementations in C and 
the Java native code classes (i.e. the commercial Java TCP/IP native classes are part of the Java 
Runtime Environment). Latency o f a ll three implementations is inversely proportional to the 
speed of the underlying hardware, with the C  implementation incurring the smallest delay. Whilst 
the native Java Sockets required 7 times the processing delay o f the C  Sockets, to pass a data 
packet o f lkByte through its layers, the OPtlM A framework compliant pure Java implementation 
required 8 times the processing delay o f the native Java implementation. Even though the 
OPtlM A compliant implementation exhibits the slowest processing delay, the architecture offers 
the advantage o f its flexibility. Possible performance improvements can be envisaged with further 
developments o f the Java Virtual Machine and increases in its performance.
A reconfiguration management architecture for mobile communications systems: Total 
reconfigureability of network nodes opens the possibility for major system breakdowns due to 
non-conformant configurations of single nodes within the system. A reconfiguration management 
system has to prevent actualisation of incorrect configurations between the nodes and to provide 
mechanisms to always ensure a reliable configuration. An architecture for reconfiguration 
management is proposed, consisting of a distributed structure that incorporates various functional 
blocks and interfaces spanning across both the network and reconfigureable terminal. The 
reconfiguration management architecture comprises three major parts: (1) a SDR Terminal -  
Configuration Management Part containing a software repository to store reconfiguration 
software, policy file handlers, a security management unit, a configuration software bus and a 
Configuration Management unit. This first part controls and manages configuration and 
reconfiguration of the SDR Terminal; it implements a reconfiguration state machine and executes 
reconfiguration sequences. (2) a SDR Terminal -  Module Part implements the actual radio part. 
This Module Part is isolated from the Configuration Management Part by a set of 
‘Reconfiguration Management Controllers’ (RMC), these interfaces enable the adaptation of 
physical software-defined radio implementations and enable the application of the OPtlMA 
framework (as shown in chapter 6) to implement the SDR Terminal - Module Part. Part (3) is a 
SDR Terminal -  (Network) Configuration Control Part (located within the network) which 
contains two basic entities; an ‘AcA-Server’ and a ‘Content Server & SW repository’. Whilst the 
Content Server&SW repository is providing basic database services, the AcA server provides 
functionality for process control and validation of reconfigurations, it provides functions 
including Authentication/Authorisation/Encryption, implements the ‘virtual configuration’ and
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handles accounting/billing for reconfiguration services. The Reconfiguration Management 
Architecture consists of a number of additional functional features:
• Introduction of a novel “ virtual configuration”  mechanism to ensure integrity and 
security of the terminal reconfiguration process: a virtual configuration implements 
the intended reconfiguration in a ‘sandbox’. The principle relies on the fact that the 
intended terminal configuration is described in a ‘configuration tag file’, where the tag 
file maintains a description of the complete SW architecture as intended for the 
reconfiguration. The AcA server interprets this tag file, retrieves information about the 
software entities from their sources, and implements a virtual configuration within a 
secure environment (i.e. within a ‘sandbox’). Upon collect execution, the AcA server 
grants the permission (to the Management Part i.e. the terminal counterpart) to proceed 
with the reconfiguration procedure.
• Specification of network/terminal initiated reconfiguration protocols (signalling 
procedures): reconfiguration is a complex process, and there are numerous 
configurations possible. However, two basic types of sequences to initiate a 
reconfiguration procedure have been identified: a reconfiguration sequence may either be 
initiated by the terminal or by the network. Two protocols have been designed to serve 
either of these cases. In case of the ‘Terminal controlled -  Network assisted VC’, the 
virtual configuration takes place within the terminal, while the AcA server has to approve 
the configuration when a ‘Network controlled -  Terminal assisted VC’ takes place.
• Definition of a reconfiguration state machine implementing a reconfiguration 
protocol and different reconfiguration algorithms: The binding element between 
Reconfiguration Management Architecture, algorithms and protocols is the 
implementation of a state machine that combines all these different aspects. Main task of 
this state machine is to keep the terminal functional at all times during the reconfiguration 
procedure.
The Configuration Management Architecture has been proposed as UK patent application 
(0028463.8). A partial implementation is currently being realised, with the prototype presented 
showing the feasibility of module exchange during runtime and the functionality within the 
context of the Configuration Management Part.
7.2 Future Work
Software Radio Technology is split in several directions of interest and the research areas are also 
spread accordingly. Whilst the main focus has been on lower layer developments, increases in
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processing power and amalgamation of hybrid hardware solutions, little effort has been 
concentrated on the higher layer reconfigureability aspects. Software Radio Technology has 
widely been regarded as a matter of how to enhance certain algorithms to implement radio 
functionality and how to produce more efficient (object-oriented) software architectures to 
facilitate re-use and generalisation of software.
The work documented in this dissertation shows a different view on Software Radio Technology, 
where the technology is regarded as a system wide task rather than a terminal issue only. The 
dissertation covers a wide range of issues and contributes with a variety of techniques, however it 
also raises further questions and research issues:
• SDR Platform and Configuration Management migration implementation impacts:
eventhough the modular structure of the proposed configuration management architecture 
uses open interfaces (i.e. the Reconfiguration Management Controllers) as adaptation 
units between the management part and the radio implementation part, the practical use 
and application with the hardware implementation of the physical parts of a software 
defined radio are yet to be proved. Additionally, the duration and performance of a real 
soft-reconfiguration of the radio implementation are yet to be determined and 
investigated.
• A formal description for reconfiguration management: the algorithms and state 
machine specified in this architecture delivers a general solution to manage 
reconfiguration of reconfigureable communication systems. However, an approach to 
formalise the whole reconfigureable system and to describe the management part 
mathematically could provide the means for theoretical customisation of the processes. A 
possible mathematical notation to describe communicating systems, as the various parts 
within the terminal of the Reconfiguration Management Architecture, may be Tt-calculus.
• Network implications of reconfigureable network nodes: the proposed architecture 
relies on the information exchange between terminal resident configuration management 
part and the network resident configuration control part. Application of the architecture 
in real communication network environments may add substantial signalling and software 
download load to the network. With the introduction of high bandwidth fiber-based 
transmission facilities in the near future, the levels associated with signalling traffic (in 
the core network) do not pose a significant obstacle, whilst the scalability of the 
architecture remains an important area for future research.
• Service dependent network adaptation: combined with a highly capable SDR 
reconfigureable hardware (i.e. capable of implementing any air interface standard), the 
configuration management architecture may transform the terminal into an ‘application-
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specific’ (customised) network node. This vision includes the customisation of all low 
level services, protocol stack and the application execution environment to the 
requirements of the application/user. In current communication systems, the 
user/application is bound to the type and quality of service provided by the access/core 
network, but in the future, with the introduction of reconfigureable communication 
networks this may change to a service-oriented model. Whilst the reconfiguration 
management architecture already provides the structure of how to ensure the coordination 
of access scheme adaptation between single nodes, possible research projects will need to 
address efficiency and related optimisation issues.
• Description of an interpretable software architecture: The tag-file introduced within 
the architecture can be seen as the first step to the development of a radio specification 
language. Principle of the tag-file is comparable to the descriptive style of html pages, 
whereby all elements of a (reconfigureable) system are described by their location within 
the architecture and the sources containing the implementation of functional elements are 
listed within the single ‘tags’. The tag file contains a structured description of the 
software architecture of a network node; this description may be further developed to a 
high level radio programming language, executable on a type of extended virtual 
machine, containing the configuration management architecture as part of its runtime 
environment.
• Execution aspects of the Virtual Configuration: A virtual configuration process as 
proposed in this dissertation follows the principle similar to that of an applet execution in 
the Java runtime environment. Main difference however is that a complete node 
architecture is executed rather than just a single applet. The memory requirements and 
execution principles of the SDR virtual configuration test machine need to be investigated 
and the implementation interfaces of the target SDR hardware platform need to be 
identified.
• Regulatory Aspects of Reconfigureable Soft-Terminals: Completely reconfigureable 
mobile terminals do not only provide technological challenges but raise also regulatory 
problems that are to be solved prior to the introduction and distribution of these terminals. 
The need for a common signalling and access channel (i.e. the proposed UCCH) and its 
possible impacts have to be investigated. Furthermore, issues like global circulation and 
approval of reconfigureable terminals have to be overcome.
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A p p e n d i x  A
A  -  U C C H  N e t w o r k  S t r u c t u r e  a n d  A c c e s s  
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Figure A-l UCCH within a traffic network environment
NETWORK DETECTION: POLLING CONCEPT
To achieve the high level of flexibility for mobile computing terminals, all parts of their interfaces to the 
networks have to be reconfigureable (physical, protocol, and application layers) by software, i.e. not only 
the classical hardwired parts (RF filters, mixers, IF filters and A/D  D /A conversion) but also the signalling 
protocols and applications have to be configured to the appropriate system. The software will finally 
control the single parts of the terminal to network interface (see Figure A-2).
A  terminal will adapt to the suitable system either on demand (e.g. an application needs more bandwidth to 
work properly) or when the terminal is roaming and leaving the coverage area of one transmission system 
(i.e. the network requires the re-configuration). To enable such changes in the configuration of a terminal, 
it will need information about different air interface standards currently available in the coverage region. 
There are some approaches addressing the detection of transmission schemes, such as [FETT 97], where the 
minimum air interface standard is approached, and [NOBL 98] introducing a more detailed proposal, using 
a broadcasted pilot and bootstrap channel, which is also based on the minimum air interface proposal. In 
this section we present yet another possibility, the Polling technique, which is based on a minimum stack 
approach.
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Figure A-2 Software definable air interface for mobile terminals.
The Polling Technique
The functionality of ‘Polling mechanism’ refers to scanning the environment to collect information about 
all the different networks available. To explain how this will work it is necessary to have a look at both, the 
Terminal and the Network, elements.
The SWR Terminal
This part describes scenarios and a more abstract architecture for a software re-configurable wireless 
interface for mobile computers. Two scenarios when the polling sequence starts, showing the possibilities 
how polling is used from the terminals point of view, are presented.
Terminal becomes invoked in a foreign domain
Assuming that the mobile terminal should become connected to an access point in a different access 
network, than it was initially configured for, the terminal needs to find out first which standards are 
available and then to proceed to download and reconfigure the appropriate protocol stack. A possibility to 
find out the required protocol stack is to poll the radio environment, to search for signals in appropriate 
frequency bands, to find the strongest network access point signal, and finally to read their broadcast 
channel (BCCH30). When the terminal finally knows which system is appropriate, it can send the requests 
necessary to download the suitable protocol stack.
Terminal is roaming towards another domain
In other cases the terminal might be roaming, the signal strength falling below a threshold and a handoff 
would become necessary but no further cell of the current system is available. Therefore the terminal 
would be required to determine the most suitable system to handover to. Polling is then necessary before 
the initiation of an intersystem handoff to determine the next type of access network and in other cases e.g. 
when the user demands a higher/lower bandwidth for their transmission. The polling itself does not 
interfere the normal data traffic, as it is supposed to be an ‘only receiving’ process through listening to the 
BCCHs transmitted from the base stations of other systems (in case there are a number of access networks 
within the same coverage area). To initiate the polling process an additional threshold can be introduced 
(Figure A-3) on a higher power level than the threshold for the actual call handoff. Due to this second 
threshold the terminal could detect the appropriate system which has to become downloaded. The polling 
can take place based on user definable list order of priorities, possible orders may be: searching for the 
‘cheapest’ possible network first, then search for the highest quality network, then ....etc..
30 Most wireless network access systems (e.g. GSM, GPRS, IS-95, etc.) transmit information about their 
capabilities and requests from the networks from their access points to specific users via a general broadcast 
channel (BCCH).
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Figure A-3 Additional threshold to trigger the polling process 
The Terminal Architecture
To detect different radio interfaces with a polling SWR it is necessary to keep a minimum of information 
about the standards (minimum physical and MAC/link layer functionality) within the mobile terminal. 
These information is then accessed repeatedly/cyclically when polling is in process. Figure A -4 depicts the 
abstract architecture of a ‘polling SW R ’ .
Figure A-4 Architecture for a ‘Polling’ software definable radio interface
The three grey blocks in Figure A -4 depict a high level SWR terminal architecture which can be re­
configured by downloading a new protocol stack and other new software in a variety of ways including over 
the air interface download, docking to a service PC, or downloading from a Smart Card. It would even be 
possible when using the air interface, but in that case significant alterations to the access points would be 
required. This structure has been proposed in [FETT 97], but does not address the problem of inter network 
roaming. The ‘Polling SW R ’ architecture builds on this basic structure, by introducing an additional signal- 
processing block (SP) to perform the polling task. The processor responsible for the polling service 
becomes invoked by the DSP which handles the normal data traffic, this may happen either when the signal 
strength of the receiving signal drops below the first threshold (Figure A-4) and no neighbouring cell of the 
same system is available or when the application requests another transmission bandwidth (or another 
transmission scheme). When the ‘Polling Service DSP’ is invoked it becomes configured to a ‘minimum 
radio’ this means it will have the same physical appearance like a normal terminal, if the incoming signal 
does not fit to the set up, the ‘polling DSP’ has to access the next protocol in the memory and re-configure 
again and so on until the suitable protocol has been found.
Once a suitable protocol is detected, a request for the missing software modules, for complete
reconfiguration of mobile terminal is sent to the core network. The memory is expected to contain a 
“minimum stack” of the most appropriate/expected standards, while new protocol stacks could also be 
added on, when necessary. The memory requirements are not expected to have significant cost/complexity 
impacts on the whole terminal architecture. Thus all the support software necessary (e.g. RTOS, 
IIOP/ORB, JavaVM, etc.) as well as the minimum stack will be placed in the memory. For intersystem 
handoffs it might be necessary to download only specific parts of the protocol rather than the whole 
protocol stack (see figure 3-9, protocol entities), to achieve the shortest possible duration for the download
process. Another possibility to reduce this time is to allocate for a short time several data channels
(especially for access systems with small bandwidth like GSM).
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The Network
Since backward compatibility is a major prerequisite, changes to the existing access networks need to be 
kept to a minimum, to ensure continued operation o f  existing terminals and handsets. This aspect is the 
foundation on which this proposal is based. A  polling based approach will ensure that no changes will be 
required on the existing access networks i.e. access points (BTSs in G SM /G PR S), although an additional 
server for handling the extra functionality will be required (figure A -5) for storage o f  the software/objects 
and handling o f  requests.
Extra
Figure A-5 Cellular Network and Extensions for SWR capability
The infrastructure, depicted in figure A -5 , is totally independent from the communications network. There 
are only connections within the Network Controllers (BSCs), all the software/object traffic between the 
m obile terminal and extra server is handled via these connections.
Polling versus Minimum Air Interface
Polling technique is only one possible solution to realise the air interface recognition o f  re-configurable 
Software Radios. In this section a comparison with the scheme proposed in [FETT 97], which uses a 
N A CCH  (Network A ccess and Connectivity CHannel) is presented. N A CCH  is an implementation o f  a 
Minimum Air Interface.
The Minimum Air Interface
An ideal flexible radio should be software re-configurable on demand and the system proposed in [FETT 
97] assumes a need for definition o f  a minimum standard on the side o f the air interface. This minimum 
standard is supposed to deliver a basic connection between terminal and network, regardless o f  the type o f  
the underlying network. This minimum standard is called N ACCH ; it does not include any traffic channels 
except possibly for paging. N A CCH  is defined to include functionality for:
• mobility management (location management). N A CCH  is responsible for all user centric location 
management and location update. The user should be managed only once, independent on the 
traffic channels or the services he uses
• authentication and registration, has to be done once, independent, how  many different traffic 
channels the user will require during the call or the time the user accesses the network.
• call paging and call set up signalling, the user has to be locatable and accessible therefore paging is 
used. T o  set up the suitable traffic channel the appropriate software can be downloaded via the 
NACCH .
• an interface to define/program traffic channels and services (either user defined or out o f  a 
collection  o f  existing software solutions).
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Figure A-6 mobile terminal architecture
Figure A -6  depicts the possible architecture for the interface to a m obile terminal using NACCH . The 
minimum air interface performs, in principle, som e o f  the tasks o f  the BC C H  in current systems.
N A C C H  is used in standby m ode for e.g. registration with the network and location update. When 
necessary it re-configures the software radio m odem  into the desired m ode o f  operation. The N A CCH  is 
currently subject to research, the IBM S (Integrated Broadband M obile  System) project deals with the 
definition o f  this minimum air interface.
The Polling Mechanism
The Polling mechanism delivers the preconditions for an implementation o f  a truly flexible radio. It does 
not necessitate any kind o f  standardised channel nor major alterations to existent access points. The 
connection between network and terminal will always be delivered by the access technique used in the 
current m obile radio cell. The Polling technique delivers:
• the flexibility for SW R  terminals to becom e (re-)configured to every standard which has a 
Broadcast Control Channel (BCCH ).
• conformity to existing standards.
• back- and forward compatibility.
• minimum power consumption.
Figure A -4  depicts the proposed architecture for a m obile terminal including the Polling technique. Polling 
is only active during the previously mentioned periods.
Comparison between Polling and Minimum Air Interface
The architecture o f  both N A C C H  and Polling is relatively similar, although the functionality and the 
procedures are different. This part gives an overview  o f  the differences between these two solutions for 
Software Radio.
Implications on the network
Both proposals w ill need extensions to the existing networks, which deal with the software and handle all 
the software requests. Whilst Polling requires only connections from  each server to the object/protocol 
Server, N A C C H  will require extensions to every single access point to deliver the minimum air interface. 
Neither N A C C H  nor Polling will affect the compatibility o f  current wireless interfaces.
Terminal power consumption
The N A C C H  handles all the requests for re-configuration via its minimum air interface; it downloads the 
software and observes the network for paging signals to set up. Additional carriers will be required to 
support a N ACCH , this channel w ill need a large bandwidth to perform the software download in an 
appropriate short time. N A C C H  needs to listen all the time, during standby and during data traffic.
Polling w ill only be used i f  the system is not configured at all, or when the system needs a re-configuration, 
additional power consumption occurs only when a system handoff is required or the terminal becom es 
invoked in a foreign cell. During standby the system has the usual consumption o f  a m obile phone. The 
N A C C H  concept needs extensions for every access point to deliver the minimum air interface; these 
extensions have to be added to every cellular system (in future also satellite m obile systems). It requires in 
principle a dual m ode terminal, whereby one m ode is fixed to the N ACCH . N A C C H  will take several tasks
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from  BC C H  and will observe the network for requests for calls and support the radio in all issues regarding 
reconfiguration.
Polling is a kind o f  ‘occasional service’ , i.e. it i f  there is no need for access network discovery or no need 
for re-configuration, the Polling service w ill be idle. The major disadvantage is the need for more memory 
to store all the minimum protocols; therefore a greater flexibility will be achieved (changed protocols can 
easily be downloaded to update the embedded store for minimum protocols, this means new systems can be 
invented without problems).
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A p p e n d i x  B
B  -  I D L  S p e c i f i c a t i o n  o f  t h e  M o b i l i t y  
E x t e n s i o n  t o  t h e  P N N I
// idl specification for the signalling// extensions to PNNI signalling
// covers: mobility management signalling
// can be extended for the whole
// PNNI signalling (Q.2931)
// callback interface
// s -> c
interface ClientCBsrv ( 
in long long sTimerValue;// task performed
oneway void ACI<N_FORWARD_ADD (in boolean genlnd) ;
// task performed// task ID: ACKN from 'old' = FALSE
// ACKN from 'home' = TRUE
oneway void ACKN__TERMINATE_PATH (in boolean task);
// task ID: path via 'old' terminated by timeout = FALSE
II path via 'old' terminated by command = TRUE
// task not fulfilled oneway void FAILED(in long taskld);
// task ID: FAIL/ACKN... to 'home' failed: 1// FAIL/ACKN... to 'old' failed: 2
// FAIL/ACKN... to release failed: 3oneway void HO_RESPONSE{in long long permanentWATMAd,
in long long newcurrentWATMAd);
oneway void HO__CONFIRM_COMPLETE(in long long permanentWATMAd,
in long long newcurrentWATMAd);
} ;// client-server-call interface
// c -> sinterface ServerNode {oneway void SET_FORWARD_ADDRESS(in long long permanentWATMAd,in long long currentWATMAd, 
in long long newAccesSwitchAd, 
in long long oldSwitchAd, 
in ClientCBsrv objRef); oneway void CANCEL_0LD_ADDRESS (in ClientCBsrv objRef);
// HO only
oneway void HO_REQ(in long long permanentWATMAd,in long long currentWATMAd, 
in long long newAccesSwitchAd, 
in long long oldSwitchAd, 
in ClientCBsrv objRef);
oneway void HO„CONFIRM(in long long permanentWATMAd,
in long long newcurrentWATMAd, 
in ClientCBsrv objRef);
};
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A p p e n d i x  C
C  -  A  Q o S - N e g o t i a t i o n - E x t e n s i o n  u s i n g  t h e  
O P t l M A  F r a m e w o r k
T w o prototypes have been developed to demonstrate the use o f  our O P tlM A  framework in ‘real-world’ 
applications. The first prototype implements two GUIs for Q oS negotiation and implements a QoS 
signalling protocol implemented within the O PtlM A  framework, whilst the second prototype uses the same 
Q oS protocol for negotiation o f  video transmission quality in a stock trader application. Apart from the 
application o f  the O P tlM A  framework, the second prototype is also used as a platform to experiment with 
various Java (and related) technologies like JMF, Java Swing, etc..
P RO TO TYPE DESCRIPTION
In prototype 1 the implementation consists o f  a server applet and a number o f  client applets, with both 
applet classes displaying the Q oS negotiation. Q oS classes defined in O PtlM A  facilitate messaging 
between client and server using Java RM I as transport media. The applets are used as signalling end-points 
to negotiate and display the Q oS settings. Communication between these end-points takes place via the API 
using an underlying layer class (pro-layer), which implements the RM I connection via interfaces (Stub and 
Skeleton) to the Java Object Broker (RM I). Client-Stub and Server-Skeleton implementations in this 
prototype, are representative o f  the pro-layer classes.
Figure C-l prototype implementation protocol stack
The protocol stack (used in this test platform) consists o f  an application layer (L-class), an API (Pi-class) 
and a general layer class (L-class) representing the remainder o f  the protocol stack31. Application layer
31 T h e functionality o f  this m odel relies on  the basic c lien t/server p rin cip le , w here ob jects  are distributed across the n etw ork  and com m u n icate  via a m iddlew are layer 
(o b je c t  broker). C lients request services, v ia  the request broker, from  rem ote server ob je cts . T h e  (R M I) broker uses in terfaces bou n d  to  the im plem entations o f  clients 
and servers ca lled  stubs and skeletons, respective ly . Stubs and skeletons h ide the com p lex ity  o f  the com m u n ication  b etw een  client and server, they control 
serialisation and de-m arshalling o f  param eters and they establish, maintain and terminate con n ection s  b etw een  the rem ote entities.
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classes are implemented as applets (Client Applet and Server Applet), they provide the graphical user 
interface (GUI) o f  the signalling end-points. Java A W T  (abstract windowing toolkit) is used to implement 
the GUI and Solaris on Sun workstations as computing platforms. The general layer class (RM I Class 
Client and RM I Class Server) represents the test-platform-version o f  the protocol stack. This class is 
derived from the signalling application layer class; all Q oS information available in lower layers is 
accessible via this class. M oreover, the general layer class accesses the Java’ s RM I Stub and Skeleton 
classes. RM I-Client and -Server classes are implemented as separate classes they provide the means for 
(RM I) distributed object computing endpoints, see Figure C -l
Client and Server applets are depicted in Figure C-2, the information fields represent requested and 
provided Q oS parameters.
aiant SHIRAZ
[Service Modification Accepted
Locationid
Available.
Available.
Available.
Priority Available.Service ;
Service Request 
Accept QoS?
Figure C-2 Client and Server Applets
The experimental set-up consisted o f  the server applet running on a SUN Solaris server and a number o f  
client applets running on distributed x-terminals, which were connected to the server machine via an A TM  
hub (over 10/100 Mbits/s Ethernet connections).
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Client(MT) MSC Server
request Service Modification
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Figure C-0-3 QoS modification message sequence
As an example o f  operation o f  prototype 1 implementation, we briefly describe the operation o f  the 
simplified signalling messages sequence for Q oS re-negotiation presented in Figure C-3. The client 
requests a modification o f  the already provided service from  the server (Service M odification). It passes to 
the server all the required Q oS parameters and information related to the identity o f  the client. The server 
processes this request and examines the required Q oS, the availability o f  local resources i.e. current loading 
due to all clients, and the resources already assigned to this client. Then it informs the client whether the 
new request is accepted or not (Service M odification Response). The client acknowledges the previous 
message (Service M odification Response ack.). In case the request is not accepted, the client can either 
disconnect or continue the current session with the previous Q oS values.
PROTOTYPE 2 -THE OPTIMA TRADER APPLICATION
Although the interfaces in prototypes 1 and 2 make use o f  the same underlying Q oS signalling (API) 
structure there are however a number o f  major additions in prototype 2 to enable the additional functionality 
o f  the user interface.
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Figure C-0-4 OPtlMA trader GUI
Prototype 2 offers an interface to users to search and select particular share symbol, specify their QoS 
requirements and renegotiate Q oS during a session. It has been implemented as standalone application 
rather than as applet. The interface presented to the user incorporates username and password registration
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fields, text messaging capability, an online share index ‘ticker’ and a point-to-point video conferencing tool 
as depicted in Figure C-4. In prototype 2 RMI is replaced by the CORBA based object broker OrbixWeb 
(used for QoS messaging part) and the complete model has been ported from Sun Workstations over to 
Windows NT environment on networked PCs. Java however is still used as implementation language. All 
OPtlMA classes remain unchanged, only stub and skeleton classes are exchanged (to enable connection to 
the new ORB) and of course the new graphic interface used to access the OPtlMA QoS API. The various 
parts of the OPTIMA trader application use different transport mechanisms to transmit their information: 
user and password registration, as well as the text messaging service are using the RMI facilities to transmit 
alphanumerical symbols and strings from client to server. A RTP connection is used for the video 
conferencing tool, whilst an IIOP (CORBA) connection carries the aforementioned QoS signalling. The 
‘share price ticker’ is a java applet constantly updated through connection to a remote Web server [SELF 
00], it uses the http protocol for the information transport (see Figure C-5).
The RTP session manager is the ‘signalling endpoint’ for RTP connections (real-time video/audio), it 
establishes, maintains and terminates RTP connections and reacts to QoS changes requested by the 
application (via the OPtlMA QoS API). QoS signalling related fields in the GUI, show capabilities such as 
requests of changes in colour, motion and resolution as desired setting (useful for fast re-negotiation of QoS 
during an active session). The ‘Update Settings’ button however brings up a separate profile window 
(Figure C-6) where desired, minimum and offered values for frame rate, colour, brightness and resolution 
for video and noise, distortion etc. for audio can be set by the user (via sliding scale bars). Each custom 
profile can then be saved for later use or discarded as required. Moreover the RTP session manager 
provides additional network information. Whilst the profile window contains subjective settings as: 
required, minimum and offered QoS, the RTP Statistics window displays numerical information about the 
packet transmission, obtained from the RTP session manager.
Figure C-5 OPtlMA trader data/signalling model
The prototype 2 is complex in various regards; a number of different software packages and various 
transport systems are used alongside. Java Swing has been applied to implement the control components 
(i.e. buttons, sliders, text-fields, etc.) within the GUI whilst the JMF (Java Media Framework) implements 
the video conferencing part. Using these two packages together within one application has proved non­
trivial: swing uses Tight weight’ whilst JMF on ‘heavy weight’ components which means that swing 
components do not require as much of the system resources as JMF components do as they rely heavily on 
JVM (Java Virtual Machine) resources. Due to these different computing resource requirements, using 
light and heavy weight components alongside may cause ‘jumping’ effects when the GUI is being dragged 
across the screen.
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Figure C-6 Video/audio profile and RTP statistics window
Swing is part of the Java 2 SDK, the Java Media Framework (JMF) a collection of class libraries that 
provides multi media services. The third software package is OrbixWeb 3.0 from IONA and provides a 
Java implementation of the CORBA 2 standard. Transport of signalling messages and content uses IIOP 
(Intemet-Inter Operation Protocol), http (hyper text transport protocol) and RTP (Real Time Protocol) 
connections are on top of TCP and UDP, respectively over IP. Although initial results are encouraging, 
proper evaluation of the proposed protocol framework, will require an extensive suite of tests on aspects 
such as tolerable delays and response times, packet loss and jitter and server loading, 
delay/throughput/loading at the ORB level (similar to [MOES 99c]) and subjective QoS assessments which 
are currently in progress. Future work is envisaged to demonstrate software download of protocol code 
(new L2/3) and application components (based on protocol in [MOES 00c]) and reconfiguration capabilities 
using the trader application.
Figure C-7 depicts the testbed used for both parts of the QoS - API model implementation. However, 
whilst in prototype 1 Solaris workstations were used as signalling endpoints, two PCs operating Windows 
NT were employed to host prototype 2.
Figure C-7 OPtlMA testbed
The trader application has a complex structure and is using a multitude of different transport mechanisms 
on top of both UDP and TCP over IP. Despite the overload in transport techniques used within the testbed, 
it serves a multitude of different tasks; it not only shows the use of a QoS negotiation API defined and
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implemented using the OPtlMA framework, but it also provides a platform for future performance 
evaluations of a wide range of real- and non-real-time streams. Furthermore, possible evaluation scenarios 
include investigations of point to multipoint ‘trading-sessions’ and therein the scalability and performance 
of the QoS signalling.
